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FROM = Gary J. Peters

SUBJECT: Career OffendeffGuidelines

A working group was created to examine questions and

problems that have arisen*withrespect to the Career Offender

guideline; The group consisted of Phyllis Newton, Donna Triptowj

Ronald Welch and myself. The group's report follows.

I . INTRODUCTION

In general terms,the Career Offender guideline did not

result in much confusion during the training seminars sponsored

by the Commission, particularly as compared to other provisions

in the Criminal History chapter. The following results from the

Commission's survey of "Training the Trainer" participants

illustrates ageneral understanding of the application principles:
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No
Problems

Judges 18 (90%)

Prob.
Officers 69 (77.5%)

Total 87 ( 79 . 8%)

2

Minor
Problems

1 (5%)

19 (21. 3%)

20 (18.3%)

Serious
Problems

1 (5%)

1 (1 . 1%)

2 (1 . 8%)

Total

20 (18 .3%)

89 (81.7%)

109 (100%)

Nevertheless, the participants did have a number of questions

about this guideline, including the following:

are violent.offenses counted if they occurred more than

15 years ago?

are the time periods applicable to criminal history also

applicable in career offender decisions?

are felony convictions for possession of a controlled

substance counted as "controlled substance offenses?"

would a prior conviction for escape which involved violence

be considered a "crime of violence?"

Since the Career Offender guidelines have begun to be

applied to actual cases, however, problems have arisen. The

Technical Assistance Service (TAS) has received a number of calls

questioning whether operation of the guideline depends solely on

the offense of conviction (both as to the instant offense and

prior convictions), or underlying conduct, as well. The use of
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underlying conduct as a standard poses practical problems for

probation officers, who would have to review each conviction in

an attempt to determine if the underlying conduct constituted a

"crime of violence." The Commission alleviated this problem in

the January 15 amendments by changing the phrase "the instant

offense is a crime of violence or trafficking in a controlled

substance" to read "the instant offense of conviction is a felony

that is either a crime of violence or a controlled substance

offense il

Other questions that have arisen on TAS relate to questions

about what crimes are and.are not covered by the "crime of

violence"definition, and the guideline's applicability to

convictions under 18 U.S.C. 6 924(e), a statutory sentence

enhancement carrying a mandatory minimum penalty of fifteen

years' imprisonment and a maximum of life. This statute, the

content of which is substantially similar to the Career Offender

guideline, is specifically designed to punish repeat offenders.

The questions about €924(e) convictions have come from at

least two sources. The first source was probation officers in

Sacramento, who calledthe TAS about a defendant who was subject

to the 5924(e) enhancement, for whom they wanted to recommend a

sentence above the mandatory minimum of fifteen years. They did

not feel the guidelines allowed them to do so, because the

guideline for the count of conviction. [18 U.S.C. 5 922(g) -

52K2.1] carries an offense level of 9. Because that offense

level provides for a sentence well below the statutory minimum,
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even at criminal history level VI (21 - 27 months), the statutory

minimum automatically becomes the guideline sentence. See

55G1. lib) .

The second source involved a recent Seventh Circuit case,

United Stages v. Jackson, 835.F.2d,1195 (dec. Dec. 14, 1987),

where Judge Frank Easterbrook expressed the hope that the.

Commission would address what he referred to as an "ambiguity" in

the guidelines, namely, whether a conviction under 18 U.S.C.

€ 924(e) was a"crime of violence" under the guidelines. The

judge noted that neither 5924(e) nor its predecessor statute,

18 U.S.C. 9 1202(a), is listed in the statutory index. Other

ambiguities raised by the judge are whether the "offense

statutory maximum"under €481.1 refers to the maximum lawful

sentencefor the crime of violence or themaximum for any of the

crimes that would be part of a single "group" under €3D1.2 of the

guidelines, and, more broadly, what the Commission would consider

to be a "crime of violence." The latter concern was addressed by

the Commission in its January 15 amendments. A copy of a

memorandum from Phyllis Newton to Judge MacKinnon, specifically

addressing certain aspects of Judge Easterbrook's decision, is

annexed hereto as Appendix A.

Theworking group has attempted to address these questions,

additional issues presented to us by David Lombardero and Peter

Hoffman, and other issuesraised within the group. The remainder

of this memorandum addresses our attempts to resolve these

issues. Wherever possible, wevhave tried to include both
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advantages and disadvantages of possible approaches. If a

consensus was reached on a particular approach, we havenoted

that. In other instances, where the group did not agree on an

approach, we have merely presented the issue for your

consideration.

In attempting to include as many options as possible,

without"presenting one "model" revision, we are awarethat some

optionswould conflict with others. Therefore, if you decide to

make any ofthe changes discussed herein, you may wish to

consider them in various combinations. We are prepared to take

any changes you requestand redraft the suggested amendment in an

internally consistent manner.

II. DESCRIPTION OF 18 U.S.C. 9 924(e)

There are substantial similarities between 18 U.S.C.

5 924(e) and the Career Offender guideline, such that we believe

a discussion of the statute may be helpful in considering whether

andin what manner to amend the guideline.

A. The Development of the Statute

The forerunner of 5924(e) was the Armed Career Criminal Act

of 1984, 18 U.S.C. Appendix II $ 1202(a) (the "ACCA"). The ACCA

amended 18 U.S.C. App. 1202(a)(1) to raise the penalty for

possession of a firearm by a thrice - convicted felon from two

years to a mandatory minimum of fifteenyears imprisonment. The

ACCA, enacted as part ofthe Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
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1984, Pub. L. 98 - 473, Title II, €9 1802, 1803, 98 Stat. 2185,

stated:

In the case of a person who receives, possesses, or
transports in commerce or affecting commerce any
firearm and who has three previous convictions by any
court referred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection (

for robbery or burglary, or both,such person shall be
fined not more than $25,000 and imprisoned not less
than 15 years, and, notwithstanding any other provision
of law, the court shall not suspend the sentence of, or
grant a probationary sentence to, such person with
respect to the conviction under this subsection, and
such a person shall not be eligible for parole with
respect to the sentence imposed underthissubsection.

Subsection 1, to which the statute refers, is the Gun Control Act

of 1968, Pub. L. 90 - 351, Title VII, 82 Stat. 236 (formerly

codified at 18 U.S.C. Appendix II5 1202(a)), which makes it a

crime for certain categories of persons to possess a firearm in

or affecting commerce; Effective November 15, 1986, the first

sentence of 18 U.S.C. App. 5 1202(a) was incorporated into

18 U.S.C. 5 922(g), while the ACCA provision was incorporated

into 18 U.S.C. 5 924(e)(1). Firearm Owners' Protection Act, Pub.

L. No. 99 - 308, 55 102(6), 104(a)(4), 106 (1986). Section

924(e)(1) was amended.by Congress twice during the 1986 Session.

The first version carried over the ACCA provision of prior

convictions for "robbery or burglary, or both." Before the

effective -date, however, the provision was amended to provide for

prior convictions of a "violent felony or a serious drugioffense,

or both.",
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B. ~3;, gr! 9 = h St L'slative Hist t e a ute

*The legislative history of the ACCA is detailed in Qnited

States v. Gantt, 659 F. Supp. 73, 78 - 79 (W.D. Pa. 1987):

the purpose of theACCA is not toregulate
the possession of firearms. In fact, the legislative
history indicates that the ACCA became a part of the
firearm statutes only.as an afterthought. Identifica -
tion and incapacitation of dangerous repeat offenders,
not control of firearm possession, were the statute's
purposes. See H. Rep. No. 98 - 1073, 98th Cong., 2d
Sess. (1984), reprinted in 1984 U.S. Code Cong. and
Admin. News 3661; United States v. Hawkins, at 216 - 17.
Finding that a small number of recidivists were
responsible for a great number of streetcrimes,
Congress concluded that targeting these criminals for
federal prosecution and prolonged incarceration would
greatly reducecrime. H. Rep. No. 98-1073; 129 Cong.
Rec. 5295 -297 (January 26, 1983) (remarks of Senator
Spector, the bill's sponsor). As originally proposed
by Senatorspector, the bill was a federal robbery
statute, to be added to chapter 103 of Title 18, the
chapter dealing with federal robbery offenses. See 129
Cong. Rec. 5297. However, problems arose with federal -
izing what was an offense traditionally left to state
prosecutors. The National District Attorneys
Association objected. See H. Rep. No. 98 - 1073, p. 4;
130 Cong. Rec. 51561 (February 23, 1984) (remarks of
Sen. Kennedy, Exhibit 1). In response, Senator Specter
proposed giving state prosecutors essentially a veto
power over federal prosecutions under this bill. See
129 Cong. Rec. 5297; 130 Cong. Rec. 51560 (February 23,
1984). In turn, the Justice Department objected to
that proposal. See 130 Cong. Rec. 51562 (February 23,
1984). Senators Kennedy and Thurmond offered an
amendment that would have,restricted the bill to
robberies which were already prosecuted in federal
court, such as bank robberies. 130 Cong. Rec. 51558 -
69. Finally, to solve these jurisdictional difficul -
ties, Congress settled upon attaching repeat offender
provisions to the Gun Control Act. See 130 Cong. Rec.
H10550 - 51 (October 4, 1984): H. Rep. No. 98 - 1073,
pp. 4-5.

Senator Arlen Specter (R- Pa.), who introducedthe enhanced

penalty provision in the Senate, explained it as follows:

Robberies and burglaries are the most damaging crimes
to society Robberies involve physical violence
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or the threat thereof, being deliberately directed
against innocent individuals. Burglaries involve
invasion of their homes or workplaces, violation of
their privacy, and loss of their most personal and
valued possessions Most robberies and
burglaries are committed by career criminals. A high
percentage of robberies and burglaries are committed by
a limited number ofrepeat offenders. Many commit
scores of offenses. Some studies estimated that the
majority of these offenses are committed by career
criminals. Career criminals often have no lawful
employment; their full - time occupation is crime for
profit and many commit crimes on a daily basis
'H.R. Rep. No. 1073, 98th Cong. 2d Sess. 3, reprinted in 1984
U.S. Code, Cong. & Admin. News at 3663 (quoting 129 Cong.
Rec. 5296 (daily ed. Jan. 26, 1983)).

United States v. gawkins, ££2;;, 811 F. 2d at 216 - 17.

In light of this legislative history, those courts which

considered the issue have concluded that the,purpose of the

was punitive andnot regulatory, namely, the incapacitation

of repeat offenders. United States v. Hawkins, supra, 811 F. 2d

at 216: United States v. Gantt, 659 F. Supp. 73, 78 (W.D.Pa.

1987 ) .

C. Ing Operation of the Statute
As it now operates, no defendant is subject to the penalties

Of 5924(e)(1)un1ess he is first convicted of violating 18 U.S.C.

5 922(g). That section makes it a crime for any person to ship,

.transport, or possess in or affecting commerce, any firearm or

ammunition, if the person falls into one of the following seven

categories: (1) the defendanthas*a prior state or federal

felony conviction: (2) the defendant is a state of federal

fugitive; (3) the defendant is a drug user or addict; (4) the

defendant is an adjudicated mental defective or has previously
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been committed to a mental institution: (5) the defendant is an

illegal alien; (6) the defendant is a veteran with a dishonorable

discharge; (7) the defendant has renounced his U.S. citizenship.

The penalty for a conviction of 5922(g), set forth at

18 U.S.C. € 924(a)(1), is a maximumof five years in prison. The

relevant guideline is 52K2.1, which carries a base offense level

of 9. However, if the defendant has three prior state or federal

convictions for "a violent felony or a serious drug offense,"

then (and only then) he is eligible for the sanction of 5924(e).

"That sanction cannot be triggered without a.conviction for

€922(g). If the defendant is sentenced pursuant to €924(e), he

faces a minimum mandatory sentence of fifteen years imprisonment

without parole. The statute imposes no upper limit. By

implication, the maximum penalty is life imprisonment.

An issue with relevance to the guidelines is whether 5924(e)

is merely a sentence enhancement or constitutes a separate

federal offense. To date, eight circuit courts have considered

that issue with respect to the predecessor statute, 18 U.S.C.

App. 9 1202(a). Six of them the Third, Fourth, Eighth, Ninth,

Tenth, and D.C. Circuits - have held that the ACCA did not

establish a separate offense. See United States v. Blannon, 836

F.Zd 843 (4th Cir. 1988); United States v. Gregg, 803 F. 2d 568

(10th Cir. 1986): United States v. Hawkins, 811 F. 2d 210 (3rd

Cir. 1987);United States v. Jackson, 824 F. 2d 21 (D.C. Cir.

1987); l!Bited - sletes v. West, 826 F.Zd 909 (gth cit. 1987); and

United States v. Rush, No. 86 - 1811, 42 Cr. L. Rep. 2417 (Bth
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Cit. Feb. 25, 1988) jen banc). In those circuits, therefore, the

5924(e) penalty need not be separately charged; once a defendant

has been convicted under 18 U.S.C. €1202(a) [now 18 U.S.C.

5922(g) ] , and after proper notice and information is provided by

the Government, the sentencing judge must apply the enhanced

penalties providedfor in 5924(e) upon proof of three prior

violent felonies or serious drug offenses., Presumably, it is now

resolved that the requisite standard of proof for the prior

felonies is a preponderance of the evidence. See McMillan v.

gennsylvgnia, 106 S. Ct. 2411 (1986). The Fifth and Sixth

Circuits, however, have concluded that the ACCA is not merely a

sentence enhancement provision but creates a new offense for

which a defendant must be indicted and convicted beyond a

reasonable doubt before being sentenced thereunder. United

States v. Davis,801 F. 2d 754 (Sth Cir. 1986); Unitedstates v.

Brewer, No. 86-6155, 42 Cr. L. Rep. 2417 (bth Cir. Feb. 26,

1988).

III. THE CAREER OFFENDER GUIDELINES

The Career Offender Guidelines are similar in their content

and operation to 18 U.S.C. 9 924(e). The working group has

suggested amending the guideline to conform even more closely to

the statute, particularly with respect to the definitions used

for predicate offenses. See discussion, infra. Preliminarily,

however, it should be noted that virtually any defendantwho is

sentenced pursuant to 5924(e) will have the requisite prior
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offensesto qualify as a "career offender." However, because the

guidelines and most courts do not consider 5924(e) to be an

"offense of conviction" (as previously stated, 18 U.S.C. 5 924(e)

does not appear in the statutory index), and because the offense

of conviction that triggers the €924(e) sanction [ 18 U.S.C.

5 922(g) ] is not a "crime of violence or a controlled substance

offense," the 5924(e) defendant will normally not be subject to

the Career Offender guideline.

*A. The Development of the Guideline

An early version of the Career Offender guideline appeared

in the Commission's Preliminary Draft of September 1986 (pages

127 - 28), in the form of a policy statement:

C321. If the offense of conviction is a violent offense or
a controlled substance offense and the offender has at least two
prior felony convictions, each of which is either a violent
offense or a controlled substance offense, then the sentence
shall equal the maximum term of imprisonment authorized for the
offense. This policy statement implements 28 U.S.C. 5 924(h).
Violent offenses are the state and federal counterpart of
offenses in Chapter Two, Part A, Offenses involving the Person,
and any other offense that involves force or threat of force
against a person, including burglary of a dwelling. Controlled
substance offenses are described in Section 401 of thecontrolled
Substance Act (21 U.S.C. 5 841); Sections 1002(a), 1005, and 1009
of the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act (21 U.S.C. €5
952(a), 955, and 959): and Section 1 of the Act of September 15,
1980 (21 U.S.C. 5 955a) .

In the Revised Draft of January1987, the following version

appeared as a guideline (page165):
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Defined

If (1) the defendant was at least eighteen years old at the time
of the current offense, and (2) more than a minor participant in
the current offense, and (3) the current offense is a crime of
violence or trafficking in a controlled substance, and (4) the
defendanthas at least two prior felony convictions of either a

crime of violence or a controlled substance offense, the sentence
shall be at or near the maximum term of imprisonment authorized
by statute for theoffense of conviction.

Linda Clemens could find no entries in the computerized

index of public comment pertaining to thecareer Offender

guideline.

B . 1;-; gi ty 3 gi Be Le 'slative Histo of t e G 'deli e

The Career Offender guideline was issued pursuant to the

directive in.28 U.S.C. €994(h) that "the Commission shall assure

that the guidelines specify a sentence to a term of imprisonment

at or near the maximum term authorized for categories of

defendants in which the defendant is eighteen years or older

and -- ".has been convicted of an instant felony that is either a

crime of violence or a drug trafficking offense and has two or

more prior similar felony convictions. Theprior convictionsmay

be equivalent state offenses.

The relevant legislative history of this provision was

summarized by John Steer a year ago. A copy of his memorandum,

including his interpretation of the statutory directive and his 1

recommendations to the Commission, is,annexed hereto as Appendix

B [hereinafter "the Steer Memorandum" ] .
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C. Theopgration ofthe Guideline

In its current form, the Career Offender guideline is

potentially both under- inclusive and over- inclusive. It is

potentially under- inclusive in that it fails to apply to

defendants convicted of violating 18*U.S.C. 5922(g) and sentenced

pursuant to 5924(e). As amended, the guideline focuses

exclusively on the count of conviction, rather than the conduct

involved, both as to the instant offense and the prior offenses.

Since there is no separate guideline for €924(e), any defendant

sentenced pursuant to that enhancement but convicted of violating

18 U.S.C. € 922(g) would necessarily receive the mandatory

minimum statutory sentence, regardless of the seriousness of the

underlying offense. See €5G1.1(b). In much the same way, the

guideline is also potentially over- inclusive. It makes no

distinction between defendants convictedof the same offenses,

either as to the seriousness of their instant offense or their

previous convictions. For example, two defendants convicted of

the same federal drug felony [e.g., 21 U.S.C. 5841(a)(1) ] , each

with two priordrug offenses, would be subject'to the same career

offender sanction, even if one defendantwas adrug "kingpin"

with serious prior offenses, while the other defendant was a low-

level street dealer whose two prior convictions for distributing

small amounts of drugs resulted in actual sentences of probation.

Under federal law, both defendants are likely to be convicted

under the same statute. For the instant offense, even if the

amount distributed was no greater than that involved in the prior "

/
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offenses, the low- level defendant would face a minimum offense

level of 32 under this guideline (210-262 months). Possible

approaches to this perceived problem, and others, are discussed

below.

IV. SPECIFIC ISSUES AND PROPOSALS

A. Should the Commissionadopt a guideline which reflects
a more flexible approach to the statutory language?

Some staff members believe that the Commission should

consider adopting a career offender guideline that - is less

mechanical and more related to offense conduct. Peter Hoffman

has drafted such a proposal, annexed hereto as Appendix C. The

Steer Memorandum (Appendix B) concluded that the legislative

history of the guideline supported such anapproach. Peter's

proposal places the careeroffender in criminal history category

VI, but at the adjusted offense level resulting from the

underlying offense conduct, enhanced by [four] levels. Peter

claims a four - level enhancement is most consistent with current

practice, but that anenhancement "penalty" of as few as two

levels or as many as six levels could be justified.

This approach offers certain advantages: it takes into

account the defendant's real offense behavior; it allows for

multiple count analysis, where applicable, with a resulting

combined offense level: and it ensures that the severe penalties

of this guideline would be more closely tied to the defendant's

actual conduct in committing the instant offense rather than

simply to the statutory penalties for the count of conviction.
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Thus, in the previously described example, the low- level drug

seller would be penalized for his recidivism, but the penalty

would still be tied to the quantity of drugs involved, as opposed

to simply the offense of conviction. The low- level dealer would

thus receive a lesser sentence thanthe "kingpin."

However, other staff members believe the Commission should

not change its conceptual approach to this guideline. Assuming

the primary purpose of this guideline is to incapacitate repeat

offenders simply because of their repetitive commission of

certain categories of crimes, then the seriousness of the instant

offense conduct is not particularly important. The philosophical

question is left to the consideraiton of the Commission.

B. ghgulg the guideline otherwise attempt to distinguish
the seriousness of prior offenses?

Another way of ameliorating the potentially unfair impact of

this guideline would be to distinguish between the seriousness of

grip; offenses of career offenders, whereas the proposal

discussed above in (A) is based on the seriousness of the instant

offense conduct. ,One proposal, either as an alternative or an

addition to (A), is to require that the sentences imposed for the

prior offenses of conviction exceed one year andone month,

paralleling the threshold of €4A1.1(a). Thus, in the previously

described example, the prior convictions of the low- level drug

seller would not be counted for career offender purposes because

they resultedin sentences of probation.

This approach distinguishes between career offenders who

have committed'serious prior offenses and those whose prior
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offenses were relatively minor, but nonetheless carried a

substantial possible sentence. It also furthers the purposes of

specific deterrence, since the defendant who received only

probationary sentences before may well need a prison sentence to

deter him from future criminal conduct, but not a sentence of 210

months (the minimum sentence for a career offender convicted of

distributing any quantity of drugs). Providing a reasonable

mechanism for reducing the lengthy prison terms of career

offenders would also ameliorate the prison impact potential of

this guideline.

However, this approach is subject to the same criticism as

the conceptual change suggested in (A); that is, it qualifies the

punishment of recidivism for its own sake. In addition, it could

be argued that it perpetuates past sentencing disparities, in the

same way that argument has been made with respect to €4A1.1 by a

number of the defendants who have filedguideline challenges to

date. However, the legal staff believes this particular legal

challenge to be extremely weak, and thus far no reviewing court

has shown any interest in it. We therefore believe the threshold

of one year and one month in €4A1.1 is a reasonable standard for

distinguishing the seriousness of previous offenses.

C. S ould Acc; tance of Res onsibilit 3E1.1 Be
Available to Career Offenders?

The Career Offender guideline, like Criminal Livelihood, is

applied after the Chapter 3 adjustment for Acceptance of

Responsibility. Therefore, a defendantsubject to this guideline
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whopleads guilty and otherwise evinces acceptance of

responsibility does not benefit from a two- level reduction in his

offense level. The argument for making the reduction available

is that it would give defendants some incentive to plead guilty.

on the other hand, the guideline sentences for career offenders

are so high that the two- level reduction, by itself, is unlikely

to induce many guilty pleas. In addition, the notion of

"acceptance of responsibility," is eroded by permitting a

defendant to."accept responsibility" for the third in a

continuing series of major felonies. A defendant in these

circumstances who was repentant could cooperate and thereby win a

departure. However, if the Commission were to adopt the changes

discussed in proposal (A), su - ra, then "acceptance of

responsibility" would appropriately be calculated in determining

the defendant's adjusted offense level. In those circumstances,

it would be likely to result in more guilty pleas.

D. Should the guideline be amended to account for
sentences imposed more than fifteen years before the
instant offense?

It was pointed out to the working group that a habitual

criminal might avoid application of the career offender guideline

because he previously served a lengthy sentence; For example, a

defendant may have committed a series of predicate felony

offensesmore than fifteen years before the instant offense,

culminating in - an offense for which he served fifteen years in

prison, and immediately upon his release committed the instant
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offense. Although the offense resulting in the,fifteen year

imprisonment would be countedboth for purposes of computing the

defendant's criminal history (see Application Note #1 to 54A1 - 1)

and for purposes of the career offender guideline, the other

previous convictions would not be counted for either purpose.

Hence, the instant offense would not qualify this defendant as a

career offender. The working groupmdoes not believe this problem

warrants adopting a more inclusive approach for prior offenses

under the Career Offender guideline than under Criminal History,

in general. In addition, some of those defendants who would

escapethe Career Offender guideline for this reason would

probably be subject to the enhancement of 18 U.S.C. 9924(e),

which has no applicable time bar for predicate convictions.

E. hould the uideline be amende to account o multi le

convictions?

As it currently operates, the Career Offender guideline is

predicated on the statutory maximum for the instant crime of

violence or controlled substance crime, and is not affected by

the commission of multiple offenses. For example, the guideline

offense level for a career offender whose instant offense was

armed bank robbery is 37, regardless of whether the defendant was

"convicted of holding up one bank or three. The working group

doesnot believe this amendment is necessary because the

guideline's offense levels are already so high. If the

Commissioners want the guideline to reflect the commission of

multiple offenses, we recommend further consideration of the sort

T
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of proposal discussed above in (A), reflecting a defendant's

underlying offense behavior, which would include accounting for

multiple offenses, as well as acceptance of responsibility, etc.,

in determining the adjusted/combined offense level prior to the

enhancement "penalty."

F. should a policy statement be added to the guideline
suggesting that age might be a relevant factorto
imposition of this guideline?

A good deal ofempirical evidence suggests that a criminal's

likelihood to recidivate declinessubstantially after he reaches

his mid to late thirties. gee, e.g., Cusson and Pinsonneault,

"The Decision To Give Up Crime," Cornish and Clarke (eds.), The

Reasoning Crimina , New York: Springer - verlag, 1986. Since the

Career Offender guideline may impact on many defendants just

before or as they reach that age, subjecting them to very lengthy

prison terms, David and Peter asked the group to consider whether

a policy statement suggesting age as a potentially relevant

factorshould be added to this guideline.

Our short answer is "no." - Such a policy statement would be,

completely inconsistent with the guidelines in their entirety,

and 55H1.1, in particular. Whatever merit there may be to this

proposal, it should apply with equal force throughout the

guidelines. Obviously; that is an issue well beyond the scope of

this memorandum.

Moreover, while our review of the literature was by no means

exhaustive, some authorities believe recent patterns of
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recidivism may be changing. In her newbook, Crimewa s: The

Future ofcrimein America (Anchor Press/Doubleday),

criminologist Georgette Bennett opines that the traditional

criminal profile of "young, male, poor and uneducated" will

increasingly be replaced by older and more affluent offenders.

Of course, it is arguable whether this segment of society will

have the same rate of recidivism as the young and poor.

G. ghould the Application Mgtes be amended to clarify the

meaning of "gffense statutory maximum" in the

guideline?

We propose that the Application Notes to 5481.1 be amended

to specify that "the term 'offense statutory maximum' under

5481.1 refers to the maximum term of imprisonment authorized for

theoffense of conviction that is a crime of violence or a

controlled substance crime. If the defendant is convicted of

committing two or more crimes of violence or controlled substance

offenses, apply the highest maximum term of imprisonment for any

single such count of conviction." This amendment would clarify

ambiguities raised by callers to the TAS and by Judge Easterbrook

in the gacksog case, sgpra.

H. Should the Application Notes be amended to clarify the
applicabilityof prior sentences imposed in unrelated
cases?

The working group recommends that the provisions of

54A1.2(a)(2) should be added to those already listed in
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Application Note #4 to 5481.2. Currently, a prosecutor could

argue that two prior sentences imposed in related cases satisfied

the predicate offense requirement of the Career Offender

guideline. Section 4A1.2(a)(2) states, in part, "Prior

sentences imposed in related cases are to be treated as one

sentence for purposes of the criminal history." We believe the

Commission intended this provision to apply to the Career

Offender guideline, as is suggested by 5481.2(3)(B). However,

the failure to include 54A1.2(a)(2) in Application Note #4 with

the other specified provisions creates an unnecessary ambiguity.

I. Should the applicatigg notes pe amended to clarify
whether the guideline applies go a defendant convicted
of aiding and abetting a "crime of violence"?

Application Note #2 to 5481.2, which.discusses the term

"controlled substance offense," includes the sentence: "This

definition also includes aiding and abetting, conspiring, or

attempting to commit such offenses, and other offenses that are

substantially equivalent to the offenses listed." This sentence

is noticeably absent from Application Note #1, which discusses

the term "crime of violence." We take no positionas to whether

the sentence should be included in both definitional paragraphs;

rather, we simply note the discrepancy, as have probation

officers in the field. There are justifiable practical reasons

for maintaining the discrepancy, including the fact that, in

practice, prosecutors often accept a plea to a.Title 18

conspiracy count (18 U.S.C. 9371, which carries a maximum term of
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five years imprisonment) from defendants with very low levels of

culpability. However, it may be helpful to formally recognize

the discrepancy if the Commission wishes to maintain it, in order

to avoid different interpretations. This amendment should be

considered regardless of whether or not the Commission decides to

adopt different definitions for the predicate felony offenses in

theguideline (see next section).

J. Should the definitions of the predicate offenses be
amended topara;lel those in lb U.S.C.,£924(e)?

The working group believes that the terms "crime of

violence" and"controlled substance offense," together with their

definitions, should be deleted from the guideline. In their

place, we recommend that the Commission adopt the terms "violent

felony" and "serious drug offense" from 18 U.S.C. 5924 (e), along

with the definitions from that statute. The definitions from

5924(e)were not considered by the Commission prior to issuance

of the guidelines. They are more comprehensive and of more

recent vintage than the current guideline terms and definitions.

Staff members have expressed concern about the definitions

of the terms "crime of violence" and "controlled substance

offense" in the Career Offender guideline prior to the last set

of amendments. The current use of the term "controlled

substance offense" introduces a new offense description into the

drug law, one which will have no legislative history and less

interpretive case law than would a term already adopted by

Congress. Also, the listing of offenses by section number will
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necessitate the continuous review of new drug laws, both in terms

of their substantive similarity to those already listed in the

guidelineand simply in terms of the revised section numbers.

It was generally agreed that a more generic classification

would be preferable. One suggestion was to adopt the language of

the RICO statute for predicate narcotics offenses. Howeverr that

approach would include drug offenses often used for peripheral

defendants (e.g., telephone counts) and might go well beyondthe

intent of the enabling legislation.

We believe a better approach would be to adopt the term

"serious drug offense" already adopted by Congress in 18 U.S.C.

5924(e), along with the definition from that section. Such a

definition wouldsolve the problems inherent in the use of the

term "controlled substance'offense," take advantage of a term

specifically adopted by Congress and subject to case law

interpretation, and avoid the problem ofincluding relatively

minor drug offenses that are not already included within the

current guideline definition. At the same time, the adoption of

this "generic" statutory term and definition will minimize the

likelihood that a serious drug offender whose convictions do not

fitneatly into one of the specifically numbered statutes

included in the guideline (now or in the future) will avoid the

sanction imposed by the Career Offender provision.

Likewise, the group favors adoption of the"violent felony"

term from 5924(e). It is more specific than the definition of a

"crime ofviolence" in 18 U.S.C. 5 16, and more narrowly drawn.
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The'group's general feeling is that because the penalties

imposed by this guideline are so severe, linking the definitions

of predicate crimes to those already approved, defined and joined

together by Congress for the heavy sanction of 5924(e) would

facilitate both the acceptance of the guideline and its proper

application.

Peter Hoffman has drafted a tentative proposal incorporating

these definitional changes, annexed hereto as Appendix C.

Peter'sdraft also addresses the issues raised in Sections (G),

(H) and (I), above. However, we have the following comments

about the draft:

(1) The draft proposal essentially adopts verbatim the

definitions from £924(e)(2). However, Peter has changed

"burglary" to "burglary of a dwelling." This limitationconforms

to the current guideline, which defines "crime of violence" to

include convictions for burglary of a dwelling, but not

convictions for burglary of "other structures." See Application

Note #1 to €481.2. However, both on its face and as intended,

the statutory definition of "violent felony" in €924(e) is not

limited to burglaries of dwellings. Prior to its amendment in

1986, only convictions for "robbery" or "burglary," as those

terms were defined in 18 U.S.C. 5 1202(c), triggered the sentence

enhancement provisions of the ACCA. Burglary was defined in 18

U.S.C. 51202(c)(9) to cover a wide variety of private property,

as follows:
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" [A ] ny felony consisting of entering or remaining
surreptitiously within a building that is property of
another with intentto engage in conduct constituting a
Federal or State offense."

Moreover, the legislative history of the ACCA and the 1986

amendments thereto, as discussed above, shows that the drafters

of the statute were concerned about burglaries both in homes and

workplaces. The 1986 amendments sought to broaden the reach of

theACCA by ggpanding the types of prior convictions which could

be used to trigger the sentence enhancement provisions of the

Act.

(2) The draftyproposal essentially merges the "serious drug

offense" definitions of £924(e)(2)(A)(i) and (ii) into one

generic category, which we favor. However, it fails to adopt the

statutory reference for the term "controlled substance" found in

5924(e)(2)(ii), which could lead to unnecessary confusion,

litigation, and disparity. We favor including the reference.

(3) In attempting to further define "violent felony" by the

use of examples, the draft proposal departs from the statutory

model and again invites argument as to why other offenses were

not specifically listed. Representatives of the training staff

and TAS staff report that whereexamples are used, people in the

field tend to limit the definitions to those examples. Most of

us (but not all) therefore favor adopting both the language and

form of the statute, without the use of examples. An alternative

approach acceptable to all members of the group is to emphasize

in the Commentary that the examples are merely illustrative, and

not comprehensive.
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1 A copy ofthe proposal reflecting these suggestions is

appended to Peter's draft in Appendix C.

A relatedquestion is whether the court may go beyond the

text of an ambiguous statute of conviction and examine the

factual circumstances of the offense to determine whether it

falls within the enhancement provisions of the guideline. One

court that has studied this issue with respect to the "violent

felony" definition in 18 U.S.C. - €924(e) concluded that the court

could look to the factual circumstances of a state conviction for

preventing or dissuading the trial testimony of a victim/witness

to see if it came within that definition, because the emphasis of

the property crime definition in 924(e)(1)(B)(ii) is on conduct.

ggg Qnitgg - gtaggg v. Sherpogdy, 652 F. Supp. 1267, 1269 (C.D.

Cal. 1987). If the Commission were to permit a similar approach,

there would be even less value to including examples within the

definition.

K. Should the Commission adopt a guideline or policy
statement relating to defendants who are subjegt to the

enhancement provisions of 18 U.S.C. 5924(e), and if so,
what should it bg?

In light of Judge Easterbrook's opinion in gnited states v.

Jackson, ggpgg, and someof the TAS calls, the Commission may

wish to adopt a guideline or policy statement specifically

addressed to defendants who are subject to the enhancement

provisions of 18 U.S.C. 5924(e). The'recommendation of the

working group is that we should not issue any such guideline or
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policy statement at the present time. As the Commission monitors

the application of £2K2.1, $481.1, and £5G1.1, it will be better

prepared to addressthe necessity of such a guideline.

Should the Commission elect to issue a guideline, one

approach would be to add 18 U.S.C. €924(e) to the statutory

index and/or createa new guideline, numbered 12K2.5. Such a

guideline might be assigned a base offense level of 37, which

would allow for life imprisonment at the top of the range (360

months life). It should be noted that while the suggested

guideline offense level of 37 is the lowest offense level in
Criminal History Category VI carrying a maximum guideline range

of life, the minimum of that range of 360 months, which is tgigg

the minimum of fifteen years required by statute in £924(e).

Thus, under this proposal, a judge would have to depart to give a

5924(e) defendant less than thirtyyears. To rectify this
problem, the Commission might elect toadopt a newguideline

applicable to5924(e) defendants predicated on the minimum

statutory sentence (Level 30) with a guideline range of 168 - 210

months. This approach would require the judge to depart in order
to impose a higher sentence.'

A new guideline might provide for distinctions among

defendants in the form of specific offense characteristics
related to the underlying conduct of the possession offense

18 U.S.C. 5922(g). Importantly, 5922(g) is a mere possessory

offense, 822 requiring any use of the firearm or ammunition.

Moreover. the Commission has no data for this offense or its
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predecessor [ 18 U.S.C. £1202(a) ] to provide insight as to

distinctions in current sentencing practices. Consequently; the

working group does not believe we can legitimately devise

specific offense characteristics that would replicate existing

sentencing practices. See page 1.12 of the guidelines;

Another way for the Commission to address the absence of a

6924(e) guideline is by including commentary in 52K2.1 (the

current guideline for convictions of 18 U.S.C. 9922(g)) stating

that the Career Offender guideline should be considered for any

defendant who is being sentenced pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 6924(e).

And, finally, the Commission might consider inc1uding€924(e)

sentences as "crimes ofviolence"in the Career Offender

guideline. However, as.discussed above, the prevailing view in

the circuit courts is that 6924(e) is not a separate crime at

all, but rather a sentence enhancement provision. That suggests

that it does notrequire a guideline nor does it properly belong

in the statutory index.

For the present, therefore, the working group recommends

leaving the sentence to be imposed pursuant to 18 U;S.C. 5924(e)

completely within the discretion of the sentencing judge. In so

doing, the Commission will avoid the likely claims of

arbitrariness and the unfairness of predicating a guideline based

on either the minimum or maximum statutory sentence, but not

both.
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TO: Judge MacKinnon

FROM: Phyllis Newton,;"
SUBJECT: Easterbrook Decision

DATE: 1 February 1988

I have talked to a 'number of people regarding ,the

Easterbrook question and would like to provide you with the

current thinking of the Commission staff regarding this issue.

As I expressed to you, we generally do not see his concern to be

serious, particularly in light of the emergency amendments.

There are three basic issues encompassed in Easterbrook's

decision. he fi st concerns the lack of a s ecific ideline

or 18 U.S.C. 924(e He is correct that there is no guideline

for that offense. The question is whether or not that is a

seriousproblem. Section 924(e) has replaced the old 18 U.S.C.

App. 1202 that prohibited career criminals from possessing a

dangerous weapon. While there is no reference to 924(e) in the

Statutory Index, that section is an enhancement statute for



922(g), which is listed in the Statutory Index. Even if there

had been no reference for 922(g), guideline 2X5.1 that directs

the court to the most analogous guideline would lead one to 2K2.1

(Receipt, Possession, or Transportation of Firearms and Other

Weapons by Prohibited Persons). This guideline carries a base

offense level of 9, specific offense characteristics for altered

or obliterated serial numbers and for possession for sport or

recreation, and a cross reference to an offense committed or

attempted while possessing the firearm. The problem arises

because 18 U.S.C. 924(e) carries a mandatory minimum term of

fifteen years, and it is probable that there is no means of

reaching this minimum (much less the maximum of life) through the

base offense and specific offense characteristics. However,

5G1.1(b) assures that should a guideline sentencing range be

below the statutory minimum, that minimum becomes the guideline

sentence. If multiple counts are involved, 924(e) does not

require a consecutive,term as is true for 924(c). Some would

argue that this is not a satisfactory solution because any

,sentence above the statutory minimum would result in a departure

from the guidelines, and, as a direct result of the mandatory

fifteen year minimum, potentially no additional harm would result

from a multiple count case involving 924(e).

There are several possible solutions to this first concern.

A separate guideline could be written for 18 U.S.C. 924(e), but

without data it is not clear what the base offense level should

be. One might argue that the base offense level could be*the



first level at which the mandatory minimum enters the sentencing

table (level 29). But what characteristics distinguish the

offender who should receive the mandatory minimum from the

offender who might well receive life? The underlyingconduct

tends to provide distinctions, and that is precisely what 2K2.1

does in its cross reference. This suggests a different potential

solution. The Commission might well add 18 U.S.C. 924(e) to the

Statutory Index, referring the court to 2K2.1, and add a specific

offense characteristic to that guideline that provides an

increase if the offender is convicted of 924(e). But, again, it

is not clear the number of levels to be increased. Related to

thissolution is the possibility of adding a cross reference to

2K2.1 that directs one to apply the career offender guideline to

a felon in possession convicted of 924(e). While we suspect that

this statute is used for bad actors, this suggested solution

seems particularly onerous given our lack of data. What seems

most appealing at this time is that the Commission make no

changes. The Commission through its monitoring efforts will see

how many departures or even how many sentences result from

application of 5G1.1(a) and will be in a better position to

determine the appropriate base offenselevel and the need for

specific offense characteristics.

gasterbrook's second concern relates to whether the heading

"Offense Statutory Maximum" at 481.1 refers to the maximum lawful

sentence for the crime of violence or the maximum for any of the

crimes that ,would be art of a sin le ' lOU ' under 3D1.2 of the



guidelines. While Judge Easterbrook did not have the clarifying

language in the January 15 amendments at the time of his

decision, we believe that those emergency amendments have helped

to clarify this issue. The'April version of 481.1 referred at

(2) to the instant offense as a crime of violence, suggesting

that relevant violent conduct might be sufficient to trigger the

career offender guideline. Under the January 15 version, (2)

makes clear that it is the instant offense of conviction that

must be a crime of violence. Therefore, it is the statutory

maximum for the offense of conviction that applies when

determining the appropriate level to apply for career offender.

Itis true that there is nothing in the commentary that says

specifically that the offense that triggers the career offender

guideline is also the offense one must turn to in order to

determine the appropriate statutory maximum. We did not view

this as a problem, particularly with the clarifying language of

the amendment. If the Commission wishes, we might suggest

clarifying language to the commentary.

The third concern is with the definition ofcrime of

violence. Judge Easterbrook makes a solid point, here, when he

suggests that the possession may be a crime of violence under the

Commission's definition; i.e., "by its nature [ it ] involves a

substantial risk that physical force against the person or

property of another may be used." However, this is an issue that

the Commission has previously addressed. The Commission decided

not to interfere with the language and definitions of federal
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statutes and elected to use the language of 18 U.S.C. 16 to

define a crime of violence. Judge Easterbrook's concern seems to

be with the language of the statute, since that is the language

we have used. In an effort to more precisely define violent

crime, Congress made another attempt in 18 U.S.C. 924(e), and yet

again it refers to risk of harm. There is currently a working

group lookinginto problems with the career offender guideline,

and this definition is one of their areas of concern.

This obviously does not point to a solution but doesoffer

you the possible directions the Commission might take in

addressing the concerns of Judge Easterbrook. We believe that

the career'offender working group is well aware of the judge's

concerns, and will be considering them in making any suggested

changes to the Commission.

If you have any questions related to this case (or others),

please give me a call. I hope that this addresses yourconcern.
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March 26, 1987

GA MORAN

TO :
lA

The Commission

FROM:
~~~/JOhn Steer

SUBJECP: Interpretation of 28 U.S.C. 5 994 (h), Special Offender
Provision

The Commission has asked for a legal opinion construing the
provision in 28 U.S.C. 6 994 (h) which directs the Commission to
"assure that the guidelines specify a sentence to a term of
imprisonment at or near the maximum term authorized for
categories of defendants in which the defendant is eighteen years
old or older and - has been convicted of an instant felony
offense which is either a crime of violence or a federal drug
trafficking offense and has a prior record of 2 or more felony
crimes of violence or drug trafficking offenses. The precise
question is whether the phrase "maximum term authorized" means
the maximum term of imprisonment authorized by the statute for
the instant .offense or, alternatively, whether it means the
maximum term authorized under the Comniesion's guidelines for
categories of defendants whose"present and past criminal behavior
meet the statutory criteria.

Counsel's conclusion is that a literal reading of the
language suggests that it means "maximum term authorized BY
statute", an interpretation Which finds support in the
legislative history. However, this literalistic interpretation
conflicts with the larger context of the provision and probably
goes "further than intended by the author of the original
provision, Senator Kennedy.



Counsel's recommendation is that the Commission adopt an

interpretation which is consistent with the overall context of

the provision and the probable Congressional objective sought to

be achieved. That apparent objective is to punish repeat violent

.offenders and repeat drug traffickers cas defined in section
994(h)) among the most severe of any defendant category involving

those offense circumstances, with the punishment to include very

substantial terms of imprisonment often approaching,. if not

reaching, the statutory maximum. Counsel further recommends that

the guideline provision be called "Career Criminal Provision"
instead of "Special Offender Provision" and that the Commentary

briefly explain the Commission's rationale for a less

literalistic reading of the statutory language.

ack round and Discuss

As enacted in the Sentencing Reform chapter of the 1984

Comprehensive Crime Control Act (98 STAT. 1837, Pub. L. 98 - 473),

the first sentence of the provision at issue read as follows:

"(h) The Commission shall assure that the guidelines gill

specify a sentence to aterm of imprisonment at or near the

maximum term authorized pg section* ;581(b) 9; tit e 1;,

United States Code, for categories of defendants in which

the defendant is eighteen years old or older and

(underlining added).

Section 3581(b) is the section of the Sentencing Reform Act

which purports to list the maximum authorized .terms of

imprisonment for various classes of offenses. In fact,

hovever, section 3559 (6)(2) overrides this provision,
stating.that "the maximum term of imprisonment is the term

authorized by the statute describing the offense." later
recognizing that this made section 3581(b) largely

superfluous, and cross - references to it erroneous, Congress

enacted corrective legislation.

The Criminal Law and Procedure Technical Amendments of 1986,

Pub. L. 99-646 (November 10, 1986), amended 28 U.S.C.

&994(h) by striking the reference to section 3581(b) of

title 18, U.S. Code. This left the first sentence of

section 994(h) inits present form, reading:

"(h) The Commission shall assure that the guidelines
specify a sentence to a term of imprisonment at or near

the maximum term authorized for categories of

defendants...".

There is no direct explanation in the legislative histoYY

for this recent technical amendment, but it is helpful to

note that another provision in the same bill struck the

reference to section 3581(b), previously contained in

- ;) -



section 3563(b)(11), pertaining toconditions of*probation.1
The legislative history for this latter change states that
it simply was "a technical change to eliminate an improper
cross - reference to 18 U.S.C. 3581(b)." S.REP. 99 - 278, 99th
Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1986). The reason, of course, Why it vas
an improper cross - reference was because 3559(b)(2), through
its reference to the statute describing each .criminal
offense, controls the maximum authorized imprisonment, not
section 3581(b). Note, however, that the context for this
latter technical amendment does not readily lend itself to
an interpretation that the "authorized" in (b)(ll) could
have any meaning other than "authorized by statute". This
suggests that the amended 994(h) should be interpreted in a
parallel fashion.

Yet, a more careful reading of the legislative history
surrounding the origin of section 994(h) casts doubt on
whether Congress and the section's principal author really
intended for the present language to compelvthe Sentencing
Commission to construct its guidelines in a fashion that
will require a near statutory maximum,determinate sentence
(with no parole and greatly reduced good time credit) for
all defendants meeting the "career criminal" criteria in
994(h). The Senate Committee Report on the Comprehensive
Crimecontrol Act of 1984 briefly described the rationale
and background of 994(h) as follovs:

Subsection (h) vas added to the 98th Congress £9
e lace,a rov sion ro osed b Senator enned enacted

in 9.;572 [ as part of proposed 18 U.S;C. 3581, that
would have mandated a sentencing judge to impose ;

entence,at or near he statu'o aximum for repeat
violent offenders and repeat drug offenders. The
Committee believes that such a directive to the
Sentencing Commission will be more effective; the
guidelines development process can 'assure consistent
£nd rational implementation of the Committee's view

hat substantial >rison terms should be imposed gn
e eat V olent,of enders and; e eat dru trafficke S.

S. REP. 98-225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 175 (1983)
(emphasis added).

here
1 Section 3563(b)(11), With the language stricken shovn
with a line through it, reads as follows =

"(Il) remain in the custody of the Bureau of Prisons during
nights, weekends, or other intervals of time, totalingno
more that the lesser of one year or the term of imprisonment
authorized for the offense in section 3581(b), during the
first year of the term of probation:".



,The Kennedy Amendment to S. 2572,2 as the above Committee
Report states, was not a directive to the Sentencing Commission,
but rather was a mandate to the sentencing court Contained in
section 3581. "The provision read as follows:

CAREER CRIMINAL

'(1) For the purposes of this section, a career criminal is
defined as a person sixteen years of age or older who has
been found guilty of a crime of violence which is a felony
offense or an offense described in section 841, 952(a), 955,
or 959 of title 21, and has been convicted of two prior
felony offenses, each of which is either a crime of violence
in violation of State or Federal law or an offense described
in section 841, 952(a), 955 or 959 of title 21.

"(2) A career criminal shall receive the maximum or
approximately the maximum penalty for the current offense.

"(3) Prior to full implementation of the provisions of Title
V, relating to sentencing reform, a career criminal may
receive a sentence of imprisonment without parole prior to
the expiration of the full term of imprisonment imposed by
the court.

Note, first of all, that this original Kennedy proposal was
clearly a part of section 3581 and the maximum punishment
reference in part (2) of,the Career Criminals amendment clearly
was the maximum in section 3581 not the maximum in the statute
governing the criminal offense.j The implications of this are
substantial. For example, any offense statute carrying a maximum
term of imprisonment of less than 20 but ten or more years would
under section 3559(a) be classified as a Class C felony, but the
maximum term of imprisonmentactually imposeable under section
3581(b) for Class C felonies is 12 years. Thus, in many
instances, the combination of sections 3559 and 3581 in S. 2572
had the effect of lowering the statutory maximum sentence, and
the Kennedy amendment clearly was tied to those lower maximums.

Note, secondly, that the third part of the Kennedy
amendment, which appeared to address the application of the
amendment in the time between enactment and "full implementation
of sentencing reform," left it discretionary with the judge

2 S. 2572 was the immediate predecessor to the 1984
Comprehensive Crime Control bill. This bill passed the Senate
September 30, 1982. The House, however, stripped out a11 of the
sentencing provisions, and President Reagan ultimately vetoed the
legislation for other reasons.

3 Unlike the 1984 legislation, S. 2572 did not contain a
Section 3559(b)(2) provision which overrode the maximums in
section 3581.

- ~ -
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as to whether the individual would be eligible for parole. If,

on the one hand, the judge decided to permit parole, then the
actual time served could be substantially less than the statutory

maximum because of parole and good time. If, on the other hand,

the judge decided not to permit parole, the defendant still would
probably serve slightly less than two- thirds of the statutory

maximum because of the greater good time which could be

accumulated under the law*prior to sentencing.*

S. 2572, had it been enacted, vould have abolished parole
and reduced good time credits to 36 days (10 percent) per year.
There is no indication, however, that the author of the Career

Criminals provision, nor any othermembers of Congress, intended
for the implementation of the bill's determinate sentencing
system and substantially reduced good time to have the effect of
drastically increasing the time to be served by Career Criminals
convicted after sentencing reform was fully implemented. Yet, of
course, that would have been the result.

When the Kennedy amendment was brought forward to the 1983 -

1984Comprehensive Crime bill, several significant changes vere
made. Most importantly, as the above-cited Committee Report

passage indicates, the provision was made a directive to the
Sentencing Commission rather than to the sentencing judge. The

reach of the provision was also limited to defendants18 years
old or older (increased from 16 in the original version).

In Counsel's opinion, the effect of changing the provision
to a directive to the Sentencing Commission is to leave it the
Commission to construe this directive as consistently as it can

with the numerous other Congressional directives in the
Commission's governing statute.

i

The phrase "at or pga; the
maximum authorized", together vith the Committee Report
expression of an intent that "substantial prison terms should be

imposed on repeat violent offenders and repeat drug - traffickers"
(emphasis added) provide some latitude to the Commission. More

importantly, the larger Commission objectives of categorizing
defendants and offenses can, as the same Report paragraph states,
"assure consistent and rational,implementation of the Committee's
view...". Finally, the 1986 technical amendments should not be

taken as an effort to further increase or lengthen the terms of
imprisonment for career criminals. As earlier indicated, the
maximum specified in the statute for the offense mayexceed the
maximum derived from sections 3559(a) and 3581(b) in some

instances.
Reasonably construing the provision in'its present context

 In actuality, the third part of the amendment likely

vould have been completely ineffective, for the effective date
provisions for section 3581, of which the Kennedy amendment was B

part, delayed the implementation of this provision until the
sentencing guidelines went intoeffect.
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and in light of the total legislative history, it is sensible to
conclude that Congress did not intend a purely mechanical
application vhich would be unduly harsh in some instances end
inconsistent with the overall instructions to the Sentencing
Commission. Counsel further doubts that Congressvould desire

- the Commission to adopt a strict, literalistic reading which
exacerbates prison impact. Most members of the legislative body
would probably appreciate a less extreme, more flexible approach,
so long as it clearly achieved the fundamental objective of
severely punishing career criminals.

- 4
-
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PART B - CAREER OFFENDERS AND CRIMINAL LIVELIHOOD
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{481.1.

A defendant is career o8'ender if (1) the defendant Ws t least eighteen years old
t the time of the ins ant ,pj? (2) the instant

offense
of 1 cnon is Ielon

* 8:00; Q U Fflli-
thnt is either

*
or 1 3)

defend t as t
lens! sp prior felony mnviclions of either orat reel. vt. 9 Be >4  If the offense level for creer uiminal from the

uble below is greater than the offense level otherwise pplioble, the offense level
from the table below dull apply. A career offender'!. criminal history otegory in
every use shall be Category VI.

I

(A) Jlife
CB)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)

25 years or more
2) years or more, but less than 25 years
15 years or more, but less than 20 years
10 years or more, but less than 15 years
5 yeus or more, but less than 10 years
More than 1 year, but less Llun 5 years

Cemmrntm

QEsms.l.Excl

37
34
32
29
24
IT
12

pqub giftslsf
1.

todd!' F£'£-DM)' ss= -od-$ " and '{felony conviction' me defned in

54BJ.Z

- 28 USC. S 994(PU mandate= that the Commission assure that certain "career"

ojenders, as dejned in the statute, receive a sentence oj imprisonment "nt or near Lhe

muimum term authorized.' Section 48I.I implemenu this mandate. 77ce legislative history oj
tluLr provLrion sugesu' Umt the plvnse "maximum term mttnonlzed" should be construed mr the

maximum term authorized by statute. 2;; S. Rep. 98-225, 9Bh Cong., Ist Ser=. I75 (I983).
I28 Cong. Rec. 12792, 97tll Cong., 2d Sen. (1982) ("Career Criminals" amendment No. I3 by
Senator Kenneny), I2796 (cplanotion njamendment), and I2798 (remarks by Senator Kennedy).

Hill - Ds~llltm
WBLUN1' Frau)'

(1) The term bo --oG- -vioiogeo' s used in this provision 8-Jined - uia

See' msem' Is

(2) The term '
,gpus vivo ePt=tHSE

' ns used in this provision means a

$€£ lN$ER1' B

4.11 Jnunry 15, 1988
t l

1,. ONINM su-vu1'eA1 ,VIAl-nu'v guns TB int nu/nun rear! as- manson-4ear.
pmltuo too vu Up -gus' er ea-menu! nw OS n some gp vlmeuei eg
minus - Ol-Jb oefht SE .
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(3) The term 'two prior felony convictions' means (A) the defendant committed the
instant offense cubs; ue~ to sustinin t ! ut two i}ony convictions of. lot.= I-ON gms 93 of !either or (Lg, ogg nfelo!co victio o ~ cai9 U BBC ; two felony t~gv~tions,pf Jr cent-tales

, or one fclon eon~~jon ,of nd one
D . Q Ul'felony conviction of "ge.~-t-s ), nd (B) the sentences for

t least two of the foremenlioned felony convictions re counted separately
under the provisions of Pm A of this Chapter. The dale that defendant
tusuined conviction shall be the date the judgment of conviction vl.t entered.

I

Cm-mom
n Nel

'Crime oj violence' it dejined in I8 USC $ Id to mean an oyferue that haJ as -

- ent the ute, attempted use, or threatened me oj physical ,force against the - or
 pro oi anotlten or any other ojelue that is a jelony and that by its na involve=

,
a .mb.rra.n

'
lick that physical [cree against the person or property oi - - her may be

used in com
'

"ng the ojense. 77tc Commission btlerpreu this V jollows: murden
mtmrltmghten Bdn - . ing agrnvated assault, cnonionate mens' oj credit, joleible tex
ojenses, amon. or - - - . are covered by this provtlri Other oyferu-et me covered
only U the conduct [or iv

'
the de/endant was = tcally convicted meeu the above

dejinition. For example, convt 'n [or an es - £ accomplished by jorce or threat oiinjury would be covered; conviction r escape by stealth would nel be covered.
Conviction jor burglary oj a dwelling - - - be covered; conviction [or burglary ol other
stmcmrer Mould not be covered.

2. 'Contnolled substance o e" include= any /edel-ol or - e ojente that Lt tub=
-tantially

rbnllar to any oj' re lined in ntbxection (2) oj the pu '

e. 17le.re ojenses include
man%ctttl-ing, mponin; distributing dltpenring or post "ng with intent to
manuj'ac , impon, dirtnbule. or dispense, a conlmlled mbstan (or , a coantetjeit
mb= - e). 17uLr deinition also include= aiding and abelting, conspiring - attempting to

mil melt oleluet, md other ojenses that an substantially- equiualertl Io oJen.re.tlisted.

3. "Prior [elony conviction' mean.= a prior adult jedemi of state conviction ,for an ojerue
punishable by death or imprisonment [or a term aceeding one pan regardless oj whether
tuck ojelue is rpecdically designated as i jelony and regardless oj the actual sentence
bnpoted.

€ 'ltll.zkJ( Pam= sc4 ren €£ IX' wt?)
4. 77te provisions ol~54-4I.2(e) (Applicable Tme Period), i4AI.2(h) (Foreign Sentence=). and

{4,1].20) (bpunged Conviction.:) are applicable to the counting oi eonvictiolu under
HELL Also applicable Lt the Commentary to £04].2 peltaininglo invalid conviction=.

SEE mssm- D
4813 -

If the defendant committed n offense s part of pattern of uitninl conduct from
which he derived ubstntil portion of his income, his offense level shall be ot
len thn 13. ln no such case will the defendant be eligible 'for centcnce of
probation.

4.12 .lnuary 15. 1988
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InseRT A
means ny offense under federal or state law punishable by imprisonment for term

exceeding one year that -

(i) has as an element" the use. attempted usc, or threatened use of physical force
against the person of mother, or

(ii) is burglary of a dwelling, arson, or extortion, involves use of explosives, or
otherwise involves conduct that presents a serious potential risk of physical
injury to another.

lusem- B
an offense under federal or state law, involving the manufacturing, importing.

distributing, or possession with intent to manufacture, import, or distribute, a controlled
substance, for which a masdmum term of imprisonment of ten years or more is prescribed
by law .

losest C
*1. The terms "violent felony" and Tserious drug of fense' include aiding and abetting,

conspiring, and attempting to commit such offenses.

2. "Violent felony' includes. murder, volimtary manslaughter. kidnapping, ~'avated
assault, forcible sex offenses. robbery. arson. extortion. and burglary of a dwelling.
Other oB'enses re included where (A) that oB'ensc has as n element the use,
attempted use, or threatened me. of physical force gninst the person of another, or
(B) the oB'ense of which the defendant was convicted involved me ol' explosives or,
by its nature, presented serious potential risk of physical injury to anot.licr.'.

lusn.1- ?
The defmitions of "violent felony' and d

from 18U.S.C. £924(e), which was enacted in 1986. .

SEHOl.tS rug offense' are derived

mi



PART ! - CAREER OFFENDERS AND CRIMINAL UVELIHOOD
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{4311.

A defendmt iD career oB'ender if (1) the defendant ws t lea! eighteen yers old

t the lime of the instant ~P'e
(2) the instant oB'ense of victim B felony

xluov' nv Frnl.
that is either a

* or ip. 2) the

defend t AF t
least

prior felony convictions of either or
xu -~1. v B. ca Ben & If the offense level for career crimiml from the

able below is ;reter thn the offense level otherwise pplicble, the offense level

from the table below shall pp!y. A cueer offendefs uiminal history category in

every use shall be Category VI.

fl I

(A)
CB)
(C)
(D)
CE)
(F)
CG)

Life
25 years or more
20 years or more, but less than 5 years
15 years or more, but less than 20 years

10 ycrs or more, but less than 15 years

5 years or more. but less t.hn 10 years
More than 1 year, but less than 5 yen=

Cemmmtm

QEsnss.L€x£l

37
34
32
29
Zl
17
12

Been/sf
I. . rpm -cf #£50u*/ ,gmc-J6 UM/:6 ' nndjfelony conviction' are defined in

£481.2.

28 U.S.C. 5 994(lt) mandate= that the Commission an-ore that certain "cnneer"

ojenders, ns dejined in the statute. receive 4 sentence oj impnltonnuent "nt or near the

muimum term authorized.' Section 48I.I implement= this mandate. 77ie lejslctive history oj
this provlkinn mgesu that the plume 'rnndnuuir term authorized' should be construed as the

maximum term authorized by stcmte. ,2; S. Rep. 98-225, 98th Cong., Ist Sen. I75 (1983),

I28 Cong. Rec. I2792 97th Cong., 2d Ses=. (I982) ("Career Criminals' amendment No. 13 by

Senator Kennedy), I2796 (nplcnotion ojAmendment), and 12798 (remoflu by Senator Kennedy).

5481-2 - Blfillm
optui - Ee'u>-uv'

(1) The term bae -all-delao' s med in this provision 6-defed -Bios
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(2) The term ' '
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(3) The term 'two prior felony convictions' means (A) the defendant committed the

instant offense
subssauenxf to sustamtn t l ast pvc irony convictions of,%i-cora um mm o ef 8either or G,g, two felo

convictio~ o Me
Bi , two felony

cenviclions of Jr0 u e ! loqur P, or one felon cog~ction f a nd onefelony conviction of 'Eo=(rS "
), and (3) the sentences fort least two of the Aforementioned felony convictions are counted separatelyunder the provisions of Part A of this Chapter. The dale that defendantsustained conviction shall be the date the judgment of conviction was entered.

Gamma

!

li rt M

. -cr?-ile 0/ wolem - is mined in is usc. 5 i6 £0 mm an umm mr lmJ as -

- ent the We attempted use, or lhlealened use oi physical [cree against lite pe orpro oi anotheq or any other ojenJe that is 0 jelony and that by its na involvesa subsran
'

nhk that physical [Dice against the person or property oj - - her indy beused in com
'

"ng the cis-nse. 77le Commission interpreu this jollows: maidenmanslaugltren Hdn - - ing agmvated arsmlz, monioncte Glens' oj credit. jorcible saojenses; an-on. or - - - . are covered by this provtlri - Other olenses am coveredonly U the conduct [or '
- the dejendant was = ically convicted lneeu the abovedejinilion. For example, convl Vu jor an es accomplished by jorce or threat oj'injury would be covered; conviction - escape by stealth would not be covered.Conviction [or burglary oj a dwelling - - - be covered- conviction [or burglary oj other

suucnues would not be covered.

2. "Conoolled substance o e' includes any ,federal or € ev ojense tko! ir subs1onricilysimilar to any oj se listed  in subsection (2) oj Ute pu - - .
*

e. These ojfenses includeMan%cmring. pol-tin; distributing dispenJing or pos "ng with intent tomanu lac - , impact, distribute, or dispense, a controlled substan ( or a counterfeitsubs - £ e). This defnition also includes aiding and abettin; conspiring attempting lomil such ojenses, and other ojenses that are substantially equivalent to - ojenseslisted.

4. The plowlrions ol'54Al.2(e) (Applicable Tune Period), }4AI.2(ll) (Foreign Sentences), and54Al.2(j) (E9unged Convictions) ale applicable to tile counting oj convictions underNEL!. ALto applicable ir the Commentary lo 54/1I.2 peltainingto invalid convictions.
$££ msem- D

3. 'frior [don) conviction' means at pnbr adult [edema! or slate conviction [or an ojensepunishable by death or inipnlronnuenl lot c rem aceeding one yan regardless oj whether .such Ojjenje is specqically designated as a ,felony and regardless oj the acme! sentencehp' ed'
f<y'm.zkJ( Proc= 5nr-meg i~fiwczb)

NBIJ -
-

If the defendant committed n offense as part ,of pattern of criminal conduct fromwhich he derived substantial portion of his income, his offense level shall be notles than 13. In no such case will the defendant be eligible for sentence ofprobation.

4.12 January 1.5, 1988
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lusem' A
menus any offense under federal or cute law punishable by imprisonment for term

exceeding one year that -

(i) has s n element the use, attempted usc, or threatened use of physical force

against the person of mother, or

(ii) is burglary of a dwelling, arson, or enortion, involves use of ~ losives, or

otherwise involves conduct that presents serious potential risk of physical

injury to another.

lusan -r 5
an offense under federal or state law, involving the manufacturing, importing.

distributing, or possession with intent to manufacture, import, or distribute, a controlled

substance, or which a maximum term of imprisonment of ten years or more is prescribed %
by law . ~ (9,; ,£,{;M,& irs 3'Q €1io at lO 2 is -F ff.Q

C£> =7*:-eliot Sub-1'=neu @ =7* (2/ 0.=. c. 9 == 2)) ~
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luse'R1' C
'1. The terms 'violenl felony" and "serious drug offense" include aiding and abetting,

conspiring, and attempting to commit such offenses. *
2. 'Violent felony' includes murder, volunlnry manslaughter. Hdnnpping, ggvated

assault, forciblc sa offenses. robbery, rsom enortion. nd burglnry of dwelling. ',J uh' dl
Other oienses re included * where (A) that offense ins s n element the use, / ""rf

. ~
tlempted use, or lhretened use, of physical force gninst the person of mother, or en"b'wze '

CB) the offense of Which the defendant was conviaed involved use of explosives or ~l/~ l UM""AJ

by its nature, presented serious potential risk of physical injury to Another?.
' Ap £ i/lmn'r-#1
9- ,,,7 (.;q,rgKM -!'

lasert ?
~ zmuud: The dermsuons or wiolem felony" and
from 18 U.S.C. £924(e), which was enacted in 1986.
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January 17, 1990

Memorandum

TO : Judge Wilkins

FROM : Peter Hoffman
Jdasaai

SUBJECT: Career Offenders

As you requested, I have prepared a guideline amendment that would
provide foruse of relevant conduct rather than the offense of
conviction in determining whethera defendant qualified as a career -

offender under €481.1 in respect to the instant offense (amendment
is attached).

As I understand your request, the working of the provision would
be demonstrated by the following example:

Exam - le: The defendant, who has two prior convictions for
robbery, isarrested for robbery of a bank. He is allowed to
plead guilty to bank larceny. The offense guideline would be
€281.1 (Larceny) unless the defendant stipulated to robbery
as partof the plea agreement, in which case the robbery
guideline ($283.1) would apply (see 5181.2(a)).

In any case, however, the career offender provision would
apply because relevant conduct wouldbe used to determine
whether the instant offense was a crime of violence or drug
offense. The statutory maximum would be that of the offense
of conviction.

In this case, if the offense of conviction was 18 U.S.C. 9
2113(b) (10 year maximum), the offense level would be level
24 from the table at 481.1 unless the defendant had stipulated
to the commission of the robbery and the robbery guideline had
produced the same or a higher result.

There seem to me to be several reasons for proceeding cautiously
in this area, and I would recommend against this change at this
time.
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(1) The Commission has explained the increases in prison
population due to the career offender provision as being
required by the statutory direction to the Commissionin 28
U.S.C. 5 994(h). It is to be noted that this provision
expressly refers to a defendant who is convicted of an offense
that is a crime of violence or a drug trafficking offense.
This amendment therefore, and the increase in prison
population resulting therefrom, would clearly be no longer
directly required by the statutory directive.

(2) As noted in the case example shown above, the offense of
conviction controls the offense guideline section (thus, a
plea to,larceny will result in a lower offense level than a
plea to robbery), unless there is a stipulation to the
commissionof robbery. Under this amendment, however, a plea
to a lesser offense may produce a lower offense guideline from
Chapter Two, but nonetheless result substantially higher
guideline from Chapter Four, Part B.

This seems to me to be such a substantial departure from the
modified charge offense system adopted by the Commission that
it might be preferable simply to solicit public comment on
whether the Commission should now abandon the modified charge
offense system and adopt a real offense system. VAfter all,
the only way the current career offender provision can be
subverted is by prosecutorial charge manipulation. If
prosecutorial charge manipulation is a significant problem in
the most heinous cases (i.e., career offenders) it is likely
to be an even more serious problemin the run of the mill
cases. Note: an amendment to movethe guideline to real
offense sentencing would require substantial revision to a
number of sections. Therefore, if the Commission wishes topursue this course, I would recommend that the proposal be set
forth as a general proposal. This would allow more time to
determine exactly which sections hadto be amended and the
appropriate wording for each. Personally, I have always
favored a real offense system, although I do not know if this
would be the most appropriate time for the Commission to make
such.a significant change. It might be preferable to wait
until there is more analysis as to the extent of offense level
manipulation as a result of plea negotiation.

Note that a change in the robbery guideline to take into account
multiple instances does not raise the same concern because (1)
multiple robberies are heartland conduct, (2) there will be no
inconsistency between Chapter Two and Four, and (3) the commission
has already taken asimilar approach in othercases (e.g., an
offense involving multiple bribes in €2C1.1).
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Career Offender

*Proposed Amendment: Section 481.1 is amended by deleting "instant
offense of conviction is" and inserting in lieu thereof "instant
offense involves".

The Commentary to €481.1 captioned "Application Notes" is amended
in Note 2 bydeleting "that is" and "is of", and by inserting in
lieu thereof in each instance "involves".

The Commentary to 5481.1 captioned "Background" is amended by
inserting at the end:

"In addition, the Commission has expanded the definition of
career offender as set forth in 28 U.S.C. 5 994(h) in respect
to the instant offense to include defendants whose conduct,
as determined under 9181.3 (Relevant Conduct), involves a
'crime of violence' or 'controlled substance offense'."

Reason for Amendment: This amendment expands the applicability of
€481.1 (Career Offenders) to cover cases in which the instant
offense, as,determined under 5181.1 (Relevantconduct), constitutes
a 'crime of violence' or "controlled substance offense'.

This amendment, for example, would call for the applicationof the
career offender provision where the defendant had two prior robbery
convictions, and the instant offense was determined under €181.3(Relevant Conduct) to constitute a robbery even if offenseof
conviction was a lesser offense such as larceny.
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(l)From Federal Register 3£3£89

€283.1. Robbery

Concern also has been expressed that the guideline sentence may be
unduly limited by the number of counts of conviction. (See Chapter
3, Part D, for guidelines dealing with multiple counts ofconviction.) Under the guidelines, the offense level is notincreased by offenses that are uncharged or counts that aredismissed; the sentencing judge may consider them only within theguideline range or as a basis for departure. Under past practice,
the sentencingjudge was unconstrained in his consideration of
other offenses. The parole guidelines took them into account
regardless of whether there was a conviction.
This facet of the guidelines may result in lower sentences than
under past practice if the prosecutor accepts a plea to one count
of robbery when the defendant in fact has committed severalrobberies. It has been proposed that the Commission amend therobbery guideline to explicitly take into account other robberiesof which the defendant has been not convicted. The following two
amendments have been proposed as ways to accomplish this.
[Option.l: Insert as an additional specific offense characteristicat €283.1(b):

"(6) If, as part of the same course of conduct or common
scheme or plan as the offense of conviction, the
defendant committed one ormore additional robberies,increase by 2 levels. Do not, however, apply thisadjustment if the application defendant is convicted of.multiple counts of robbery.". ]

[ Option 2: Insert as an additional specific offense characteristicat 5283.1(b):

"(6) If, as part of the same course of conduct or common
scheme or .plan as the offense of conviction, the
defendant committed (A) one additional robbery, increase
by 2 levels;i(B) two additional robberies, increase by
3 levels; (C) three or four additional robberies,
increase by - 4 levels; or (D) five or more additional
robberies, increase by 5 levels."

The following additional Application Note would be inserted as Note
9:

"9. Multiple robberies are not grouped under 53D1.2(d).
Where specific offense characteristic (6)(6) applies,
multiple counts will be grouped under 53D1.2(c)." ]

The Commission solicits comment on whether either of. these
approaches should be followed.
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(2) Additional Option(Rough Draft)

Pro osed Amendment = Section 283.1 is amended by inserting thefollowing additional subsection:

"(c) Special Instruction:

(1) If, as part of thesame course of conduct or common
scheme or plan as the offense of conviction, thedefendant participated in one or more additional
robberies, apply Chapter Three, Part D (Multiple
Counts) as if the defendant had been convicted of
a separate countfor each suchrobbery."
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PART B - CAREER OFFENDERS AND CRIMINAL LIVELIHOOD

€4131.1. Career Offender

A defendant is a career offender if (1) the defendant was at least eighteer;,.year.s,old
..3t the time of the instant offense, (2) the i
ij,n~€;lg€s€a felony that is either a crime of violence or a controlled substance offense.
and (3) the defendant has at least two prior felony convictions of either a crime of
violence or a controlled substance offense. If the offense level for a career criminal
from the table below is greater than the offense level otherwise applicable, the offense
level from the table below shall apply. A career offender's criminal history category
in every case shall be Category VI.

* * #

C ommentarv

,4 ngii nation Notes=

1. "Crime of violence," "controlled substance offense," and "two prior felony convictions" are
donned in ,648].2.

* "O~ense Starutorv Mtzrimun;Tlrejers to the maximum term of imprisonment authorized for the
offense oj" conviction !-bet-iseir;i'oliee.€agrjgge of violence or controlled substance ojfense. ifmore
than one count of conviction is-ef crime of violence or controlled substance offense,
ttseithe maximum authorized term oj imprisonment for the count that tzutlzorizes the greatest
maximum term oj' imprisonment.

Baclrrrrottnd: 28 U.S.C. ,6 994(lz ) mandates tizattlte Commission assure that certain cnreer"ojjfenders,
as denlted in the statute, receive a sentence of imprisonment "at or near tire maximum term
authorized. " S ection 4Bl.I implements this mandate. 77xe legislative lxistorv of this provision suggests
that the phrase "maximum term authorized" should be construed as the ma.rimzm: term azttltorized bv
statute. See S. Rep. 98-225, 98tlx Cong., Ist $ess. I 75 ( I983 ), 128 Cong. Rec. 26, 5]1-].2 ( 1982) (text
of "Career Criminals" amendment by Senator Kenltedv), 26, 515 (br-ie,' summary of amendment), 26,
51 7- 18 (statement of Senator Kennedy).

Wi W4iki£5iii?:iux£€: €-£Ei1@iiZi&H:YtiEf -

Ho?iF??f&ii?:?3f
ssEQg€€(Ti):e?F.eZE;,bEE?*tzEi'ilEae:~zi;1t oj/camp *£££Zh};££

Historical Note: Effective November 1, 1987. Amended effective January 15, 1988 (see Appendix C, amendments -37
and 48); November I, 1989 (see Appendix C. amendments 266 and 267).
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April 17, 1989

TO: All Commissioners

FROM = Dennis ~~:phy, Bank Robbery Working Group

SUBJECT = Careeroffender Issues

This memorandum provides information on three issues relating
to the proposed amendments to the Career Offender Provision of the
Guidelines. The first issue concerns the unexpectedly small number
of Career Offender Guideline bank robbery cases that have been
received by the Monitoringunit. The second and third issues
relate respectively to the age and criminal history profiles of
Career Offenders.

Number of Guidelines Career Offenders

AS I discussed in my March 29 memorandum that analyzed data
from Monitoring files for bank robbery offenders sentenced under
the Guidelines, Career Offender status is indicated in
approximately nine percent of the presentence reports for
Guidelines bank robbery offenders. For a sample of about 160 bank
robbers sentenced in 1985, a hand analysis of*presentence reports
identified 35 offenders, or about 22 percent of the sample, who
would qualify as Career Offenders if sentenced. under the
Guidelines. The Prison Impact Simulation Model (PRISM) classifies
as Career Offenders about - one- third of all bank robbery cases
contained in the 1985 Augmented FPSSIS.

There are at least two possible explanations for the
relatively small number of bank robber Career Offenders in our
Guidelines monitoring files. It may be that many Career Offender
cases are complex and have not yet been resolved. It is also
possible that as a reaction to the high sentences that bank robbery
and other Career Offenders would receive under the Guidelines, some
of*these cases are being pled down to lesser offenses that would
not trigger the Career Offender provision. This memo explores the
latter theory.

Following the suggestion ofphyllis Newton, I have examined
Monitoring files for offenders with at least two prior adult

1 See page 1 of my March 29, 1989 memo titled "Bank Robbery
Cases Sentencedunder the Guidelines".

it -



convictions who were sentenced under the Guidelines for either bank
larceny, simple possession of a controlled substance, or possession
of a firearm by a convicted felon. If plea bargains are being
struck routinely to avoid the Career Offender provision, we would
expect to find a number of examples in these files of offenders
who would be classified as Career Offenders absent the plea
bargain. AS I will detail below, such pleas do.not in fact appear
to beoccurring very frequently. The results I report are merely
suggestive, however, since my analysis of the files has not been
checked by a more experienced member of the Commission staff.

Monitoring has received only two cases involving offenders
convicted of bank larceny who had two prior adult convictions.
For one of these cases the plea bargain was intended explicitly to
avoid a Career Offender sentence under the bankrobbery Guidelines.
Interestingly, however, the offender still received a Career
Offender sentence of 84 months (Level 22, Category VI) under the
(mistaken) assumption that bank larceny is considered a violent
crime under the Guidelines.

The search for bank larceny cases also turned up several
additional bank robbery files thathad been misclassified by the
Administrative Office. This group included a Career Offender. The
judge departed downward to ten years citing the offender's advanced
age (68 years).

There wereten Monitoring files for offenders with two prior
convictions who were sentenced for simple possession of a
controlled substance. One of these individuals would have been
considered a Career Offender had an indictment count for
distribution of crack not been dropped. There is no indication in
the file, however, as to why the distribution charge was dismissed.

The largest group of files was for the conviction offense
possession of a firearm by a convicted felon. Of 60 suchfiles,
I found three cases where the offender would have been considered
a'Career Offender had one of the Sounts of indictment not been
dismissedas part of a plea bargain. Again, I could not determine
whether the counts were dropped specifically to avoid a Career
Offender classification.

Career Offender Age Profile

I have attached in Appendix I three tables that disclose the
age distribution of various groups of Career Offenders. Table I
shows the distribution for the 35 offenders convicted of bank
robbery in 1985 who were classified by Commission staff as Career
Offenders using actual presentence reports. Tables II and III are
based on information obtained from the Prison Impact Simulation
Model. 'Table II shows the average age by offense category of

2 The counts dismissed for the three cases were distribution
of crack, kidnapping, and assault on a police officer.

~
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Career Offenders as identified by PRISM using 1985 Augmented FPSSIS
data. Table III provides a detailed age profile of bank robbery
Career Offenders from Augmented FPSSIS broken down by Criminal
History Category.

Career Offender Criminal History Profile

Appendix I also provides information on criminal historyfor
Career Offenders. Table IV shows in chart form the distribution
of raw criminal history points for the 35 bank robbery offenders
classified by Commission staff as Career Offenders. Table V
discloses the distribution of Career Offenders by Criminal History
raw points for each of the six offenses that can trigger the.career
Offender provision.



APPENDIX I
AGE AND HISTORY PROFILES OF CAREER OFFENDERS



TABLE I

AGE DISTRIBUTION FOR 35 BANK ROBBERY CAREER OFFENDERS
(1985 Augmented FPBSI8)

AGEGROUP COUNT PCT

17 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 34
35 - 39
40 - 44
45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59
60+

1
8
8
4
5
4
3
0
1

2.94
23.53
23.53
11.76
14.71
11.76
8.82
0.00
2.94



IABLE II

AVERAGE AGE OF CAREER OFFENDERS BY OFFENSE

Summaries of AGE
By levels of AOCODE

Variable Value Label

For Entirepopulation

AOCODE 1100 Bank Robbery
AOCODE 1500 Agg Assault
AOCODE 6100 Rape
AOCODE 6511 Marij.Distib
AOCODE 6711 Heroin Distrib
AOCODE 6721 Cocaine Distrib

Mean

35.6102

35.2526
28 .5429
31.0000
39.9865
37 .5424
38.5343

Std Dev

9. 3996

9. 1253
4 .9725
7.9057
8.2447

10. 2053
9.9394

Cases

489

293
35
13
25
59
64
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Crosstabulation:

CH- > Count

TABLE III

AGE PROFILE FOR ROBBERY CAREER OFFENDERS

TAGE
By CH

TAGE

18

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60+

24

29

34

39

44

49

54

59

2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1.00 2 1 7 3 4

2.00 1 9 21 22 23

3.00 12 9 20 28

4.00 1 2 17 11 19

5.00 4 6 14 4

6.00 1 2 9 5 5

7.00 1 1 1 5 4

8.00 1 3 1 4 1

9.00 1 1 2

Column
Total

7
2.4

35
12.2

72
25.0

84
29.2

90
31.3

Row
Total

17
5.9

76
26.4

69
24.0

50
17.4

28
9.7

22
7.6

12
4.2

10
3.5

4

1..4

288
100.0
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TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTIONOF CRIMINAL HISTORY POINTS, 35 BANK ROBBERY CAREER OFFENDERS
(1985 Augmented FPBSIS)

POINTS COUNT PERCENT

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
23.
25.

2
2
1
1
3
2
8
4
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
1

5.71
5.71
2.86
2.86
8.57
5.71

22.86
11.43
5.71
2.86
2.86
2.86

11.43
2.86
2.86
2.86

~
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LTABL E -V

AVERAGE RAW CRIMLNAL HISTORY SCORE BY OFFENSE

Summaries of RANCH
By levels of AOCODE

Variable Value Label

For Entire Population

AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE

1100 Bank Robbery
1500 Agg Assault
6100 Rape
6511 Marij.Distib
6711 Heroin Distrib
6721 Cocaine Distrib

Mean

10.6469

11 . 1993
8.6000
8 . 0769
8 . 1859
9 . 3898

11.8514

Std Dev

4.9661

4.7505
4 . 3467
3 .7741
4 .9249
5. 0686
5.4960

Cases

492

296
35
13
25
59
64
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MEMORANDUM

1%*

February 13, 1989

TO: All Commissioners

FROM: Dennis Murphy,
Robbery Working Group

SUBJECT: Career Offender Profiles

Attached are a series of tables that present summary data for
various characteristics of individuals in the 1986 Augmented FPSSIS
data set who would be considered career offenders under the
guidelines, The first table discloses the breakdown of career
offenders by type of conviction offense (e.g. robbery, aggravated
assault, heroin distribution, etc). The leading sources of career
criminals are Robbery (41 percent),' cocaine distribution (19
percent) and Heroin distribution (15 percent).

Table II presents the average age of career offenders by
offense category. Drug offenders average about 38 years of age,
with bank robbers averaging about35 years. (A more complete age
profile of bank robbers is available in Table VII.)

Table III.A reveals how the average raw criminal history score
of career offenders Varies across offense categories. Bank robbers
have on average accumulated 11 points, which places them in the
middle of criminal history category V. Career offenders in other
offense categories have accumulated about 8 points (criminal
history category IV). Table III.B is a matrix that discloses by
offense the distribution of career offenders across criminal
history categories. It can be seen that drug offenders tend to be
spread more evenly over categories I - VI than are bank robbers, who

' It should be noted that virtually all of the career offenders
convicted of bank burglary and bank larceny were originally
indicted for bank robbery. Thus, bank robbery as a real offense
accounted for roughly half of all career offenders in*1986.
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tend to cluster in categories V and VI.2

Tables IV-VI use several measures to describe the severity of
individual offenses within offense category. Table IV presents the
average number of injuries reported by offense category. Table V
presents similar data for the average number of deaths. TableVI
lists the percentage of offenders who possessed a weapon by offense
category. As might be expected, the injury rate is highest for
aggravated assault and rape. Death is a rare occurrence across all
categories.

Finally, Table VII presents detailed age and criminal history
information for career offender bank robbers. About 75 percent of
such offenders are under age 40. Only eight percent are over age
50 .

2 Due to missing data problems concerning prior sentence
length, the prison impact model used to classify career offenders
and simulate guideline sentences arbitrarily assigned several
individuals to Category I, even though this outcome is technically
impossible under the guidelines. Such cases should be ignored,
since the individuals may not be career offenders or may belong in
a higher criminal history category.



TABLE I

CAREER OFFENDERS BY OFFENSE

AOCODE

Value Label

Bank Robbery
Agg Assault
Bank Burglary
Bank Larceny
Rape
Marij .Distib
Heroin Distrib
Cocaine Distrib

Valid Cases

Valid
Value Frequency Percent Percent

335
38
32
35
13
80

124
153

810

41.4
4.7
4.0
4.3
1.6
9.9

15.3
18.9

100.0

41.4
4.7
4.0
4.3
1.6
9.9

15.3
18.9

100.0

Cum
Percent

41.4
46.1
50.0
54.3
55.9
65.8
81.1

100.0

810

1100
1500
2100
3100
6100
6511
6711
6721

TOTAL

Missing Cases 0
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TABLE II

AVERAGE AGE OF CAREER OFFENDER BY OFFENSE

Summaries of AGE
By levels of AOCODE

Variable Value Label

For Entire Population

AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE

Total Cases
Missing Cases

1100
1500
2100
3100
6100
6511
6711
6721

Bank Robbery
Agg Assault
Bank Burglary
Bank Larceny
Rape
Marij . Distib
Heroin Distrib
Cocaine Distrib

810
4 OR . 5 PCT.

Mean

35. 7041

34 .9970
29.5263
34 . 2258
28.6390
31.0000
37.8203
37.8790
38 . 2141

Std Dev

9. 0706

8 . 8919
6.2633
7. 5970

10. 4097
7. 9057
7. 1216
9.7402
8. 5638

Cases

806

332
38
31
35
13
80

124
153



TABLE III.A

AVERAGE RAW CRIMINAL HISTORY SCORE BY OFFENSE

Summaries of RAWCH
By levelsof AOCODE

Variable Value Label

ForEntire Population

AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE

Total

1100
1500
2100
3100
6100
6511
6711
6721

Mean

9.7303

11. 0119
8.7895

11. 0313
7.4183
8. 0769
8. 6210
8.2097
9. 3659

Std Dev

4. 9214

4 .7752
4.2436
4. 0758
5. 5582
3 .7741
3 .9357
4. 5893
5. 4389

Cases

810

335
38
32
35
13

- 80
124
153

Cases

Bank Robbery
Agg Assault
Bank Burglary
Bank Larceny
Rape
Marij . Distib
Heroin Distrib
Cocaine Distrib

810
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TABLE lllQ

QRIHINAL HLQTOR! CATE~V QY OFFENSE

Crosstabulation: AOCWE by CH

CH- >

AOCODE

Count Row
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00I 5.00 6.00 Total

1100 7 9 41 83 95 100
Bank Robbery

1500 4 5 17 6 6
Agg Assault

2100
Bank Burglary

4 l 7 13 8

3100 4

I

as 1 4
Bank Larceny

Rape
6100 1 1 4 3 2 3

6511 1 7 15 29 1/.

l

1 =
Marij.Distib

6711 3 17 3 1 31 is l 24
Heroin Distrib

6721 12 47

1

*32 7 55
Cocaine Distrib

Colum
Total

27
3.4

38
4.7

172
21.3

202
25 . 0

156
19.2

214
26.4

335
41.4

38
4.7

32
4.0

35
4.3

13
1.6

80
9.9

124
15.3

153
18.9

810
100.0
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TABLE IV

AVERAGE NUMBERWQF INJURIES BY OFFENSE

Summaries of NO INJUR
By levels of AOCODE

Variable Value Label

For Entire Population

AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE

Total

1100
1500
2100
3100
6100
6511
6711
6721

Mean

. 1000

. 0985

.8158

. 1250
0. 0

.8462
0.0

.0161
0.0

Std Dev

. 5202

. 6829

. 5626

.7071
0. 0

. 3755
0. 0

. 1796
0. 0

Cases

810

335
38
32
35
13
80

124
153

Cases

Bank Robbery
Agg Assault
Bank Burglary
Bank Larceny
Rape
Marij . Distib
Heroin Distrib
Cocaine Distrib

8 10



0

TABLE V

AVERAGE NUMBER OF DEATHSWBY OFFENSE

Summaries of
By levels of

Variable

NO KILL
AOCODE

Value Label

For Entire Population

AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE

Total

1100
1500
2100
3100
6100
6511
6711
6721

Mean

.0086

0.0
.0526

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.0403
0.0

Std Dev

.1530

0.0
.2263

0.0
0..0
0.0
0.0

.36.96
0.0

Cases

810

335
38
32
35
13
80

124
153

Cases

Bank Robbery
Agg Assault
Bank Burglary
Bank Larceny
Rape
Marij . Distib
Heroin Distrib
Cocaine Distrib

8 10



TABLE VI

AVERAGE POSSESSION OF WEAPON BY OFFENSE

Summaries of WEAPON12
By levels of AOCODE

Variable Value Label

For Entire Population

AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE
AOCODE

Total

1100
1500
2100
3100
6100
6511
6711
6721

Mean

. 3532

.5791

. 7368

. 3750
0. 0

. 3846

. 0936

. 1774

. 1148

Std Dev

.4783

. 4944

. 4463

. 4919
0. 0

.5064

.2931

. 3836

. 3198

Cases

810

335
38
32
35
13
80

124
153

Cases

Bank Robbery
Agg Assault
Bank Burglary
Bank Larceny
Rape
Marij . Distib
Heroin Distrib
Cocaine Distrib

8 10
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Table VII

1986 FPSSIS

AGE PROFILE FOR ROBBERY CAREER OFFENDERS

CRIMINAL HISTORY CATEGORY

AGE

17-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40- 41;

45-49

50-54

55-59

60+

Colum

I
N

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

0

8

ROW

TOTAL
IX)

(.002)

(.002)

(.004)

(.004)

(.0)

(.002)

(.0)

(.002)

(.0)

(.02)

II
N

2

1

1

2

0

1

1

1

Cl

9

(1)

(.005)

(.002)

(.002)

(.005)

(.0)

(.002)

(.002)

(.002)

(.0)

(.023)

III
N (X)

3 (.008)

5 (.013)

9 (.023)

1 (.002)

1 (.002)

2 (.005)

2 (.005)

3 (.008)

1 (.002)

27 (.069)

IV
N

3

9

9

8

3

0

0

1

0

33

IX)

(.008)

(.023)

(.023) :

(.02)

(.008)

(.0)

(.0)

(.002)

(.0)

(.084)

V
II (X)

6 (.016)

26 (.066)

15 (.038)

17 (.043)

7 (.018)

10 (.026)

1 (.002)

1 (.002)

,1 (.002)

84 (.214)

VI
II IX) N (1)

14

60

64

37

26

13

10

5

2

231

(.036)

(.153)

(.163)

(.094)

(.066)

(.033)

(.026)

(.013)

(.005)

(.589)

29

102

100

67

37

27

14

12

4

392

(.074)

(.2)

(.255)

(.171)

(.094)

(.069)

(.036)

(.031)

(.01)

(1.0)

/
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Volume

; ' An estimated 3,168,170 burglaries occurred in the

I-

if

Jniigd States during 1989. These offenses accounted for
22 percent of the total Crime Index and 25 percent of the
,mpeny cnmes.

Distribution figures for the regions showed that the

hiiiest burglary volume occurred in the most populous
gouthem States, accounting for 42 percent of the total. The
wgstem States followed with 23 percent, the Midwestem
Smes with lg percent, and the Northeastem States with l6
percent.

Like the previous year, more burglaries occurred in
August than any other month. The lowest number was
"ported in Febmary.

Bglary by Month, 1985-1989

[ymca: of annual total]

Months 1915 1916 1917 lgll lil?

}nulfY I.2 l.I 1.4 1.4 l.l
FCUNIIFY 1.1 7.5 7.1 7.1 7.3
Match .2 l.J ..! .l .2
April 7.1 7.9 7.6 7.3 7.7
my I.0 .l 1.0 l.l U.4
Jane 73 .l 1.0 1.0 l.J
IllT 9.0 1.9 l.l .l 9.2
MI! 9.I 9.0 9.I 9.3 9.1
September I.! .3 I -4 1.6 .6
(babe 9.0 L4 .6 1.5 .S
November .! .l .I I -4 l.l
December . . . .5 7.1

7.
-is

Trcd

Nationwide, the burglary volume decreased 2 percent in
I989 from the 1988 total. By population groupings, the
only increases were registered in cities under 10,000 in

rate was 1,412 in the metropolitan areas, 1,040 in the cities
outside metropolitan areas, and 673 in the mral counties.

Regionally, the burglary rate was 1,554 in the Southem
States, 1,388 in the Westem States, 1,013 in the Midwest-

em States, and 1,007 in the Northeastem States. A
comparison of 1988 and 1989 rates showed decreases of 5
percent in the West, 3 percent in the Midwest, 2 percent in
the South, and l percent in the Northeast.

Nature

Two of every 3 burglaries in I989 were residential in
nature. Seventy percent of all burglaries involved forcible
entry, 22 percent were unlawful entries (without force), and
the remainder were forcible entry attempts. Offenses for
which time of occurrence was reported showed that 49
percent happened during the daytime hours and 5l percent
during the nighttime hours.

Burglary victims suffered losses estimated at $3.4 billion
in 1989, and the average dollar loss per burglary was
$1,060. The average loss for residential offenses was
$1,080, while for nonresidential property, it was $1,023.

Residential burglary showed a 3-percent decline from
I988 to 1989; nonresidential offenses showed a 2-percent
increase during the same period.

Clennces

Geographically, l4 percent of the burglaries brought to
the attention ot" law enforcement agencies across the
country and in the Northeast were cleared in 1989. ln the
South, the clearance rate was lb percent; in the West, l3
percent; and in the Midwest, l2 percent.

Geographically, all four regions of the United States

to 1988. The declines were 2 percent in the Westem and

A burglary rate of 1,276 per 100,000 inhabitants was

€' I988 and was 24 percent below the I980 rate, the highest
£1 in history. ln 1989, for every 100,000 in population, the

Rural county law enforcement cleared l6 percent of the
burglaries in their jurisdictions. Equivalent to the national
experience, l4-percent clearance rates were recorded by
agencies in cities and suburban counties."

Adults were involved in 83 percent of all burglary
offenses cleared, and only young people under lb years of
age were offenders in the remaining l7 percent. Similar to
the national experience, persons under age 18 accounted
for l7 percent of the burglary clearances in cities. Subur-
ban and nual county law enforcement agencies reported lb
and l9 percent, respectively, of their burglary clear-ances
involved only juveniles. The highest dqree of juvenile
involvement was recorded in the Nation's smallest cities
(under 10,000 in population) where young persons under
lb years of age accounted for 23 percent ofthe clear-ances.

27



Burglary by Month 1989
Variation from Monthly Average
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Persons Arrested

ln the UCR Program, several persons may be arrested in
connection with the clearance of one crime, or the arrest of
one individual may clear numerous offenses. The latter is

often tme in cases of burglary for which an estimated
468,900 arrests were made in 1989. Arrest trends between
I988 and 1989 show a 3-percent increase in total burglary
arrests. Arrests of persons under l8 years of age dropped l

percent, while those for adults rose 6 percent. For the same
2-year time period, total burglary arrests in cities and
suburban counties were up 3 percent, while in the rural
counties, they rose 9 percent in number.

Ninety-one percent of the burglary arrestees during 1989
were males and 65 percent were under 25 years of age. Of
the total burglary arrestees, whites accounted for 66
percent, blacks for 32 percent, and other races for the
remainder.

!
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APPENDIX II
OFFENSES IN UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING

Offenses in Uniform Crime Reporting are divided into
two groupings, Part I and Part II. Infonnation on the
volume of Pan l offenses known to law enforcement, those
cleared by arrest or exceptional means, and the number of
persons arrested is reponed monthly. Only arrest data are
reported for Pan Il offenses.

The Part l offenses are:

Criminal homicide.-a. Murder and nonnegligent
manslaughter: the willful (nonnegligent) killing of one
human being by another. Deaths caused by negligence,
attempts to kill, assaults to kill, suicides, accidental deaths,
and justifiable homicides are excluded. Justiflable homi-
cides are limited to: iii the killing of a felon by a law
enforcement officer in the line of duty; and (2) the killing
of a felon by a private citizen. b. Manslaughter by
negligence: the killing of another person through gross
negligence. Traffic fatalities are excluded. While man-

slaughter by negligence is a Part I crime, it is not included
in the Crime Index.

Forcible rape.- The camal knowledge of a female
forcibly and against her will. Included are rapes by force

id attempts or assaults to rape. Statutory offenses (no
Jrce used-victim under age of consent) are excluded.

Robbery.-The taking or attempting to take any-
thing of value from the care, custody, or control of a person
or persons by force or threat- of force or violence and/or by
putting the victim in fear.

Aggravated assault.-An unlawful attack by one
person upon another for the purpose of inflicting severe or
aggravated bodily injury. This type of assault usually is
accompanied by the use of a weapon or by means likely to
produce death or great bodily harm. Simple assaults are
excluded.

Burglary- breaking or entering.-The unlawful entry
of a stmcture to commit a felony or a theft. Attempted
forcible entry is included.

Larceny-theft (except motor vehicle theft).- The
unlawful taking, carrying, leading, or riding away of
property from the possession or constructive possession of
another. Examples are thefts of bicycles or automobile
accessories, shoplifting, pocket-picking, or the stealing of
any property or anicle which is not taken by force and
violence or by fraud. Attempted larcenies are included.
Embezzlement, "con" games, forgery, worthless checks,
etc., are excluded.

Motor vehicle theft.- The theft or attempted theft
,f a motor vehicle. A motor vehicle is self-propelled and
runs on the surface and not on rails. Specifically excluded
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from this category are motorboats, constmction equip-
ment, airplanes, and farming equipment.

Arson.- Any willful or malicious buming or
attempt to bum, with or without intent to defraud, a

dwelling house, public building, motor vehicle or aircraft,
personal property of another, etc.

The Part II offenses are:

Other assaults (simple).- Assaults and attempted
assaults where no weapon is used and which do not result
in serious or aggravated injury to the victim.

Forgery and counterfeiting.-Making, altering,
uttering, or possessing, with intent to defraud, anything
false in the semblance of that which is true. Attempts are
included.

Fraud.- Fraudulent conversion and obtaining
money or property by false pretenses. Included are confi-
dence games and bad checks, except forgeries and counter-
feiting.

Embezzlement.-Misappropriation or misapplica-
tion of money or property entrusted to one's care, custody,
or control.

Stolen property; . buying, receiving, possessing.-
Buying, receiving, and possessing stolen property, includ-
ing attempts.

Vandalism.- willful or malicious destmction,
injury, disflgurement, or defacement of any public or
private property, real or personal, without consent of the
owner or persons having custody or control.

Weapons; carrying, possessing., etc.- All violations
of regulations orstatutes controllingthe carrying, using,
possessing, fumishing, and manufacturing of deadly weap-

ons or silencers. Included are attempts.

Prostitution and commercialized vice.-sex offenses
of a commercialized nature, such as prostitution, keeping a

bawdy house, procuring, or transporting women for im-
moral purposes. Attempts are included.

Sex ofienses (except forcible rape, prostitution, and
commercialized vice).- statutory rape and offenses against
chastity, common decency, morals, and the like. Attemp5
are included.

Drug abuse violations.- state and local offenSES

relating to the unlawful possession, sale, use, growing, and
manufacturing of narcotic dmgs.

Gambling.- promoting, permitting, or engaging ill
illegal gambling.

Offenses against the family and children.- Nonsup-

port, neglect, desertion, or abuse of family and children -

!

5
2
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Driving under the influence.-Driving or operating
ty vehicle or common carrier while dmnk or underlhe
itlucnce of liquor or narcotics.

Liquor lws. - state or local liquor law violations,
except "dnmkenness" and "driving under the influence.
Federal violations are excluded.

Drunlrenness.+offenses relating to dnmkenness or
intoxication. Excluded is "driving under the influence.

Disorderly conduct.-Breach of the peace.
Vgnncy. - vagabondage, begging, loitering, etc.

ALI other oftenses.-All violations of state or local
laws, except those listed above and traffic offenses.

Susplcion.- No specific offense; suspect released
without formal charges being placed.

Curfew nd loltering laws(persons under age I8). -
Offenses relating to violations of local curfew or loitering
ordinances where such laws exist.

Runwys -(persons under age I8)- Limited to
juveniles taken into protective custody under provisions of
local statutes.
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CHAPTER 1

DEFINITIONS- PART I OFFENSES

The Part l offenses are as follows:

~

Program. Part Il offenses will be discussed in a later
1. Criminal homicide: section .

a. Murder and nonnegligent manslaughter When clussu'ying an offense, it should first be
b. Manslaughter by negligence  I determined if it is one of the Part l offenses and then

2. Forcible rape: into which category it would be included. The follow-
a. Rape by force ing pages of definitions and explanations will aid in
b. Attempts to commit forcible rap,e the classifying of these offenses. Unusual situations

3. Robbery: will arise in this effort, and not all can be covered in
a. Firearm this handbook. In classifying the unusual situations,
b. Knife or cutting instrument the nature of the crime should be considered along
c. Other dangerous weapon with the guidelines provided. If assistance is needed,
d. Strong-arm- hands, lists, feet, etc. communicate with the UCR Program, Federal Bureau

4. Aggravated assault: of Investigation, Washington, D.C. 20535.
'

a. Firearm Counting the number of offenses after they have
b. Knife or cutting instrument been classified is referred to as scoring. A suggested
c. Other dangerous weapon method of handling information in preparation for
d. Hands, fists, feet, etc. - aggravaied injury submission of the Monthly 'Return of Offenses

5. Burglary: Known to the Police (Return A) is to classify and
a. Forcible entry score the Part l offenses in a tally book. These books
b. Unlawful entry- no force

. c. Attempted forcible entry
have the same format as the monthly Return A and
are available without charge from the national UCR

6. Larceny-theft (except motor vehicle theft) Program. Tallies can be made from an agency's of-
7. Motor vehicle theft: fense reports on a regular basis during the month and

a. Autos then transferred in total to the monthly reporting
b. Trucks and buses form. Remember:
c. Other vehicles CLASSIFY AND SCORE FROM THE RECORDS

8. Arson: OF CALLS FOR SERVICE, COMPLAINTS,
a. -g. Structural AND/OR INVESTIGATIONS. OFFENSE
h.-i. Mobile COUNTS ARE TO BE RECORDED, NOT FIND-
,1. Other INGS OF A COURT, CORONER, JURY, OR

The Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program DECISION OF A PROSECUTOR SINCE
collects and reports crime offense data for the Na- THESE CRIME STATISTICS ARE INTENDED
tion, and in many instances, for smaller subdivisions TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFYING THE LAW EN-
of the country. Essential to the maintaining of uni- FORCEMENT PROBLEM.
form and consistent data is the utilization ofstandard General Note- To aid in the understanding of the
definitions of the offenses used in the Program. The examples in this section. a knowledge of the six col-
standard UCR definitions for Part Il offenses are umns of the Retum A reporting form is necessary.
recorded and explained in the sections that follow. The columns are as follows: (See pages 47 -48 for
The Crime Index is comprised of all of lthe Part I of- additional comments.)
fenses with the exception of manslaughter by negli- Column 1: Clussmmzion oj  Ojjenses- The
gence (class l.b.). criminal act offenses are printed on

In the reporting of offense data to a state or the na - the form in this column.
tional UCR Program, it is Hrs! necessary to classify Column 2: Offenses Reported or Known to'
appropriate offenses known into the Pai-t I or Il stan- Police- Enter a count of offenses
dard offense categories as defined by the Program. reported or otherwise known to the
This practice ensures that offenses with different department.
titles under state and local law are considered and Column 3: Unfounded- Enter the total number
appropriately counted in UCR.'AIl criminal offenses of reported offenses that are false or
of law will be classified as either Part

~

l or II in this baseless.

r"
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Column 4: Number of Actual €Ojjenses- sub -

tract the entries in column 3 from the
entries in column 2.

Column 5: Total Offenses Cleared- Enter the
number of offenses cleared by arrest
and by "exceptional" means.

Column 6: Number of Clearances Involvinb
Only Persons Under I8 Years of
/1ge-Enter the number of offenses
cleared by arrest, "exceptional"
means, or other handling of persons
under 18 years of age.

Note: The counts recorded in columns 5 and 6 are
the number of offenses cleared and not the number
of persons arrested.

Greater detail is given regarding classifying, scoring,
unfounding, and clearances in the section of the
handbook on Classifying and Scoring, pages 33-42.

Crimes Against Persons Versus Crimes
Against Property

Distinguishing between crimes against persons and
those against property greatly facilitates the classify-

ing and scoring process. In the UCR Program, the
offenses of criminal homicide, jorcible rape, and ag-

gravated assault are crimes against persons. For these
crimes, one ojjense is counted jor each victim.

Robbery, burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle
theft, and arson are crimes against property. For
these crimes, score one offense [or each distinct
operation, except in the case of motor vehicle theft
for which one offense is counted for each stolen
vehicle.

1. Criminal Homicide
(Crime against the person,' score one o/l'ense per

victim.)

l.a. Criminal Homicide- Murder and Nonnegligent
Manslaughter

De/inition- the wiluul (nonnegligent) killing of one
human being by another.

As a general mle, any death due to injuries received
in a fight, argument, quarrel, assault, or commission
of a crime is counted as a l.a. Homicide. Score one
ojjertse on the Return A for each person wiiu'ully
killed by another.

Suicides, accidental deaths, assaults to murder,
traffic fatalities, and attempted murders arenot
classified as murder and nonnegligent manslaughter
( l.a.). Situations where a victim dies of a hean attack
as the result of a robbery or witnessing a crime do not
meet the criteria for inclusion in the criminal homi-

6

cide classification. A heart attack cannot, in fact, be

caused at will by an offender. Even in instances
where an individual is known to have a weak heart.
there is no assurance whatever that.an offender can
cause sufficient emotional or physical stress to
guarantee the victim will suffer a fatal heart attack.
Suicides, traf fic fatalities, and fetal deaths are totally
excluded from the UCR Program, while some acci - *

dental deaths are counted as manslaughter by negli
gence (l.b.) and will be addressed later. Assaults to
murder and attempted murders are classified as

aggravated assaults and are discussed on pages 16-20
of this publication.

Certain willful killings are classified as justifiable
or excusable. ln UC R, justmable homicide is def ined
as and limited to:

l. the killing of r1jel0n by a peace - o/jicer in the
line oj duty, or

2. the killing (during the commission of a jelon,v)

oj a jelon by a private citizen.
Do not count a killing as justyiable or excusable sole
Iy on the basis oj se?'-defense or the action oj a cor-

oner, prosecutor, grand jury, or court. The willful
(nonnegligent) killing of one individual by another is
being reported, not the criminal liability of the per-
son or persons involved. For UCR purposes, crime
counts are based on law enforcement investigation

To report justifiable homicides on theReturn A,
score one offense for each victim in column 2 on line
l.a. Score that same number of offenses in column 3,
Unfounded. No Actual Offenses (column 4) will be
counted or recorded for justifiable homicides.

SCORE ONE OFFENSE FOR EACH VICTIM
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Examples.-

l.b. - l While two juveniles are playing with a gun, one "playfully" points the gun at the other. One youth

tires the gun and the other is killed. At the time of arrest, the juvenile claims no knowledge of the gun being

loaded. (One offense, one offense cleared by arrest of a person under 18.)
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classified as a rape by force. By definition, sex at-
tacks on males are excluded and should be classined
as assaults or "other sex offenses" depending on the
nature of the crime and the extent of injury.

I

2. Forcible Rape
(Crime against the person; score one ofjense per

victim. )
Dejinitiort- the como! knowledge of u ,female jor -

cibly and against her will.

2.a. Rape by Force

2.6. Attempts to Commit Forcible Rape
Score one offense for each female raped or upon

whom an assault to rape or attempt to rape has been
made. Rapes or attempts accomplished by force or
threat of force are classified as forcible regardless of
 the age of the female victim. Actual offenses of forci-
ble rape are scored opposite item 2.a., while assaults
or attempts to forcibly rape are scored opposite item
2.6. ln cases where several men attack one female,
count one forcible rape. Do not count the number oj
offenders.

Do not count statutory rape (defined as the carnal
knowledge or the attempted carnal knowledge of a

female with no force used and the female victim is

under the legal age of consent) or other sex offenses
under this category. However, if the female victim is

under the legal age and is forced against her will to
engage in sexual intercourse, the incident should be

10

SCORE ONE OFFENSE FOR EACH VICTIM
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2.b. - l A woman is attacked on the street by a man who attempts to have sexual relations with her. The
attacker is frightened away by a pedestrian before he can COmP"" u17 WICk - (OM OffEH5€ "Ul cl7"~ - )

3. Robbery
(Crime against property,' score one o/jense per dis-

tinct operation.)
Definition- the taking or attempting to take any-

thing oj valuejrorn the core, custody, or control oj' it
person or persons by jorce or threat oj' jorce or
violence and/or by putting the victim lnjeor. *

Robbery is a vicious type of theft in that it is com-

iitted in the presence of the victim. The victim, who
usually is the owner or person having custody of the
property, is directly confronted by the perpetrator
and is threatened with force or is put in fear that
force will be used. Robbery involves a theft or lar-

ceny but is aggravated by the element of force or
threat of force.

In the absence of force or threat of force. as in
pocket-picking or purse-snatcbing, the offense must
be classified as larceny rather than robbery. How-

ever, if in a purse-snatching or other such crime force
or threat of forceis used to overcome the active
resistance of the victim, the offense is to be classified
as strong-arm robbery.

In analyzing robbery, the following subheadings
are used:

3.a. Firearm
3.6. Knife or cutting lnstrume1t
3.c. Other dangerous weapon
3.d. Strong-arm- hands, fists, feet, etc.

Armed robberies, categories 3.a.-3.c., are incidents
commonly referred to as "stickups," "hijackings,"
"holdups." and "heists." Robberies wherein no
weapons are used may be referred to as "strong-

arms" or "muggings."
In any instance of robbery, score one offense for

each distinct operation including attempts. Do not

12

SCORE ONE OFFE UP FOR EACH
- ! STINCT OPERATION

count the number of victims robbed. those present at
the robbery, or the number of offenders when scor-
ing this crime.

In cases involving pretended weapons or those in
which the weapon is not seen by the victim but the
robber claims to possess one. classify the incident as

armed robbery and score it in the appropriate cate-

gory. If an immediate "on view" arrest proves that
there is no weapon. the offense may be classified as

strong-ann robbery.
Law enforcement should guard against using the

public's terminology such as "robbery of an apart-

ment" or "safe robbery" inasmuch as the public is

referring to a burglary situation.



3.a. Robbery- Firearm
Count one offense for each distinct operation in

which any firearm is used as a weapon or employed
as a means of force to threaten the victim or put the
victim in fear.

3.6. Robbery- Knife or Cutting Instrument
Score one offense for each distinct operation in

which a knife, broken bottle, razor, ice pick, or other
cutting or stabbing instrument is employed as a
weapon or as a means of force to threaten the victim
or put the victim in fear.

3.c. Robbery- other Dangerous Weapon
In this category of robbery, enter one offense for

each distinct operation in which a club, acid, explo-
sive, brass knuckles, or other dangerous weapon is
employed or its use is threatened.

3.d. Robbery- strong-Arm- Hands, Fists, Feet, etc.
This category includes muggings and similar

offenses where no weapon is used, but strong-arm
tactics (limited to the use of personal weapons such
as hands, arms, feet, Gsts, teeth, etc.) are employed
or their use is threatened to deprive the victim of
possessions.

SCORE ONE OFFENSE FOR EACH
DISTINCT OPERATION

Examples:
3.a. - 1 A man comes to a victim's door and asks to use the phone. After being admitted to the residence, he

pulls a gun and demands money. He takes the victim's money and flees. (One offense, no clearance).
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4. Assault
(Crime against the person; score one ojjerLse per

victim. )
Dejiniti0n-an unlawjul attack by one person upon
another.

For the purpose of Unifomr Crime Reporting,
assault information is collected on the offenses that
are aggravated in nature, as Well as on those that are
not. Aggravated assault offenses, including attempts,
are scored opposite items 4.a. through 4.d. on the
Retum A.

4.a.-d. Aggravated Asault
Dejinition-an unlawjul attack by one pam"

upon another jor the purpose oj' in/licting severe or
aggravated bodily injury. This type oj asaull usually
Ls- accompanied by the use oj' a weapon or by means
likely to produce death or great bodily harm,

The categories of aggravated assault (4.a.-d.)
include the following commonly entitled offenses:
assaults or attempts to kill or murder; poisoning;
assault with a dangerous or deadly wepon;
maiming, mayhem, assault With explosives; and all
attempts to commit the foregoing Offmses. In other
words, all assaults by one person upon another with
the intent to kill, maim. or ln/ilctsevere bodily injmy
with the use oj' any dangerous weapon are clasrilied
under one oj the aggravated assault Clfitoria-

. It is
not necessary that injury result jrom an aggravated
maui! when a gun, lmije, or other Weapon Ls used
which could and probabbtwould result in serious
personal injury ii the crime were Success/ully
completed.

On occasion, it is the practice of local jurisdictions
to charge assailants in assault cases with assault and
battery or simple assault even though a knife, gun, or
other weapon was used in the incident. For Uniform
Crime Reporting purposes, this type of lssault is to
be classified as aggravated.

16
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4.. Assult - Firearm
Count here all assaults wherein a firearm of any

type is used or its use is threatened. Include assaults
with revolvers, automatic pistols. Sh0!!UH!. ZIP SUM.
rifles, etc.

Lb. Assault- Knife or Cutting Instrument
Include the number of assaults wherein weal-* >05

suchas knives, razors, hatchets, axes, cleavers. SCIS-

sors, glass, broken bottles, ice picks, etc., are used as

cutting or stabbing objects or their use is threatened.

4.c. Assult - other Dangerous WHIM!
Score assaults resulting from the use or threatened

use of any object as a weapon which does or could
result in serious injury. The weapons in this category
would include but not be limited to clubs, bricks,

jack handles, tire irons, bottles, or other blum instm-
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ments used to club or beat victims. Also include in
this category attacks by explosives, acid, lye, poison,
scalding water, burning, etc.

4.d. Assault- Hands, Fists, Feet, etc.-
Aggravated Injury

Classify in this category only the attacks by use of
personal weapons such as hands, fists, feet, etc.,
which result in serious or aggravated injury. The seri -
ousness of the injury is the primary factor to consider
in establishing whether the assault is aggravated or
simple. The assault will be aggravated if the personal
injury is serious, e.g., broken bones, internal injur -
ies, or where stitches are required. On the other
hand, it is a simple assault if the injuries are not seri-
ous (abrasions, minor lacerations, or contusions) and
require no more than usual first -aid treatment. These
simple assaults are to be scored as 4.e., other
assaults.

4.e. Other Assaults- simple, Not Aggravated
Includein this category all assaults which do not

involve the use of a tlrearm, knife, cutting instm-
qment, or other dangerous weapon and in which there
were no serious or aggravated injuries to the victims.
Simple assault is not within the Crime Index- it is a
Part II offense but is collected under 4.e. as a quality
control matter and for the purpose of looking at total
assault violence.

Score such offenses as simple assault, assault and

battery, injury caused by culpable negligence, intim-

idation, coercion, and all attempts to commit these
offenses. For other examples, refer to page 79.

An Aid to Classifying Assaults
Careful consideration of the following factors

should assist in classifying assaults:
I. The type of weapon employed or the use of an

object as a weapon;
2. The seriousness of the injury;
3. The intent of the assailant to cause serious

injury.
Usually, the weapons used or the extent of the injury
sustained will be the deciding factors in distinguish-
ing aggravated from simple assault. In only a very
limited number of instances should it be necessary to
examine the intent of the assailant.

Prosecutive policy in a jurisdiction should not con-
trol classification or reporting of law enforcement
offense data on the Return A. It is necessary that
assaults in each jurisdiction be examined and classi-
tied according to the standard Uniform Crime
Reporting definitions, regardless of whether they are
termed felonies by local definitions. In an aggravated
assault situation where the victim later dies, count
one offense of murder on the Return A for the month
in which the death occurred and delete the aggra-
vated assault previously recorded. (See page 42 on
adjustments.)

Examples.-

4.a. - l Joe and Sally had an argument. Sally later retumed with a gun and shot Joe, attempting to kill him.
Joe recovered and Sally was prosecuted for attempted murder. (One actual offense, cleared.)

G. namt foul.

I l II. Fillin
I I I

b. Knife Of Cuuillq liiltmmm

2.;
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4.b. -c.-l Police, in answer to a disturbance call, find a juvenile gang fight in progress. The participants

escape, except for seven who suffer injuries. None will cooperate, and it is not determined who started the

fight. Three were cut severely with knives. The remaining four suffered broken bones from beating by clubs.
All seven are arrested on felonious assault charges. (Seven offenses, all cleared by arrest of persons under 18.)
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 5. Burglary- 1reaking or Entering
(Crime against property,' score one offense per dis-

tinct operation. )
Dejinition- the unlawful entry oja structure to com -

mit a jelony or a theft.
For UCR purposes, offenses locally known as bur-

 glary (any degree); unlawful entry with intent to com-

mit a larceny or felony; breaking and entering with
intent to commit a larceny; housebreaking; safe-

cracking; and all attempts at these offenses should be
counted as burglary.

In the UCR standard definition of burglary, a

structure is considered to include but not be limited
to the following:
Apartment
Barn
Cabin
Church
Condominium
Dwelling house
Factory
Garage
Housetrailer or houseboat

(used as permanent
dwelling)

Mill
Office
Other building
Outbuilding
Public building
Railroad car
Room
School
Stable
Vessel
Warehouse

Any housetrailer or other mobile unit that is perma-

nently fixed as an office, residence. or storehouse
should be considered a structure.

Whenever a question arises as to whether a type of
stmcture comes within the purview of the burglary
definition, the law enforcement officer should look
to the nature of the crime arid be guided by the

examples set forth; lf a question remains, contact the
Uniform Crime Reporting Program.

20

The illegal entry oj a tent, tent trailer, motor
horne, ltousetrailer, or other mobile unit that is being
used for recreational purposes, followed by a theft,
felony, or attempt to commit a felony or theft,

should not be counted as burglary. These categories

will be discussed in the section on larceny-theft.
Burglaries oj hotels, rnotels, lodging houses, and

other places where lodging of transients is the main
purpose are scored under provisions oj' the "Hotel
Rule." This principle of scoring dictates that if a

number of dwelling units under a single manager are
burglarized and the offenses are most likely to be

reported to the police by the manager rather than the
individual tenants, the burglary should be scored as

one offense. Examples of situations for application
of the Hotel Rule are burglaries of a number of rental

hotel rooms, rooms in "flop" houses, rooms in a

youth hostel, and units in a motel. If the individual
living areas in a building are rented or leased to the
occupants for a period of time, which would preclude

the tenancy from being classified as transient, then

the burglaries would most likely be reported sepa-

rately by the occupants. These burglaries should be

scored as separate offenses. Examples of this latter
type of multiple burglary would be the burglaries of a

number of apartments in an apartment house, of the

offices of a number of commercial firms in a business

building, or of the offices of separate professionals
within one building.

Note: It is important to remember that offenses

should be classified according to UCR dennitions
and not according to state or local codes.

Some states might, for instance. categorize a shop-

lifting or a theft from an automobile as burglary.



SCORE ONE OFFENSE FO: EACH
DISTI ! CT OPERATION

These offenses are not classified as burglaries in UCR
and must be considered larcenies for reporting pur-

poses. Thefts from automobiles whether locked or
not; shoplifting from commercial establishments;

and thefts from telephone booths, coinboxes, or

coin-operated machines are all counted as larceny-

theft offenses. Of course, if these thefts are accom<

panied by unlawful entry of a structure, a multiple
offense exists and the burglary would be scored. A
telephone booth is not considered a structure under
the UCR dennition.

5.a. Burglary Forcible Entry
Count all offenses where force of any kind is used

to unlawfully enter a structure for the purpose of
committing a theft or felony. This act includes entry
by use of tools; breaking windows; forcing windows,
doors, transoms, or ventilators; cutting screens,

walls, or roofs; and where known, the use of master

keys, picks, unauthorized keys, celluloid, or other
devices which leave no outward mark but are used to

force a lock. Burglary by concealment inside a build-

ing followed by an exiting of the structure is included
in this category.

5.6*. Burglary Unlawful Entry No Force
The entry in these burglary situations involves no

force and is achieved by use of an unlocked door or
window. The element of trespass to the structure is

essential in this classification, which includes thefts
from open garages, open warehouses, open or
unlocked dwellings, and open or unlocked common
basement areas in apanment houses where entry is

committed other than by the tenant who has lawful
access. If the area entered was one of open access,

thefts from the area would not involve an unlawful
trespass and would be scored as larceny.

5.c. Burglary Attempted Forcible Entry
Count in this classification those situations where a

forcible entry burglary is attempted. lf an entry is

actually made, the offense should be classified as 5.a.

Include unlawful entry no force when a perpetrator

is frightened off while entering an unlocked door or
climbing -through an open window. If an actual tres-

pass occurs, classify as 5.6. Law enforcement experi-

ence is the determining factor in deciding whether
force or no force was used in gaining entry.

A forcible entry or unlawful entry where no theft
or felony occurs but where acts of vandalism, mali-

cious mischief , etc., are committed is not scored as a

burglary provided investigation clearly establishes

that the unlawful entry was for a purpose other than

to commit a felony or theft. For the definition of
vandalism, refer to page 79.
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rented to outsiders. Residential property not meeting
these criteria are classibed "Other Residential." For
arson reporting purposes, temporary living quarters
such as hotels, motels, inns, etc., are included in the
"Other Residential" category.

The remaining structural subclassihcations address
nonresidential property and are self-explanatory.

8.I-I. -I. Arson- Mobile
"Motor vehicles" by UCR definition must be self-

propelled and mn on land surface but not on rails.
For example, automobiles, motorcycles, motor
scooters, and snowmobiles are motor vehicles, while
trains, boats, and airplanes are not and should be
classified as "Other Mobile Property."

SCORE ONE OFFENSE FOR EACH
DISTINCT OPERATION

8.J. Arson- other
This classification encompasses arsons of all prop-

erty not classified as structural or mobile. Willful or
malicious burnings of property such as crops, timber,
fences, signs, and merchandise stored outside struc-

tures should be included.

Classifying Arsons
The key to proper arson classification is the estab -

lishment of the point of origin of a fire. If an individ-

ual willfully burns a vehicle parked adjacent to a
home -and the subsequent fire spreads and destroys
the home, the appropriate arson classification would
be "Mobile- Motor Vehicle." In cases where a posi -
tive determination of the point of origin is undeter-

mined or in instances of multiple points of origin, the
stmctural, mobile, or other category of property
which suffered the greatest damage due to the fire
should be scored.
Note: Because of the unique nature of the crime of
arson, a separate reporting form (Monthly Return of
Arson Offenses Known to Law Enforcement) is util-
ized for the collection of data regarding this offense.

On the form, the various propeny classifications
appear in column l. Columnar headings 2 through 6

are identical to those on the Return A, but two addi-
tional columns are contained on the arson form. Col-
umn 7 is used to enter the number of arson offenses
which involved structures (A. -G. only) that were
uninhabited, abandoned, deserted, or not normally
inuse. In column 8, the estimated value of property
damage for all arson offenses scored in column 4 is
listed. These two additional columns are discussed
further in the section of this handbook addressing the
specific reporting forms.(page 57).

Examples=

8.A. As the result of fire, several rowhouses are destroyed. Investigation reveals an actual arson offense
occurred in one rowhouse; however, the fire spread to several adjacent homes, causing $200,000 total damage.
(One offense, no clearance.)
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CHAPTER II
CLASSIFYING AND SCORING PROCEDURES

Jr

Cia.ssu",ving is determining the proper crime cate-

gories in which to report offenses in UCR. Classifi -
cation is based on the facts of an agency's investiga-

tions of crimes.
Scoring is counting the number of offenses after

they have been classified and entering the total count
on the appropriate reporting form.

Classifying and scoring are the two most important
and essential functions that must be performed by a
participant in the Uniform Crime Reporting Pro-

gram. The data Provided are based on these two
functions and are only as good as agencies' efforts to
follow the guidelines of the Program. 

Classifying
Generally, attemptsto commit a crime are classi -

fled as though the crimes. were actually completed.
The only exception to this rule applies to attempts or
assaults to murder wherein the victim does not die.
These incidents should be classified as aggravated
assaults rather than murders.

ln a previous section of this handbook, the UCR
Part l offenses have been precisely defined. The
exceptions to the definitions also have been discussed
and must be considered when classifying criminal acts
to guarantee the accuracy and consistency of reports
from all agencies in the Nation.

Hierarchy ule
The experience of law enforcement agencies in

handling UCR data shows that for the most part
offenses of law occur singly as opposed to many
being committed simultaneously. In these single-

offense situations, it must be decided whether the
crime is one of the Index offenses, and if so, it would
be scored accordingly. However, if several offenses
are committed at the same time by a person or a
group of persons, a different approach must be used
in classifying and scoring. The law enforcement mat-

 ter in which many crimes !are committed simultan-
eously is called a multiple-offense situation in this
Program. As a general mle, a multiple-offense situa-

tion requires classifying each of the offenses occur-
ring and determining which of them are Part I
crimes. The Part I offenses involved must then be
located in the listing which follows:

l. Criminal homicide:
a. Murder and nonnegligent manslaughter
b. Manslaughter by negligence

2. Forcible rape:
a. Rape by force
b. Attempts to commit forcible rape

3. Robbery:
a. Firearm
b. Knife or cutting instrument
c. Other dangerous weapon
d. Strong-arm- hands, fists, feet, etc.

4. Aggravated assault:
a. Firearm
b. Knife or cutting instrument
c. Other dangerous weapon
d. Hands, fists, feet, etc. - aggravated injury

5. Burglary:
a. Forcihle entry
b. Unlawful entry-no force
c. Attempted forcible entry

6. Larcenyhtheft (except motor vehicle theft)
7. Motor vehicle theft:

a. Autos
b. Trucks and buses
c. Other vehicles

8. Arson:
 a. -g. Stmctural
h. - i. Mobile
j. ~Other .

Locate.~offense that is highest on the list, score
that offense, and ignore the other offenses involved
in the incident. The Hierarchy Rule, which requires
counting only the highest offense on the list and
ignoring all others, applies only to crime reporting
and does not affect the number of charges for which
the defendant may be prosecuted in the courts. An
exception to the mle is arson, which is discussed later
in this chapter.

Example.-

Irlcident.- During the commission of an armed
bank robbery, the offender strikes a teller with a butt
of a handgun. The robber mns from the bank and
steals an automobile at curb side.

Classyieation oj' this incident= Robbery, ag-
gravated assault, and motor vehicle theft are three
Part I offenses apparent in - this situation. Each of
these offenses should be located on the listing, andby
doing so, it is seen that robbery is the crime highest
on the list. Therefore, this incident will be classified
as robbery, one offense scored accordingly, and all
of the other offenses ignored.
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CHAPTER VI
DEFINITIONS- PART II OFFENSES

The Uniform Crime Reporting Program offenses
are divided into two groupings- part I and Part lI
crimes. Arrest data are collected on both Part I and
Part Il offenses, and it is as important and essential
to maintain uniformity in the data collection of per-

sons arrestedas it is in the offense data collection
conducted for Part I crimes only.

The Part II offenses encompass all other crime
classifications outside those defined as Part l earlier
in this publication. In November, 1932, the UCR
Program adopted a Standard Classification of
Offenses for the compilation of criminal statistics.
This classification was devised and adopted in order
that law enforcement, judicial, and penal statistics
might be uniformly compiled in terms of a single
classification of offenses. The definitions of the Part
II offenses that follow include some of the offense
titles described in local and state law. These titles
have been included as descriptive data to aid in deter-
mining the offenses that should be included or ex-
cluded in each classification.

9. Other Assaults
Assaults and attempted assaults where no weapon

was used or which did not result in serious or ag-
gravated injury to the victim are included. as other
assaults.

Examples of local jurisdiction offense titles which
would be included in "other assaults" are:

Simple assault;
Minor assault;
Assault and battery;
Injury by culpable negligence;
Resisting or obstructing an officer;
Intimidation;
Coercion;
Hazing; and
Attempts to committhe above.

10. Forgery and Counterfeiting
In the majority of states, forgery and counter-

feiting are treated as allied offenses. Placed in this
class are all offenses dealing with the making, alter-

ing, uttering, or possessing, with intent to defraud.
anything false in the semblance of that which is true.
Include:
 Altering or forging public and other records;
Making, altering, forging, or counterfeiting bills,

notes, drafts, tickets. checks, credit cards, etc.;

Forging wills, deeds, notes, bonds, seals,
trademarks, etc.;

Counterfeiting coins, plates, banknotes, checks,
etc.;

Possessing or uttering forged or counterfeited
instruments; 

Erasures;
Signing the name of another or fictitious person

with "intent to defraud;
Using forged labels;
Possession, manufacture, etc., of counterfeiting

apparatus;
Selling goods with altered, forged, or counterfeited

trademarks; and
All attempts to commit the above.

11. Fraud
Fraudulent conversion and obtaining money or

property by false pretenses.
Include:

Bad checks, except forgeries and counterfeiting;
Confidence games;
Leaving full-service gas station without paying

attendant;
Unauthorized withdrawal of money from an auto-

matic teller machine; and
Attempts to commit the above.

12. Embezzlement
Misappropriation or misapplication of money or

property entrusted to one's care, custody, or control.
Include attempts.

13. Stolen Property; uying, Receiving,
Possessing
 Include in this class all offenses of buying, receiv-

ing, and possessing stolen property, as well as all at-
tempts to commit any of these offenses.

14. Vandalism
Vandalism consists of the willful or malicious

destruction, injury, disfigurement, or defacement of
any public or private property,real or personal, with-
out consent of the owner or person having custody or
control by cutting, tearing, breaking, marking, paint-
ing, drawing, covering with filth, or any other such
means as may be specified by local law. This offense
covers a wide rangeof malicious behavior directed at
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property, such as: cutting auto tires, drawing obscene
pictures on public restroom walls, smashing win-

dows, destroying school records, tipping over grave-

stones, defacing library books, etc. Count all arrests
for the above, including attempts.

15. Weapons; Carrying, Possessing, etc.
This class deals with weapon offenses, regulatory

in nature, such as:

Manufacture, sale, or possession of deadly.
weapons;

Carrying deadly weapons, concealed or openly;
Using, manufacturing, etc., silencers;
Furnishing deadly weapons to minors;
Aliens possessing deadly weapons; and
All attempts to commit any of theabove.

16. Prostitution and Commercialized Vice
Include in this class the sex offenses of a commer-

cialized nature, such as:
Prostitution;
Keeping abawdy house, disorderly house, or

house of ill fame;
Pandering, procuring, transporting, or detaining

women.for immoral purposes, etc.; and
All attempts to commit any of the above.

17. Sex Offenses
(Except forcible. rape, prostitution, and commer-

cialized vice.) Include offenses against chastity, com-

mon decency, morals, and the like, such as:
Adultery and fornication;
Buggery;
Incest;
Indecent exposure;
Indecent liberties;
Seduction;
Sodomy or crime against nature;
Statutory rape (no force); and
All attempts to commit any of the above.

18. Drug Abuse Violations
Drug abuse violation arrests are requested on the

basis of the narcotics used. Include all arrests for
violations of state and local laws, specifically those
relating to the unlawful possession, sale, use, grow-

ing, manufacturing, and making of narcotic drugs-
Make the following subdivisions of dmg abuse viola-

tion arrests, keeping in mind to differentiate between
Sale/Manufacturing and Possession:

(1) Sale/Manufacturing
a. Opium or cocaine and their derivatives (mor-
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phine, heroin, codeine)
b. Marijuana
c. Synthetic narcotics- manufactured narcotics

which can cause true drug addiction (demerol,
methadones)

d. Dangerous .nonnarcotic drugs (barbiturates,
benzedrine)

(2) Possession
e. Opium or cocaine and their derivatives (mor-

phine, heroin, codeine)
f. Marijuana
g. Synthetic narcotics- manufactured narcotics

which can cause true drug addiction (demerol,
methadones)

h. Dangerous nonnarcotic drugs (barbiturates,
benzedrine)

Include all attempts to sell, manufacture, or possess
any of the above;

19. Gambling
All charges which relate to promoting, permitting,

or engaging in illegal gambling are included in this
category. To provide a more refined collection of
gambling arrests, the following breakdown should be
furnished:

a. Bookmaking (horse and sport book)
b. Numbers and lottery
c. All other

20. Offenses Against the Family and
Children

Include here all charges of nonsupport and neglect
or abuse of family and children, such as:

Desertion, abandonment, or nonsupport of spouse
or child;

Neglect or abuse of spouse or child (if injury is
serious, score as aggravated assault);

Nonpayment of alimony; and
All attempts to commit any of the above.

Note: Do not count victims of these charges who are
merely taken into custody for their own protection.

*21. Driving Under the Influence
This class is limited to the driving or operating of

any vehicle or common carrier while drunk or under
the influence of liquor or narcotics.
Include:

Operating a motor vehicle while under the in-

fluence; and
Operating an engine, train, streetcar, boat, etc.,

while under the influence. 
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22. Liquor LaWs
With the exception of "dmnkenness" (offense 23)

and "driving under the influence" (offense 21), li-
quor law violations, state or local, are placed in this
class.
include:.

Manufacture, sale, transporting, furnishing, pos-

sessing, etc., intoxicating liquor;
Maintaining unlawful drinking places;
Bootlegging;
Operating still;
Fumishing liquor to a minor or intemperate

person;
Using a vehicle for illegal transportation of liquor;
Drinking on train or public conveyance; and
All attempts to commit any of the above.

23. Dmnkenness
include in this class all offenses of drunkenness or

intoxication, with the exception of "driving under
the influence" (offense 21).

Dninkenness
Dmnk and disorderly
Common or habitual drunkard
Intoxication

24. Disorderly Conduct
ln this class are placed all charges of committing a

breach of the peace.
Include:

Affray;
Unlawful assembly;
Disturbing the peace;
Disturbing meetings;
Disorderly conduct in state institutions, at court,

at fairs, on trains or public conveyances, etc.;
Blasphemy. profanity, andobsceae language;
Desecrating the flag;
Refusing to assist an officer; and
All attempts to commit any of the above.

25. Vagrancy
Persons prosecuted on the charge of being a

"suspicious character or person, etc." are included
in this class.
include:

Vagrancy;
Begging;
Loitering (persons 18 and over); and
Vagabondage.

26. All Other Offenses
Include in this class every other state or local of-

fense (except traffic violations) not included in of-
fenses l through 25, such as:

Admitting minors to improper places;
Abduction and compelling to marry:
Bigamy and polygamy;
Blackmail and extortion;.
Bribery;
Combination in restraint of trade; trusts, monop-

Olies;
Contempt of court;
Criminal anarchism;
Criminal syndicalism;
Discrimination, unfair competition;
Kidnaping;
Marriage within prohibited degrees;
Offenses contributing to juvenile delinquency

(except B provided for in offenses l to 25), such
as employment of children in immoral vocations
or practices, admitting minors to improper
places, etc.;

Perjury and subomation of perjury;
Possession, repair, manufacture, etc., of burglar's

tools;
Possession of drug paraphernalia;
Possession or sale of obscene literature, pictures,

etc.;
Public nuisances;
Riot and rout;
Trespass;
Unlawfully bringing weapons into prisons or

hospitals;
Unlawfully bringing drugs or liquor into state

prisons; hospitals, etc.; fumishing to convicts;
Unlawful disinterment of the dead and violation of

sepulture;
Unlawful use, possession, etc., of explosives;
Violations of state regulatory laws and municipal

ordinances (this does not include those offenses
or regulations which belong in the above
classes);

Violation of quarantine;
All offenses not otherwise classified; and
All attempts to commit any of the above.

27. Suspicion
While "suspicion" is not an offense, it is the

grounds for many arrests in those jurisdictions where
the law pennits. After examination by law enforce-

ment officers, the prisoner is either formally charged
or released. Those fonnally charged are entered in
one of the Part l or II offense classes. This class is.
limited to "suspicion" arrests where persons arrested
are released by the police.
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28. Curfew and Loitering Laws- (persons
under 18)

Count all arrests for violations of local curfew or
Ioitering ordinances where such laws exist.

29. Runaways- (persons under 18)
For purposes of the Uniform Crime Reporting

Program, report in this category apprehensions for
 protective custody as definedby local statute. Arrests
of runaways from one jurisdiction by anotheragency
should be counted by the home jurisdiction. Do not
include protective custody actions with respect to
runaways taken for other jurisdictions.
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Introduction

I
The National Crime Survey (NOS)
provides information on crimes which
interest the general public and the
criminal justice community. Not all
crimes are measured; many offenses
are difficult to detect through a survey
of the general population.

Ncs-measured crimes

The success of a victimization survey
like the NCS depends on the ability to
identify specific crimes. This requires
that the victims are not only willing to
report the crime. but also understand
what happened, and how it happened.
The NCS measures the crimes most
likely to be identihed by a general sur-
vey, namely, rape, robbery, assault,
burglary, personal and household
larceny and motor vehicle theft.

Since crime victims are asked directly
about crime, all crimes aremeasured,
whether or not they were reported to
the police. No attempt is made to
validate reported crimes by checking
them against other sources of criminal
data. such as police records.

Crimes not measured bythe NCS

The NCS does not measure murder
and kidnaping. Formerly. the survey
included commercial burglary and
robbery, but these crimes were dropped
in 1977, largelyfor economic reasons.
Crimes such as public drunkenness,
drug abuse, and prostitution, which are
often referred to as victimless crimes,
are not measured. The survey also
excludes crimes where the victim shows
a willingness to participate. Some ex-
amples of this type of crime include
illegal gambling. con games. and black-

mail.

Sometimes people are not aware they
have been victims of a crime. making
such crimes difficult to measure accur-

ately. Buying stolen property, and cer-
tain types of fraud and embezzlement
are examples of this type of crime. In
addition, many attempted crimeeof all
types are probably under-reported
because victims were not aware of the
incident.

Classifying the crimes

In any criminal encounter, more than
one criminal act may be committed
against the same individual. For exam
pie, a victim may be both raped and
robbed during the same incident.

To record crimes accurately, each crim-

inal Incident is counted only once and
is classified according to the most seri-
ous event that occurred during the event.
Crimes are ranked according to severity
by using the system employed bythe
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Personal crimes of contact are consid -

ered more serious than household
crimes. ln descending order of severity,
the personal crimes are rape, robbery,
assault, and personal larceny. The
household crimes. ln the same order,
are burglary. motor vehicle theft. and
household larceny. Thus, if a person is
both robbed and assaulted, the event is
classihed as a robbery; if the victim
suffers physical harm. the crime is cat-
egorized as a robbery with injury.

Vlctltnlzatlons vs. Incidents

A single crime may victimize one or
more individuals. For example, two
people may be victimized during a
single personal robbery. Thus, a single
incident can result in more than one vic-

timization. This distinction is applied to
personal crimes. but all household crime
incidents are assumed to have only one
vidim, the household as a unit.

A victimization, the basic measure of the
ocmrrence ofcrime, is a specific crimin-

al act because it affects a single victim.
The number of victimizations is deter-
mined by the number of victims of such
acts. Vlctimization counts serve as key
elements in computing rates of victim-

izatlon, as described in the victim char-

acteristics sections of this report. Victim-
izations also are used in developing a
variety of information on crime charact-
eristics and the effects of crime on
victims, including injuries and medical
care, economic losses. time lost from

work. self -protection, and reporting to
police. For violent personal crimes,
offender characteristics are also
measured by victimizations.

An incident is a specific criminal act in -

volving one or more victims. The num-
ber of incidents of personal crime is
lower than that of victimizations because
some crimes are simultaneously com.
mitted against more than one individual.

Incident figures are used in describing
the settings and circumstances in which
crimes occurred, including the time and
place of occurrence, number of victims
and offenders, and use of weapons.

Series vlctlmlzatlone

A series victimization is defined as three
or more similar but separate crimes
which the victim is unable to recall in-

dividually or describe to theinterviewer
in detail. Prior to 1979, series victimiza-

tions were recorded by the season of
occurrence and tabulated according to
the quarter of the year in which the data
was collected. Because of this pro-

cedure, it was not possible to total non-

series and series crimes together.

In January of 1979 the NCS question-

naire was revised to enable series crimes
and regular (nonseries) crimes to be
combined. The effects of this change
were included in the initial release of
the 1980 data.

Summary data on series crimes is pre-

sented separately in the NCS annual
report in Appendix Ill.

Locality of residence

Locality of residence, as used in the
NCS, refers to where a person lived
when he was interviewed. not to the
place where a crime occurred. The
country is divided into three locality
types: central cities, metropolitan areas
not located inside central cities. and
nonmetropolitan places. The areas
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Table 1. Peronl nd houeehold crimes, 1989:

Number nd percent dltrlbutlon of vlodmlatlon,
by Doctor and type of crime

Sector and oicrime
All erlmoe

Number oI
vlcttmlzatlons

Percent ol Percent
vlctlmlzatlons ot all
within sector vic1imizatjons

Prsunl sector
Crimes oi vlolenm

Completed
Attempted
Rene

Completed
Attempted

Robbery
Completed

Wlth Injury
From serious assault
From mlnorassault
Mthout Injury

Attempted
With injury

From serious assault
From minor assault

Without Injury
Msault

Aggravated
Completed with Injury
Attempted with weapon

Simple
Conpletedwlth lnlury
Attempted without weapon

Crimes oi melt
Completed
Attempted
Personal laroenywlth contact

Purse snatchlng
Completed
Attempted

Podtetpldthg
Personal laroeny without contact

Completed
Less than $50
$50 or more
Amount not available

Attempted

Populattonage 12 and over

Household sector
Completed
Attempted
Burglary

Completed
Forclble entry
Unlawful entry wltttout tame

Attempted lomble entry
Household llroeny

Completed
Less than $50
$50ormor
Amountnotavallmle

Attempted
Motor vehicle thotl

Completed
Attempted

Total number ot households

~#10.410

19,690,500
5.661,050
2,196.000
3.665.040

135.410
45.910
69,490

1,091,5ao
743.520
300.350
140.130
160.20
443.160
348.310
93,710
43,310
50.400

254.590
4.683.800
1,664,710

586,190
1,078.520
2,969,000

820,360
2,148.710

13,829.450
12,995.870

833,570
542.930
161.520
12a.420
30.100

381.400
13.286.510
12,491.040
e,12e,:too
6,637,690

527,010
795,460

201,375530

16,127,910
13,618.740
2,500,170
5.352.310
4.110.910
1.812.700
2.298.210
1,241.400
0,955.470
0,H7.421)
5,41a.000
4,482.1W

432.290
828.040

1.8e0.120
1,180.390

630.720

94.899.080

100.0 %
29.8
11.2
18.6
0.7
0.2
0.5
5.5
3.8
1.5
0.7
0.8
2.3
1.8
0.5
0.2
0.3
1.3

23.5
9.5
3.0
5.5

15.1
4.2

10.9

70.2
66.0

4.2
2.8
0.6
0.6
0.2
1.9

67.5
63.4
26.0
34.7
2.7
4.0

100.0 %
84.4
15.6
33.2
25.5
11.2
14.2
7.7

55.5
51.6
21.2
27.8
2.7
3.9

11.3
7.3
4.0

IND %

55.0 %
16.4
6.1

10.2
0.4
0.1
0.2
3.0
2.1
0.8
0.4
0.4
1.2
1.0
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.7

12.9
4.6
1.6
3.0
8.3
2.3
6.0

38.6
36.3
2.3
1.5
0.5
0.3
0.1
1.1

37.1
34.9
14.3
19.1
1.5
2.2

45.0 %
38.0

7.0
14.9
11.6
5.1
6.4
3.5

25.0
23.2
9.5

12.5
1.2
1.8
5.1
3.3
1.8

Note: Dahl miy not add to tow shown because ot rounding.
Percent dlstrbutton l based on unroundod ltgures.
...Not' 'lcable.

L.

li
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G' - *ary

Age-The appropriate age category is
determined by the respondents age on
the lastday of the month before the
interview.

Aggravated assault-Attack or at-
tempted attack with a weapon, regard-

less of whether or not an injury occurred,
and attack without a weapon when
serious injury results. Serious injury
includes broken bones, lost teeth, in-
ternal injuries, loss of consciousness,
and any injury requiring two or more
days of hospitalization.

Annual family Income-The total
income of the household head and all
relatives living in the same housing unit
for the 12 months preceding the inter-
view. Includes wages. salaries, net in-
come from businesses or farms, pen -

sions. interest. dividends. rent. and any
other form of monetary income. The
incomes of people who are not related
to tn- head of the household are not
ir

Assault-An unlawful physical attack or
threat of attack. Assaults may be classi-
fied as aggravated or simple. Rape and
attempted rape are excluded from this
category. as well as robbery and at-
tempted robbery. The severity of as-

saults ranges from minor threat to in-
cidents which are nearlyfatal.

Attempted forclble entry-A form ol
burglary in which force Is used in an
attempt to gain entry.

Burglary-unlawful or forcible entry or
attempted entry of a residence. This
crime usually, but not always. involves
theft. The illegal entry may be by force,
such as breaking a window or dashing
a screen, or may be without force by
entering through an unlocked door or
an open window. As long as the person
entering has no legal right to be present
in the structure a burglary has occurred.
Furthermore, the structure need not be
the house itself for a burglary to take
place; illegal entry of a garage, shed, or
any other structure on the premises
also constitutes household burglary. If
br  -g and entering occurs in a hotel

ion residence, it is still classified

as a burglary for the household whose
member or members were staying
there at the time the entry occurred.

Central city-The largest city (or group-

ing of cities) in a Metropolitan Statistical
Area (see below).

Ethnicity-A classification based on
Hispanic culture and origin, regardless
of race.

Forclble entry-A form of burglary in
which force is used to gain entry to a
residence. Some examples include
breaking a window or slashing a screen.

Heed of household -A classification
which dehnes one and only one person
in each housing unit as the head. Head
of household implies that the person
rents or owns (or is in the process of
buying), the housing unit. The head of
household must be at least 18, unless
all members of the household are under
18. or the head is married to someone
18 or older.

Hlspnlc -A person who describes
himself as Mexican-American, Chicano,
Mexican, Mexicano, Puerto Rican, Cu-

ban, Central American. South American,
or from some other Spanish culture or
origin, regardless of race.

Household-A person or group of
people meeting either of the following
criteria. (1)people whose usual place of
residence is the same housing unit,
even ilthey are temporarily absent.
(2)people staying in a housing unit
whohave no usual place of residence
elsewhere.

Household crimes-Attempted and
completed crimes that do not involve
personal confrontation. Examples of
household crimes include burglary,
motor vehicle theft, and household
larceny.

Household lrceny -Theft or attempt-
ed theft of property or cash from a
residence or the immediate vicinity of
the residence. ln order to occur within
a house, the thief must have a legal
right to be in the house (such as a maid.

delivery person or guest), as unlawful or
forcible entry constitutes a burglary.

Incident-A specific criminal act involv-

ing one or more victims and offenders.
For example. if two people are robbed
at the same time and place, this is
classified as two robbery victimizations
but only one robbery incident.

Larceny-Theft or attempted theft ot
property or cash without involving force
or illegal entry. This category is sub-
divided into personal larceny and
household larceny.

Marital status- Every person is assign-
ed to one of the following classihcations:
(1) married, which includes persons in
common - law unions and those who
are currently living apart for reasons
other than marital discord (employment,
military service, etc.); (2) separated or
divorced. which includes married per-

sons who are legally separated and
those who are not living together be-
cause of marital discord; (3) widowed;
and (4) never married, which includes
persons whose marriages have been
annulled and those who are living to-

gether and not in a common-law union.

Metropolitan area-see "Metropolitan
Statistical Area'.

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)-
The Office of Management and Budget
(OM8) defines this as a population
nucleus of 50,000 or more, generally
consisting of a city and its immediate
suburbs, along with adjacent communi-
ties having a high degree of economic
and social integration with the nucleus.
MSA'S are designated by counties. the
smallest geographic units for which a
wide range of statistical data can be
obtained. However, in New England.
MSA'S are designated by cities and
towns since these subcounty units are
of great local signihcance and consid-

erable data is available for them. Cur-
rently. an area is defined as an MSA lf
it meets one of two standards: (1) a city
has a population of at least 50.000; (2)
the Census Bureau defines an urbanized
area of at least 50,000 people with a
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total metropolitan population of at least
100,000 (or 75,000 in New England).
The Census bureau's definition of ur-
banized areas, data on commuting to
work, and the strength of the economic
and social ties between the surrounding
counties and the central city determine
which counties not containing a main
city are included in an MSA. For New
England, MSA'S are determined by a
core area and related cities and towns,
not counties. A metropolitan statistical
area may contain more than one city of
50,000, and may cross State lines.

Motor vehicle- An automobile, truck,
motorcycle or any other motorized
vehicle legally allowed on public roads
and highways.

Motor vehicle theft-stealing or unau-

thorized taking of a motor vehicle, in-

cluding attempted thefts.

Non-Hlspanlc-persons who report
their culture or origin as something other
than "Hispanic' as dehned above. This
distinction is made regardless of race.

Nonmetropolltan area-A place not
located inside an MSA. This category
includes a variety of localities. ranging
from sparsely populated rural areas to
cities with populations less than 50,000.

Nonetrenger-A classification of a aims
victim's relationship to the offender. An
offender who is either related to. well
known to or casually acquainted with
the victim is a nonstranger. For crimes
with more than one offender, if any of
the offenders are nonstrangers, then the
group of offenders as a whole is cruel-
fled as nonstranger. Thle category only
applies to crimes which involve contact
between the victim and the offender;
the distinction is not made for personal
larcsny without contact since victims of
this offense rarely see the offenders.

Offender-The perpetrator of a crime;
this term usually applies to crimes in-
volving contact between the victim and
the offender.

Offense -A crime. When referring to
personal crimes, the term can be used
to refer to both victimizations and inci-
dents.

Outside central cities- Refer to "sub-
urban area".

Pereonl crimes -Rape, personal rob-

bery, assault, personal larceny with
contact or personal larceny without
contact. This category includes both
attempted and completed crimes.

Personal crimes of theft-personal
larceny. The theft or attempted theft of
property or cash by stealth, either with
contact (but without force or threat of
force) or without direct contact between
the victim and the offender.

Personal crimes of violence-Rape,
personal robbery or assault. This cat-
egory includes both attempted and
completed crimes, and the crime always
involves contact between the victim and
the offender.

Personal lrceny -Equivalent to the
personal crimes of theft. Personal lar-

ceny is divided into two subgroups de-

pending on whether or not the crime
involved personal contact between the
victim and the offender.

Personal lrcenywlth contact -Theft
or attempted theft of property or cash
directly from the victim by stealth. not
force or threat of force. lndudes both
purse matching and pocketplcking.

Personal lrceny without contact -

Theft or attempted theft of property or
cash from anyplacs other than the vic-

tim's home or its immediate vicinity,
without direct contact between the vic-

tim and the offender. This crime differs
from household larceny only ln the lo-

cation in which the theft occurs. Exam-
pies of personal larceny without contact
Include theft of an umbrella ln a lee-

taurant. a radio from the beach, or cash
from an automobile parked in a parking
lot. Occasionally, the victim may see the
offender commit the crime.

Physical Injury-physical injury is mea-

sured for the three personal crimes of
violence. Completed or attempted rob-

beries that result in injury are classified
as involving "serious' or "minor" assault.
Examples of injuries from serious as-

sault include broken bones, loss of teeth,
internal injuries, loss of consciousness,
and undetermined injuries requiring two
or more days of hospltalization. injuries
from minor assault include bruises.
black eyes, cuts. scratches, swelling, or
undetermined injuries requiring less
than two days of hospitallzation. As-

saults without a weapon are classified
as aggravated if the victim's injuries Ht
the description given above of serious
assault. All completed rapes are defined
as having resulted in physical injury.
Attempted rapes are classified as having
resulted in injury if the victim reported
having suffered some form of physical
injury.

Rce-Racial categories for this survey
are white, black, and other. The "other'
category is composed mainly of Asians
and American Indians. The race of the
head of household is used in determin-

ing the race of the houeeholdfor com-

puting household crime demographics.

Rpe -camal knowledge through the
use of force or the threat of force, in-

cluding attempts. Statutory rape (with-
out force) is excluded. Both hetero-
sexual and homosexual rape are in-

eluded.

Hate of vlctlmlzatlon- See 'Wctim-

ization rate'.

Region-The States have been divided
into four groups or census regions:

Midwest-includes the 12 States of
illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Kaneae, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri. Nebraska. North
Dakota. Ohio. South Dakota. and
Wisconsin.

Northeast-includes the 9 States ot
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey. New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode island, and Ver-
mont.

South-lncludes the District of Colum-

bia and the 16 States of Alabama, Ar-
kansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia.
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Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missis-
sippi, North Carolina. Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
and West Virginia.

West- includes the 13 States of
Alaska, Arizona. California, Colorado,
Hawaii, idaho, Montana. Nevada, New
Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming.

Robbery-completed or attempted
theft, directly from a person, ol property
or cash by force or threat of force, with
or without a weapon.

Robbery with Injury-completed or
attempted theft from a person. accom-
panied by an attack, either with or with-
out a weapon, resulting in injury. An
injury is classified as resulting from a
serious assault, irrespective of the extent
of injury, if a weapon was used in com -

mitting the crime. or, if not, when the
extent of the injury was either serious

'ken bones, loss of teeth, internal
is or loss of consciousness. for
iple) or undetermined but requiring

two or more days of hospitalization. An
injury is classiied as resulting from a
minor assault when the extent ol the
injury was minor (for example, bruises,
black eyes, cuts, scratches or swelling)
or undetermined but requiring less than
two days of hospitalization.

Robbery without lnlury -Theft or
attempted theft from a person. accom-
panied by force or the threat of force,
either with or without a weapon, but not
resulting in injury.

Series-Three or more similar but sep-

arate events, which the respondent is
unable to describe separately ln detail
to an interviewer.

Simple assault-Attack without a wea-

pon resulting either in minor injury (for
example, bruises, black eyes. cuts.
scratches or swelling) or in undeter-

mined injury requiring less than two
days of hospitalization. Also includes
attempted assault without a weapon.

Stranger-A classihcation of the victim's
ionship to the offender for aimee
.ving direct contact between the two.

Incidents are classified as involving
strangers if the victim identifies the
offender as a stranger, did not see or
recognize the offender, or knew the
offender only by sight. Crimes involving
multiple offenders are classified as
involving nonstrangers if any of the
offenders was a nonstranger. Since
victims of personal larceny without
contact - rarely see the offender, no
distinction is made between strangers
and nonstrangers for this crime.

Suburban areas-A county or counties
containing a central city, plus any con-

tiguous counties that are linked socially
and economically to the central city. On
data tables, suburban areas are cate-

gorized as those portions of metropoli-

tan areas situated "outside central
cities.'

Tenure-The NCS recognizes two forms
of household tenancy: (1) owned, which
includes dwellings that are mortgaged,
and (2) rented, which includes rent-
tree quarters belonging to a party other
than the occupants, and situations
where rental payments are in kind or
services.

Unlawful entry-A formof burglary
committed by someone having no legal
right to be on the premises, even though
no force le used.

Victim-The recipient of a criminal act,
usually used in relation to personal
crimes, but also applicable to house-

holds.

Vlctllltlztlon -A dime as it affects one
individual person or household. For
personal crimes, the number of victimi-

za1ions is equal to the number of victims
involved. The number of victimizations
may be greater than the number of in-

cidents because more than one person
may be victimized during an incident.'
Each crime against a household is
assumed to involve a single victim, the
affected household.

Vlctlmlzatlon rate-A measure of the
occurrence of victimizations among a
specified population group. For per-
sonar crimes, this is based on the num-

ber of victimizations per 1,000 residents
age 12 or older. For household crimes,
the victiinization rates are calculated
using the number of incidents per 1,000
households.

Vlctlmlze-To commit a crime against
a person or household.
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RE: CAREER OFFENDER PROVISIONS

DATE: JANUARY 7, 1991

This memo will summarize the appellate decisions which have considered downward departures for

offenders sentenced under the Guideline's career offender provisions at 5481.1.

I. WHETHER DOWNWARD DEPARTURES FROM CAREER OFFENDER RANGE PERMITTED

In United States v. Egg Qg! Sggndggg, 743 F.Supp. 444 (E.D. Va. 1990) (Ellis, 1.), the court held

that no downward departure under MA1.3 was available to
a career offender. Defendant was convicted of raping

a woman at Fort Belvoir, after smoking crack with her, and received
a total offense level 31, increased to level

37 (360 months to life) under the career offender provisions.
Defendant had prior convictions for armed robbery

in 1977, felonious assault in 1984, and unlawful wounding in 1989.
The court refused to depan on the basis that

no departures under 54A1.3 from 5481.1 were contemplated in light of the mandatory language

used in the

career offender guideline. The court also held that the guidelines explicitly incorporate
HAL2, but not 54Al.3,

into $481.1; held that the legislative history of the provision requires
B sentence near the statutory maximum;

1
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and noted that since criminal history plays a limited role in measuring the degree of career offender

enhancement (contrasted with the seriousness of the offense), then it should not be used

as a departure basis

to lessen the degree of enhancement.
Defendant was sentenced to 360 months imprisonment.

B. Departures Permitted

ln nited 5 rates v. Ho r TEU en H~ 901 F.Zd 830 (10th Cir. 1990), cm. denied,
111 S.Ct. 163

(l990) (appeal from W.D. Oltla., West, .l.), the court notes that downward departures from all guideline

sentences, including a career offender sentence, are permitted.
However, no such departure was contemplated

in this case, which involved a bank robbery while brandishing a machinegun.

ln ,,nlted Stat v. Rick Allen Ha s. 899 F.Zd 515 (bth Cir. 1990), carr. denied, 111 S.Ct. 385 (1990)

(appeal from W.D. Ken., Ballantine, J.), the circuit court implied the permissibility, under certain circumstances,

of downward departures from career offender range.
The court invalidated

a downward departure from the

career offender guideline range, where the departure was based on characteristics of the current offense

(defendant's lack of violent conduct in connection with the present drug offense, and the small amount of drugs

involved). Defendant in this case was convicted
of two counts of conspiracy to possess cocaine and marijuana

with intent to distn'bute, under 21 U.S.C. 55 841 and 846. Defendant was arrested with seven pounds of

marijuana, various drug paraphernalia, and had been believed to sell up to

$124X)0 a day in drugs. The career

offender range was 360 months to life, since the two prior convictions for drug trafficking qualified him

as a

career offender.
Defendant was sentenced to twenty years.

V . , 902 F.Zd 570 (Tth Cir. 1990) (appeal from E.D. Wise., Warren, CJ.),
In gel;;; ,,mu , ,

a defendant received a IN month sentence instead of
210-262 month sentence under the career offender

provisions. The downward departure for substantial assistance was held valid.

In addition, the circuits below accept departures from the career offender guideline range.

Il. PRIOR OFFENSES WHICH MAY JUSTIFY DOWNWARD DEPARTURE

A. tM
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1. Burglaries and Robberies

In United States v. Ramon Qgnzalgz-~13z, 911 F.Zd 542 (11th Cir. 1990) (appeal from N.D. Ga.,

Tidwell, J.), defendant was convicted under 21 U.S.C. 5 846, Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine, 21 U.S.C. 5

841(a)(1), Possession with Intent to Distribute Cocaine. Defendant was sentenced to 57 months, the top of the

guideline range of 46-57 months (total offense level 16 and criminal history category VI), which represented a

downward departure from the career offender range of 262-327 months. The defendant had prior State

convictions including robbery by force and fear (robbery of a woman's purse containing $5.35), armed robbery

of a supermarket, attempted burglary of an occupied residence, burglary of unoccupied residence ($450 in

merchandise taken). All but the second prior conviction received separate sentences of three years probation,

and that conviction received a 364-day sentence. Defendant had several additional arrests and prior convictions

for non-violent fclonies and misdemeanors.

The sentencing court held that the facts underlying the prior convictions demonstrated that the crimes

were not crimes of violence. In the alternative, the court held that, if the career offender provisions applied, a

downward departure was warranted since the guideline did not adequately consider a situation where the priors

in fact did not involve violence, and because such a career offender sentence would be 'grossly unfair and grossly

excessive.' The defendant argued that the Commission did not adequately distinguish between crimes that

involve the actual use of force and result in injury, and those that involve nothing more than the threat of force

and do not result in injury.

The appellate court rejected this argument, finding the Commission did adequately consider such a

distinction. The court noted that it was also unlikely that the Commission would prohibit the review of the

underlying facts of the prior convictions in order to determine whether defendant qualified for career offender

status, but would permit such a review to determine whether to depart from the resulting guideline range. The

court also prohibited departure where the departure was based on the grounds that the sentence appeared

excessive, citing ni V r-P 887 F.Zd 347 list Cir. 1989).

In nlt tat v henn , 740 FSupp. 1332 (N.D.lll. 1990) (Hart, J.), the defendant was

convicted of being a felon in possession of a firearm, under 18 U.S.C. 5 922(9), use of a firearm during a drug

3



trafficking offense, under 18 U.S.C. 5 924(c), and 21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), Possession with intent to Distribute .83

grams of cocaine. Defendant had prior State convictions for residential burglary (juvenile), robbery, auto theft,

and residential burglary (adult conviction). The career offender range is 360 months to life. The sentencing

court departed downward from this range, in part on the basis of 54/#£1.3, overstatement of criminal history,

particularly since the opportunity for recidivism in an older defendant (here in his early thirties) is lower. The

court noted the absence of details regarding the prior convictions,,but noted the absence of actual violence in

any of those offenses. The court departed downward from the career offender range, finding defendant was a

category V offender, with an offense level 24 (92-115 months) (based on level 12 for the offenses of conviction,

enhanced by 12 levels for a modified career offender sentence that accounts for the low level of drugs and

overstated criminal history), and imposed the statutory minimum of 240 months (180 months for armed career

offender and 60 months for the 924(c) offense).

2. Threatening Communications

In Qnited Stag; v, Mgrlg ga Hand Bull, 901 F.Zd 647 (Bth Cir. 1990) (appeal from D. S.D., Porter,

CJ.), defendant was convicted of mailing a threatening communication in violation of 18 U.S.C. 5 876 to his

estranged wife while he was in prison. The defendant received a career offender range of 51-63 months, but

received a downward departure sentence of48 months pursuant to 5K2.10 (victim's wrongful conduct significantly

provoked the offense).

The threat was held to be a crime of violence by the lower court and the appellate court, despite

defendant's argument that he had no contemporaneous ability to carry out the threat. No indication as to nature

of priors, or role those priors had in influencing court's departure.

3.
"

Drug Distribution Offenses

In I 903 F.2-d 540 18th Cit. 1990) (appeal from D. Minn.,

Magnuson, J.), the defendant was convicted under 18 U.S.C. 5 2, and 21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), (b)(l)(c), aiding

and abetting the distribution of ten ounces (283 grams) of cocaine; and 21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), (b)(l)(c), and
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21 U.S.C. 5 846, conspiracy to distribute ten ounces (283 grams) of cocaine. Defendant was sentenced to two

concurrent 210 month terms under the career offender provisions. The predicate offenses were two prior

convictions, one a 1986 conviction under California law for transportation of a controlled substance, and the other

a 1987 State conviction for possession of a controlled substance. The district court reluctantly imposed a

sentence at the lower end of the career offender range (210-262 months), in light of the "extremely harsh penalty

required by the career offender guideline," which the court was "not comfortable with" since it was almost ten

times longer than those received by defcndant's codcfendants. Proportionality, then, was a key concern, but the

nature of the priors may also have influenced the lower court's decision. The appellate court remanded for

resentencing, in order to permit the lower court to consider the need for a downward departure.

B. Brief Period of Time During Which Crime; Were Committed,' "Small-Tim;" Offenses 

In Unitedstates v, Bobby Dale Smith, 909 F.Zd 1164 18th Cir. 1990), petition jor cart. jiled (Oct. 29,

1990), (appeal from S.D. Iowa, Wolle, J.), defendant was convicted under 21 U.S.C. 5 846, Conspiracy to

Distribute Cocaine, and 18 U.S.C. 5 1952(a)(2) and (a)(3), Traveling in Interstate Commerce with the Intent to

Facility the Drug Conspiracy. Career offender guideline range was 292-365 months, but the court sentenced

under a downward departure to twenty years, citing, among otherfactors, the brevity of defendant's prior

criminal career, and his youth when the crimes were committed. Smith reads Liga to stand for the "eminently

reasonable principle" that all careers are not the same. The length and scope of the careerthat lands the

criminal under the career-offender guideline are appropriate grounds for departure, either upward or downward,

in an unusual case.

Here, where the career was "neither extensive nor long" and where defendant had onlytwo prior State

convictions, and each incident "though serious" was a "somewhat small-time offense.' Defendant's priors included

burdary of personal property from a home (total loss around $1,000) and conspiracy to sell ten hits of LSD on

two occasions for a total of $80. Defendant was sentenced to probation both times. The crimes took place over

a two-month period of time.

In ni li h Ha , 918 F.Zd 30 15th Cir. 1990), the court upheld the
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sentencing court's refusal to depart downward from
a career offender sentence, rejecting her argument that the

career offender provisions did not applywhere the requisite offenses occurred within
a short period oftime (here

live felony drug provisions over a period of two years. Defendant was sentenced to 168 months for violating 21

U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), possession with intent to distribute controlled substances.

D.

ln

ind mm n hem r Pi

lnited tales v. 8 n Ho sq. 916 F.Zd 1432 (gth Cir. 1990), the defendant had sold drugs to the

same agent on two separate occasions in two different counties over
a short period of time, apparently as a result

of the same investigation. The defendant was convicted and sentenced at different timesin different counties,

and the sentencing court accordingly counted the offenses separately for career offender purposes.
As a result

of these two prior convictions, and the current convictions for 21 U.S.C. 5 846, Conspiracy to Distribute

Methamphetamine in violation of21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), defendant was sentencedto 262 months under the career

offender provisions. The appellate court remanded for resentencing, finding these transactions were part of
a

single common scheme or plan, and should not have been counted separately.

A similar result occurred in hk V Ri! 733 F.Supp. 1003 (D.Md. 1990)

(Smalkin, J.), where the defendant was convicted of bank robbery, and had two prior State convictions for two

gas station armed robberies occurring twelve days apart from each other, one occurring in Baltimore City, and

the other in Baltimore County. Defendant was sentenced in the two jurisdictions, the
Grst court sentencing

defendant to twelve years imprisonment, the second to sixteen years concurrent.

The sentencing court refused to consider the defendant
a career offender by counting the two prior

convictions separately, and instead found
as fact that the two offenses would, save for 'an accident of geography,'

have been consolidated forsentencingdue to their similarity and closeness in time.
Thecourt held altematively

that the offenses were committed pursuant to in single plan, Le,. to obtain money to buy narcotics.
The reported

case dealt only with determining whether career offender status applied, and no sentence was imposed.

I
E. ion 4A rr r Il fl f ind
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In Qnitgd States v. Melvin Raymond La~ ng, 916 F.Zd 553 (gth Cir. 1990) (appeal from ED. Wash.,

McNichols, J a defendant was convicted of possession with intent to distribute over 100 marijuana plants found

in his ca.r. Defendant apparently had another 4,000 plants at his home. Defendant had two prior State

convictions: one for possession of .a controlled substance with intent to deliver and possession of a controlled

substance; and one for two counts of possession of marijuana with intent to manufacture or deliver. Defendant

was sentenced to 30 months imprisonment (the range that would have applied in the absence of the career

offender provisions), a downward departure from the career offender range of 151-188 months (level 29,

Category VI). The rationale for the departure was based on 54A1.3 (overrepresentation of criminal history),

and the appellate court agreed that this provision could justify a downward departure from the career offender

range. The court rejected the government's argument that the Commission had been directed by 28 U.S.C. 5

994(h) to mandate a career offender sentence where the requisite conditions had been satisfied. (The sentence

was, however, vacated and remanded for resentencing in light of the presence of the 4,000 plants not counted

by the court in relevant conduct.)

III. COUNTING 'STALE' CONVICTIONS

A. 'Stale" ~nvictions gr; Valid Basis for Qgggggrg

In nI V l ar I' Il 905 FZd 1432 (10th Cir. 1990), cat. denied, 111 S.Ct. 202 (1990)

(appeal from W.D. Okla., Russell,.l defendant was convicted of bank robbery with a revolver, under 18 U.S.C.

5 2113, and sentenced to the bottom end of the guideline range applicable for a career offender. Defendant had

previously been convicted of four Dreams and robbery offenses, all of which were included in the criminal

history calculation. Grounds for departure (inadequacy of uiminal history since two armed robbery convictions

and conviction on two counts of bank robbery fell outside the fifteen year time period) were sustained. Extent

of departure reasonable since Defendant resembled a career offender (particularlysince firearms offenses show

continued pattem of crime, and robberies were conducted usingsimilar methods), and since no category beyond

Category Vi existed. Defendant had a criminal history VI (15 points), and a non-career offender guideline range
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of 100-125 months (level 24). The departure sentence was 210 months.

In Uniggd Stage; v. Joseph E. Lang, 898 F.Zd 1378 (Bth Cir. 1990), the court held that sentences excluded

from the criminal history calculation under €4A1.2(e)(2) may be consideredin determining whether an upward

departure is justified. The court cites Qnited gate; v, ~2;; 871 F.Zd 513 (Sth Cir. 1989) and United state;

! Elmgndgrt, 895 F.Zd 1415 (bth Cir. 1990) (Table) for the proposition.

ln Qnitgd States v, Alelg Qgta -Gugrgrg, 907 F.Zd 87 (gth Cir. 1990), the court held that fourteen

convictions that had occurred more than tcn years prior to the offense for which defendant was being sentenced

could be considered in deciding whether to depart upward from the guideline sentence, where the convictions

showed a propensity toward violent conduct, and where the convictions were similar to the present offense of

possession of firearm by a felon. At least one of these prior convictions included an assault with a deadly

weapon, and another for assault and battery. The sentencing court departed upward from a level 7, Category

Ill (4-10 months) sentence to two years.

B. 'Stgle Qgnvigtignf Valid 3; "Reliable Information' [ HAI~ )

In nited les v. oseph N. Williams, 910 F.Zd 1574 (Tth Cir. 1990), petition jar een. jiled (Nov. II,

1990), the court upheld an upward departure based on 54A1.2(e)(2), where the defendant was convicted under

18 U.S.C. £ 922(g)(1) and, as a Category V defendant, was sentenced to 27 months imprisonment. The court

departed upward from a level 9 (18-24 months). Defendant's prior convictions for unlawful taking of a motor

vehicle and forgery, both of which occurred more than fifteen years prior to the current offense of felon in

possession of a firearm. The "stole' offenses were dissimilar and could not be considered under 54A1.2, but

could be considered under HA1.3 as "reliable information' for purposes of determining whether the criminal

hktory category was underrepresented. The court notes that this information was considered with other

agg=-avating factors in order to justify the departure.

The court cites nite V 898 F.Zd 642 (Bth Cir. 1990) (when record did not reflect

whether old burglary convictions were violent crimes or gun-related, district court properly considered them to

be "reliable information' under 544*.13 for sentencing of felon in possession) and v ksgn, 903
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F.Zd 1313 (10th Cir. 1990), rehecring granted, 1990 WI, 203177, (district court properly referred to a twenty-one

year old forgery conviction in applying 54A13 to increase criminal history category of defendant convicted of

being felon in possession of ammunition).

In United States v. ,[ames Ra! Russell, 905 "F.Zd 1439 (10th Cir. 1990), (appeal from W.D. Okla.,

Russell, J.), the defendant had three prior convictions (two burglaries, one in 1965 and one in 1967, and one

escape, in 1968) beyond the fifteen year period set forth under the career offender provisions. The court

nevertheless added three criminal history points for each offense, noting that defendant had spent eleven of the

fifteen years in jail, and had been released from each prior conviction for only a short period of time before

committing the next offense. As a result of the increased point total, defendant's criminal history category

increased from II to V, increasing his range from 51-63 months to 84-105 months. The sentencing court imposed

a 105 month sentence on the defendant. The appellate court upheld the inclusion of the 'stare' offenses for

purposes of calculating criminal history score, finding that the offenses qualified under 54.-*.1.3 as "reliable

information.' '

C. Departure Invalid Where Prigr Qgnvigign is Dissimilar gr Solely gn Basis that Defendant 1;29;.
£ Break'

ln United States v, Avingll ~gkg, 908 F.Zd 550 (gth Cir. 1990), the court invalidated an upward

departure based on 54A1.2(e)(2) where the prior convictionswere for fraud offenses,and the present convictions

were for assaults, noting that the guidelines require similarity between the otherwise excluded offenses.

ln United States v. Richard Rodney Robisgn, 904 F.Zd 365 (bth Cir. 1990), een. denied ill S.Ct. 360

(1990), the court held that the sentencing court could not 'arbitrarilychange the requirements for career offender

status' simply because the defendant "got a break' on an earlier conviction by not being sentenced in a manner

that would breach the ten year barrier. Defendant in that case was convicted of aggravated drugtraflicking in

1977, and was convicted currently for 21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), Possession with Intent to Distribute Cocaine, and

21 U.S.C. 5 846, Conspiracy to Distribute Cocaine.
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D. Qgmmunity Treatment Center Qgnfingmgnt ngt lncargeratign

The court in United States v. Harold ,lgrdan, 734 F.Supp. 687 (E.D.Pa. 1990) (Katz, J,), held that

residence in a community treatment center is not "incarceration' for purposes of guidelines requiring that a prior

sentence of imprisonment be counted toward a criminal history score if the defendant was incarcerated during

the fifteen years prior to the crime for which he is sentenced.

la. Related Cas~

ln Qnited States v. lvog Geiger, 891 F.Zd 512 15th Cir. 1989), ce!. denied, U.S. ~ 110 S.Ct. 1825

(1990), USSC No. 89-11991, (appeal from W.D. Tex., Smith, 1.), Defendant was convicted under 21 U.S.C. 55

841(a)(1) and 845, Possession with Intent to Distribute Crack Cocaine within a 1000 feet of a School. Defendant

sold the crack in exchange for food stamps. Defendant had four prior convictions for drug offenses (possession

of marijuana under 2 ounces, possession of 5 grams cocaine, possession of cocaine, possession of 32 grams of

cocaine), and one for gambling. The consolidated offenseswere separated by intervening arrests. The latter

three drug convictions were consolidated for sentencing, and as a result Defendant avoided career offender

status. Grounds for departure (including consolidated sentences leading to avoidance of career offender status)

were upheld. Departure calculated by treating priors separately for purposes of career offender provisions.

Extent of departure was reasonable particularly jven the potential statutory maximum available. Criminal

History was Category 111 (4 points) and the guideline offense level 14 (21-27 months). The departure sentence

was 120 months.

ln ni v.1'h Il II , 898 F.Zd 1461 (10th Cir. 1990), een. denied, - U.S. 1990 WL

87103 (1990), USSC No. 9538, (appeal from W.D. Okla., Russell, 1.), Defendant pleaded guilty to conspiracy to

distribute cocaine, under 21 U.S.C. 5 846. Defendant had previously been convicted of a 1984 assault with a

deadly weapon, and for a 1985 sale of a controlled substance, which offenses were separated by anintervening

arrest. Defendant was sentenced to six months and one year for the crimes. respectively. When his probation

was revoked, Defendant was sentenced under State law to two years and three years for the convictions, to run
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concurrently. The appellate court held that the two prior convictions were not related
cases by virtue of being

resentenced at the same time to concurrent terms following revocation of probation for each crime. The

sentence, therefore, was not to be considered one sentence under
5 4A1.2(a)(2). As a result, the sentences for

each crime might be counted separately under 5 4Bl.2(3), for purposes of determining career offender status.

The appellate conn feared a ruling to the contrary would require the government to undertake separate

resentencing proceedings as the only means to preserving the separate original sentences, when calculating

criminal history. Criminal History Category was V (11 points) and the guideline sentence was level
14 (33-41).

Departure sentence was 156 months (including reductionfor substantial assistance).

ln nit~ ates v. Alan Do , 888 F.2;d 79 (11th Cir. 1989), cer1. denied - U.S. 110 S.Ct. 756,

(1990), USSC No. 5623,

(appeal from N.D. Ga., Forrester, 1 defendant was convicted
of four bank robberies committed separately in

two States, and later was convicted of four additional robberies committed in three States beginning the day of

his escape from prison. Appellate court held Defendant could be treated
as career offender with each prior

conviction counted separately for purposes of 5 481.1, although prior sentences could not be counted separately

for purposes of 5 4A1.2. One rationale for this holding is the desire not to compel the government to refuse

Rule 20(a) consolidation of cases. Extent of departure held reasonable. Guideline sentence was 51-63 months,

and the departure sentence was 262 months.

ln nlg tag v. E i Bo , 872 F.Zd 597 (Sth Cir. 1989), een. denied, - U.S. , 110 S.Ct.

175 (1989), USSC No. 875, (appeal from N.D. TeX., Cummings, 1.), defendant was convicted of credit card

fraud, after the dmnk with whom he
was living cholred and died. Defendant burned the body and went on a

drunken spending spree, until he was arrested for public intoxication.
Defendant's criminal history included three

previous burglaries, not separated by intervening arrests, that were consolidated for sentencing.

The appellate

court held that a sentencing court may account for concurrent sentences when it decides whether
departure

based upon criminal historyk appropriate. Grounds for departure (including inadequate criminal history based

on consolidated sentences) were upheld. Esaent of departure held reasonable.
Criminal history was Category

VI, guideline range was level 12 (30
-37 months). Departure sentence was 12) months.
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ln United State; V, Abggham Flores, 875 F.Zd 1110 (Slh Cir. 1989), USSC No. 1952, (appeal from N.D.

Tex., Cummings, J.), defendant was convicted of distributing heroin. Defendant had previously been convicted

of six previous house burglaries, separated byintervening arrests, of which two were consolidated for sentencing

in one county, three in another, and one in yet another, over a period of eighteen months. While sentencing on

the cases ran concurrently, this was through operation of State law, and not through the order of any judge.

Mere concurrent sentences are not enough to defeat the guidelines. As a result, the career offender provisions

apply to Defendant. Other priors included theft and drug distribution. Departure Sentencewas 240 months.

ln Qnited States V, Robb! Dggn, 908 F.Zd 1491 (10th Cir. 1990)

(appeal from W.D. Okla., Russell, J.), defendant was convicted of possession of a semi-automatic shotgun.

,Defendant had prior convictions for unauthorized use of a motor vehicle, first degree rape (Defendant also

brandished a knife), of violating 18 U.S.C. 5 922(g) (felon in possession of a firearm), robbery with a firearm

and burglary, and a second burglary, and these convictions were sentenced separately. Additional convictions

for assault with intent to kill and robbery with a dangerous weapon, which offenses took place ten months apart,

were considered related cases to the rape conviction, since they were sentenced on the same day. Grounds for

departure (including the inadequaey of criminal history given the related cases exclusion, and the inadequacy of

Category VI given Defendant's criminal record) were upheld. Extent of departure held unreasonable in light

of the court's failure to adequately justify the extent of the departure, and the appellate court can lind no

enension of criminal history category, no analogy or reference to guideline principles, that would justify doubling

the permitted guideline sentence. "lt is not apparent whether the court would have upheld sentencing under the

career offender provision (which would have provided a level 24 - Category VI range of 100-15 months).

Criminal history was Category VI (17 points). Guideline offense level was 8 (18-24 months), and the departure

sentence was 48 months (consecutive to sentence already serving),

ln ni in g, 883 F.Zd 491 (bth Cir. 1989) (appeal from S.D. Ohio, Smith, J.),

defendant was convicted of 21 U.S.C. 5 841(a)(1), Possession with Intent to Distribute Marijuana, 21 U.S.C. 5

843(b), Telephone Count, and 18 U.S.C. 5 922(g), Felon in Pomession of a Firearm. Defendant had prior

convictions for aggravated robbery with firearm, during which he kidnapped a drug store employee; for
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aggravated traflicking, during which he carried a .44 Magnum. Grounds for departure (including inadequate

criminal history based on nature of prior convictions, and threat to the public health and safety) were upheld.

Extent of departure was based on increase in offense level to 24 (100-17-5 months), (equivalent to a career

offender sentence) and was held reasonable. Criminal history was Category VI. Guideline offense level was 18

(57-71 months), and departure sentence was 120 months.
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SALIBN1' FACTOR SCORE (SFS81)

Item A: PRIOR CONVICBIONS/ADJtIDICATIONS (ADULT OR JUVENILE) ; Ti
1- 1None = 3

One . . . = 2
Two or Three = 1
Pour or More = 0

Ite B = PRIOR CQ04I'1'l4EN'r(S) OF DDRB THAN THIRTY DAYS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(ADULT OR JUVENILE)

1- .1
Hone = 2
One or ivo = l
Three or More = 0

Ite Cs AGE AT CURRENT OFFENSE/PRIOR CG4MITMBITS . . . . .. . I I

1.- 1Age at conencenent of current offense
26 years or age or lore .
20- 25 years of age = 1
19 years of age or less = 0

*'*Exception = If five or ore prior conltents of ore than
thirty days (adult of juvenile), place an here
and score this lte = 0

 Ite De RBZBNT C04l4I'l'M'ZN'1' FREE PERIOD (THREE YEARS) . . . . . . . € . . I I

1- -1'lo prior coitent of lore thanthlrty days (adult or
juvenile) or released to the conuntty fro last uch
comnitent at least three years prior to the commence-
ent of the current offense . 1

Otherwise . = 0

Ite B: PROBATION/PAROLE/OONPIRDIDIT/~CAPB STATUS VIOIATOR . . . . . ; . . I I' THIS TIM! 1- 1

Reither on probation, parole, conf1neent, or escape
status at the t1e of the current offense: nor co-
ltted as n.probat1on, parole, conflneent, or escape
status violator thin t1e . . 1

Othervlse 0

I te Ps HEROIN/OPIAT DZPENDEOCB . . . . . I I

1. -1o luster! of heroin/ophte dependence € 1
Othervlse ! 0

ecmmscons I I

1--1otes !or purposes of the Salient tactor Score, n intnce of crllnnl
behvlor resulting in judicial deterlnatlon of guilt or an dnliou
of guilt before judicial body shall be treated conviction, even 1f
convlct1on l not torlly entered.
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SALIENT PAUPOR SCORING MANUAL. The following instructions serve as a guide incomputing the salient factor score.

ITD4 A. PRIOR CONVICTIONS/ADJUDICA1'IONS (ADULT OR JUVENILE) [ [None = 3: One = 2;Two or three = 1; Four or sore = 0))

A.l In General. Count all convictlons/adjudicatlons (adult or juvenile) forcriminal offenses (other than the current offense) that were committed prior to thepresent period of confinement, except as specifically noted. Convictions for prioroffenses that are charged or adjudicated together (e.g., three burglarles) arecounted as a single prior conviction, except when such offenses are separated by anintervening arrest (e.g., three convictions for larceny and a conviction for an -additional larceny committed after the arrest for the first three larcenies uouldbe counted as two prior convictions, even if all four offenses were adjudicatedtogether). Do not count the current federal offense or state/local convictionsresulting from the current federal offense (i.e.,"offenses that areconsidered lnassessing the severity of the current offense). Exce - tlon: Where the first andlast overt acts of the current offense behavior are separated by an interveningfederal conviction (e.g., after conviction for the current federal offense, theoffender commits another federal offense vhile on appeal bond), both offenses arecounted in assessing offense severity; the earlier offense is also counted as aprior conviction in the salient factor score.
A.2 Convictions

(a) Felony convictions are counted. Non- felony convictions are counted, except aslisted under (b) and (c). Convictions for driving vhile intoxicated/while underthe influence/vhile impaired, or leaving the scene of an accident involving injuryor an attended vehicle are counted. for the purpose of scoring Item A of thesalient factor score, use the offense of conviction.
(b) Convictions for the following offenses are counted only if the sentenceresulting was a commitment of ore than thirty days cas defined in item 5) orprobation of one year or ore cas defined in Item B), or if the record indicatesthat theeoffense vas classified by the jurisdiction as a felony (regardless ofsentence) =

cc) Convictions for certain minor offenses are not counted, regardless of sentence.These include =

!. hitchhlking;
4. traffic violations (except as2. local regulatory violations; specifically listed);3. public'lntoxication/possession 5. vagrancy/vagabond and rogue =of alcohol by a lnor/possesion 6. civil contempt.of alcohol in an open container =

1. contept of court; or promotion ofor employment ln an2. disorderly conduct/disorderly unlawful gambling business is notperson/breach of the peace/ included hereinl;disturbing the peace/uttering 7. loitering;loud and abusive language; 8. non-support;3. driving vithout a license/ 9. prostitution;with a revoked or suspended 10. resisting arrest/evade and elude:license/vith a false license; 11. trespassing;4. false information to a police 12. reckless driving;officer;
13. hindering/fallure to obey a police5. flhand game violations: officer)5. gambling (e.g., betting on dice, 14. leavlngthe scene of an accidentsports, cards) [ Note = Operation (except as listed under ()).
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A.3 .Juvenile Conduct. Count juvenile convictions/adjudlcatlons except as follovsg

(a) Do not count'any status offense (e.g., runaway, truancy, habitual disobedience)unless the behavior included a criminal offense which would otherwise be counted;
(b) Do not count any crtinal offense committed at age 15 or less, unless ltresulted in a coitent of lore than 30 days.

A.I Military Cbnduct. Count military convictions by general or special court-martial (not summary court -martial or Article 15 disciplinary proceeding) for actsthat are generally prohibited by civilian criinal law (e.g., assault, theft). Donot count convictions for strictly llltary offenses. > Note: This does not precludeconsideration of serious or repeated military lsconduct as a negative indicant ofparoleprognosis (l.e., a possible reason for overriding the salient factor scorein relation to this item).

A.5 Diversion. Conduct resulting in diversion Iron the judicial process vlthout afinding of guilt (e.g., deferred prosecution. probation without plea) is not to becounted in scoring this lte. However, behavior resulting ln a judicial
determination of guilt or an admission of guilt before a judlclal body shall becounted as a conviction even if a conviction Is not formally entered.

A.6 Setting Aside of Convictions/Restoration of Civil Rights. Setting aside orremoval of juvenile convictlons/adjudlcatlons i normally for civil purposes (to
remove civil penalties and stigma). Such convictlons/adjudlcation are to becounted for purposes of assessing parole prognosis. This also applies to adultconvict ions/adjud lcatlons which may be set aside . by various ethods (Includingpardon) . However , convictlons/ad judicatlons that were et aside or pardoned ongrounds of innocence are not to be counted.

A . 7 Convictions Reversed or Vacated on Grounds of Coast! tutionl or ProceduralBrror. Exclude any conviction reversed or vacated for constitutional or proceduralgrounds, unless the prisoner has been retried and reconvlcted. It i theCouisslonis presumption that a convict lon/adjudicatlon I valid. If a prisonerchallenges such conviction he/she should be advised to petition for a reversal ofsuch convict lon in the court ln which he/she vas ortglnally tried, and then toprovide . the Comisslon with evidence of such reversal. Rote = Occasionally thepresentence repor t docuents f acts clea rl y indicating that a conviction waunconstitutional for depr hatton of counsel [ this occurs only then the convictionvas for a f elony , or for ies ser off ene for vhlch lprlsonent was actuall !imposed; and the record i clear that the defendant (1) va lndlgent , and (2)
not provided counsel, and (3) did not valve counsel] . In such case. do not countthe convict Ion . slllarly, if the offender ha applied to have a convictionvacated and provides evidence (e. g. , a letter fro the court clerk) that therequired records ar unavailable , do not count the convlctlon. ote = If aconviction found to be invalid 1 nonetheless supported by persuasive intonationthat the offender co1tted th crllnal act, this lnforstlon ay be considered anegative lndlcant of parole prognosis ile. , possible reason for overriding thesalient factor score).

A. 8 Ancient H -ior Record . If both of the follovlng conditlm are et = (1) theoffender ' only countable convlctlon under !ten A occurred t least ten yearsprior to the coencuent of the current offense behavior (the date of the lastcountable conviction under !ten A refers to the date of the conviction, itself. notthe date of the offense leading to conviction), nd (2) there 1 t least tnyear cottent free period in tb counlty [including the on probauon orparole) between the lest rele fro countabl coEtent (under Ite I) md th
coenceent of the current offense behavior; then convlctton/coltnent prior to
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the above ten year period are not to be counted for purposes of Items A, Bp or C.Note = This provision does not preclude consideration of earlier behavior (e.g..repetition of particularly serious or assaultive conduct) as a negative indicant ofparole prognosis (1.e., a possible reason for overriding the salient factor score).Siilarly, a substantial crime free period in the community, not amounting to tenyears, lay, In light of other factors, indicate that the offender belongs in"abetter risk category than the salient factor score Indicates.
A.9 Poreign Convictions. Foreign convictions (for behavior that Hould be criinalln the United States) are counted.

A.10 ITibal Cburt Convictions. Tribal court convictions are countedunder thesane terms and conditions as any other conviction.
A.ll Porfeiture of Cbllateral. If the only knovn disposition is forfeiture ofcollateral. count as a conviction (if a conviction for such offense would.otherwisebe counted).

A.12 Conditional/unconditional Discharge (Nov Yorkstate). In l.Y. State, theter 'conditional discharge' refers to a conviction with a suspended sentence andunsupervised probation; the ter 'unconditional discharge' refers to a convictionwith a suspended sentence. Thus, such N.Y. state dlspositions for countableoffenses are counted as convictions.

A.13 Adjudication Withheld (Florida). In Florida, the ter 'adjudlcationwithheld' refers to a disposition in vhlch a foral conviction is not entered atthe tile of sentencing, the purpose of uhlch 1 to allow the defendant to retainhis civil rights and not to be classified a a convicted felon. Since thedisposition of 'adjudication withheld' i characterized by an admission of guiltand/or a finding of guilt before a judicial body, dispositions of 'adjudicationwithheld' are to be counted as convictions for salient factor scoring purposes.However, it i not considered a conviction on which forfelture of street tile canbe based.

ITU! B. PRIOR COOQ4ITHERTS OFJDRB THAN THIRTY DA!S (ADULT OR JUVENILE) [ INoue =2; m or ivo I 1; Three or ore = OH

.1 Count a11 prior ooitent of more than thirty days (adult or juvenile)resulting fro a conviction/adjudlcation listed under Ite A. except as notedbelo!. Also count coltent of note than thirty days iposed upon revocatlon ofprobation or parole ber the original probation or parole resulted f ro aconviction/adjudication counted under Ite A.

8.2 Count only coltent that rere ipoed prior to the coi1on of the lastovert ct of the current offense behavior. Coltent lposed after the currentoffense re not counted for purposes of this ite. Concurrent or consecutivesentences (whether lpoed as the sane the or t different then) that result incontinuous period of confineent count single coitent . Believer , n Devcourt coltent of oretbnn thirty days lposed for n ecpe/attepted escape orfor crilnal behavior coltted vhlle in conflneent/escpe status countsseparate conitent.

D. 3 Definitions

() Qhl ite only includes conltent that were actually lpoed. Do not countsuspended sentence coltent. Do not count conflneent pending trial orsentencing or for study nd observation coltent unless the sentence i
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specifically to 'tie served'. If a sentence imposed is subsequently reconsldereq
and reduced, do not count as a commitment if it is determined that the total t1eserved, including jail time, was 30 daysor less. Count a sentence to intermittent

'confineent (€.9., veekends) totalling more than 30 days.

(b) This item includes confinement in adult or juvenile institutions, nd
residential treatment centers. It does not include foster home.placeent. Cqune
confinement ln a community treatment center when part of a committed sentence. ng
not count confinement in a CTC vhen imposed as a condition of probation or parole.
Do not count self commitment for drug or alcohol treatment.

(c) If a committed sentence of more than thirty days is imposed prior to the
current offense but the offender avoids or delays service of the sentence (e.g., by
absconding, escaping, bail pending appeal), count as a prior commitment. Note =

Where the subject unlawfully avoids service of a prior commitment by escaping or
falling to appear for service of sentence. this commitment is also to be considered
in Items D and 8. Example = An offender is sentenced to a term of threeyears
confinement, released on appeal bond, and commits the current offense. Count as a
previous commitment under Item B, but not under Items D and 3. To be considered
under Items D and 3, the avoidance of sentence must have been unlavful (€.9.,
escape or failure to report for service of sentence).

ITE4 C. AGE AT COl043NCEM'EN'1' OF TBE CURRENT OFFENSE/PRIOR COMMITMENTS OF IDRB THAN
1'B1RT! DAYS (ADULT 08 JUVENILB)

C.l Score 2 if the subjectmas 26 years of age or more at the commencement of the
current offense and has fever than five prior commitments.

C.2 Score 1 if the subject was 20-25 years of age t the commencement of the
current offense and has fever than five prior commitments.

C.3 Score 0 lf the ubject was 19 years of age or less at the commencement of the
current offense, or lf the subject has five or more prior commitments.

C.4 Definitions

() Ue the age t the commencement of the ubject's current federal offense
behavior,. except as noted under special instructions for federal probationl
parole/confineent/escape status vlolator.

(b) Priorcoitemt i defined under Item !.

Has D. naomi-= comunmu- mzspsn1oD (1-aus runs)

D.1 Score 1 if the subject ha no prior commitments; or if the subject va
released to the community from hi/hr last prior coitent t least three years
prior to coenceent of hi/her current offense behvior.

D.2 Score 0 if the ubject' last release to the community from prior commitment
occurred less then three years prior to the current offense behavior = or if the
subject vu in confineent/escpe status t the time of the current offense.

D.3 Definition=

(0 Prior commitment i defined under Item I.
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(b) Confinement/escape status is defined under Ite !.

(c) Release to the community means release from confinement status (e.g., a person
paroled through a CTC is released to the community uhen released from the CTC, not
vhen placed in the CTC).

PTE! B. PROBA'1'ION/ PAROLE/CONFINDCENT/ESCAPE STATUS VIOLATOR THIS TIM!

3.1 Score 1 if the subject was not on probation or parole, nor in confinement or
escape status at the time of the current offense behavior; and was not committed as
a probation, parole, confinement, or escape status violator this tie.
E.2 Score 0 if the subject was on probation or parole or in confinement or escape
status at the time of the current offense behavior; or if the subject was committed
as a probation, parole, confinement, or escape status violator this tile.

8.3 Definitions

(a) The term probation/parole - refers to a period of federal, state, or local
probation or parole supervision. Occasionally, a court disposition such as
'summary probation' or 'unsupervised probation' will be encountered. If It 1clear that this disposition involved no attempt at supervision, it till not be
counted for purposes of this Item. Notes Unsupervised probation/parole due todeportation is counted ln scoring this ite.

(b) The term 'parole' includes parole, mandatory parole, conditional release, or
mandatory release supervision (l.e., any torn of supervised release).

(c) The term 'confinement/escape status' Includes institutional custody, work or
study release, pass or furlough, community treatent center conflneent,*or escape
from any of the above.

I'rDl P. - HISTORY OF HBROIN/OPIATB DBPENDBNCB
'

P.l Score 1 if the subject has no history of heroin or oplate dependence.

!.Z Score 0 If the subject has any recordof heroin or oplate dependence.

1.3 Ancient Heroin/oplate Record. It the subject ha norecord of heroln/oplate
dependence within ten years (not counting any time spent in confineent), do not
count a previous heroin/oplate record - in scoring this lte.

r.4 Definition. tor calculation of the salient factor score, the ter
'heroin/opiate dependence' is restricted to dependence on heroin, orpblne, or
dilaudld. Dependence refers to physical or psychological dependence, orregulr or
habitual usage. Abuse of other oplate or hon- oplat substances i not counted in
scoring this lte. lowever, this does not preclude consideration of serious abuse
ot drug not listed above as s negative ind1cant of parole prognosis (l.c., a
possible reason for overriding the salient factor score in relation totbl Ate).

SPBZIAL.I!IS'l'ROCrIONS - YBDERAL PROBATIG VIOLABIS

Ieee A Count the original federal offense a prior conviction. no not count the
conduct leading to probation revocatlon a a prior conviction.

07/24/89 Page 66



CAREER OFFENDER

Application Note 4 to $481.2 is amended to read:

The provisions of $4A1.2 (Definitions and Instructions
for Computing Criminal History), other than
54A1.2(e)(1) - (3), are applicable to the counting of
convictions under $481.1.

The purpose of this amendment is to remove the major time
limitations that now apply to prior convictions for purposes of
the career offender guideline. Under the current guideline, for
example, a prior sentence of imprisonment exceeding one year and
one month that was neither imposed nor served within fifteen
years of the commencement of the instant offense Would not count
toward application of the career offender guideline. Retention
of the current limitations is inconsistent with the needfor
enhanced sentencing forcareer offenders those who have
committed violent or drug crimes during the course of their lives
and who commit such offenses again. For such defendants a
greater measure of deterrence is necessary. This amendment would
eliminate the restrictions contained in $4A1.2(e)(1) through (3)
so that old convictions would be subject to the career offender
guideline. The only timelimitsvthat would continue to apply to
prior convictions under the career offender guideline are those
described in 54A1.2(d)(2), relating to sentences for less serious
offenses committed prior to age eighteen.

The Commission also seeks comment on whether the definition
of the term "crime of violence" in 5481.2(1) should be narrowed.
The current definition covers any offense under federal or state
law punishable by imprisonment for more than a year that (1) has
as an element the use, attempted use, or threatened use of<
physical force against the person of another; or (2) is burglary
of a dwelling, arson, or extortion, involves use of explosives,
or othervise involves conduct that presents a serious potential
risk of physical injury to another.
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CAREER OFFENDER

Application Note 4 to $481.2 is amended to read = mri' -it
The provisions of 54A1.2 (Definitions and Instructions
for Computing Criminal History), other than the time
periods in 54A1.2(d)(2) and (e), are applicable to the
counting of convictions under $481.1.

The purpose of this amendment is to remove the time limitations
that now apply to prior convictions for purposes of the career
offender guideline. Under the current guideline, for example, a
prior sentence of imprisonment exceeding one year and one month
that was neither imposed nor served within fifteen years of the
commencement of the instant offense would not count toward
application of the career offender guideline. Retention of the
current limitations is inconsistent with the need for enhanced
sentencing for career offenders those who have committed
violent or drug crimes during the course of their lives and who
commit such offenses again. For such defendants a greater
measure of deterrence isnecessary. This amendment would
eliminate the restrictions contained in $4A1.2(d)(2) and (e) so
that old convictions would be subject to the career offender
guideline.

The Commission also seeks comment on whether the definition
of the term "crime of violence" in 5481.2(1) should be narrowed.
The current definition covers any offense under federal or state
law punishable by imprisonment for more than a year that (1) has
as an element the use, attempted use, or threatened use of
physical force against the person of another; or (2) is burglary
of a dwelling, arson, or extortion, involvesuse of explosives,
or otherwise involves conduct that presents a serious potential
risk of physical injury to another.
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The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400

Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Judge Wilkins:

Under the Sentencing Reform Act, the Criminal Division is

required at least annually to submit to the United States

Sentencing Commission a report commenting on the operation of the

sentencing guidelines, suggesting changes that .appear to be

warranted, and otherwise assessing the Commission's work.

28 U.S.C. 5 994(o). We believe that on the whole the guidelines

are working well and that the Commission has met its statutory

responsibilities in an exemplary fashion. There are areas,

however, in which the guidelines can be improved. We urge the

Commission to consider the following recommendations, which we

believe will enhance the functioning of the guidelines and serve

the purposes of sentencing set forth in the Sentencing Reform Act

of 1984.

We have several recommendations regarding criminal history.

First, we believe that the guidelines should
i~ftude

=qpsaddffionar

caeininal - historyecatwegdfiff We have been adv sed by prosecutors

that they have dealt with defendants whose criminal history scores

were 20 or more and that equal treatment of all defendants with

scores of 13 or more , as now provided, £a=ils..,.to. distinguish

properly amonq:def*end-ames. While the court may- depart from the

guidelines for such defendants, it is.Enot- bound to do- so and may

wish to avoid triggering an appeal. One additional category would

at least provide some increase for the most serious recidivists.

Our next criminal history concern is that the criminal history

guidelines should be ref ined to distinguish more accurately serious
past -offenses" -from-less -serious ones. Under the current provisions
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all prior sentences exceeding one year and a month are treated
alike. See guideline 54A1.1(a). A defendant with a past first
degree murder conviction resulting in a 20 - year sentence would have
the same criminal history score as a burglar who was sentenced to
just over one year and a month of imprisonment. Not only the
frequency but the seriousness of past criminal conduct is relevant
to the purposes of sentencing set forth in the Sentencing Reform
Act,18 U.S.C. $ 355J(a)(2). For example, protection of the public
from further crimes of the defendant should be reflected in a
sentence that properly takes into account the seriousness of past
conduct. We recommend either that additional criminal history
points, based on a sliding scale, be provided for past sentences
of five years or more.

wnw d e artures

We recommend an amendment of policy statement 54A1.3 to
specify that the adequacy of a defendant's criminal history
category not be abasis for downward departure wheqeahguideline
mandates - a particularcriminal history category, - such as career
offenders and armed career criminals. In the case of a career
offender, guideline 5481.1 establishes an offense level related to
the statutory maximum for the offense of conviction and places the
defendant in Category VI, rather than the category that would apply
to the defendant if his criminalhistory score were calculated
under the guidelines.

However, several courts of appeals have undermined the career
offender guideline by ruling that the sentencing court may depart
downward from the guideline range where the court determines that
Category Vioverstates the defendant's criminal history. These
courts have relied onpolicy statement $4A1.3 on the adequacy of
the criminalphistory category. See, e.g., United States v.

ebawrence7'916 F.Zd 553, 554 - 555 (gth Cir. 1990); United States v.
Brown,903 F.Zd 540, 544 - 545 18th Cir. 1990); United States v.
Adkins, 937 F.Zd 947, 950 -953 (4th Cir. 1991). In our view the
Csmmission's placement of a career offender in the highest criminal
history category is simply a guidelines mechanism to assure
fulfillment of the statutory directive in 28 U.S.C.$ 994(h) that
career offenders be sentenced at or near the statutory maximum for
the offense of conviction. 'It was not meant to reflect the
defendant's actual criminal history category calculated under the
guidelines. Under the courts' reasoning any career offender whose
actual criminal history category was less than Category VI could
be eligible for a downward departure on the basis of his inadequate
criminal history, and the career offender guideline would become
meaningless.

A similar problem could occur with respect to the armed career
criminal guideline, $481.4, which may place a defendant in a higher
criminal history category than the criminal history calculations
would otherwise provide. The criminal history component of the
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armed career criminal guideline operates more in the nature of a
specific offense characteristic by recognizing that Certain conduct
(e.g., possession of a machine gun) warrants an enhanced sentence
and also operates to provide a guideline sentence commensurate with
the mandatory minimum15 - year term provided by statute, 18 U.S.C.
5 924(e). If the defendant's actual criminal history can be used
as a basis to depart below the guidelines, the factors reflected
in the criminal history component of the guideline would be lost.

To overcome these problems, policy statement $4A1.3 should
provide'that downward departure on the basis of the adequacy of a

defendant's criminal history category is not warranted whenthe
guidelines specify a particular criminal history category in lieu
of thecategory thatwould otherwise result from application of the
provisions in Chapter Four.

2. e Off de Go ideli S

The career offender guidelines include an objectionable
application note to the definition section. Specifically,
application not!' 4 - to O- guideline 15481 . 2 provides'" that the
definitions from'gu'Tde'J;ine*$ -ut-.2' on criminal" history apply in
determining, .. which. past,...convictiQns . are covered by - the career
Sfteimder-- guideline, 'S4BT. 1 . These include , for example, the
guideline on the applicable time period, foreign sentences, and
expungedconvictions. As a result, a sentence of more than one
year and a month that was neither imposed nor served during the 15
years prior to the commencement of the instant offense is not
counted. Similarly, a sentence of one year and a month or less
does not count unless it was imposed within 10 years of the
commencement of the instant offense. These limitations are
inconsistent with the statutory mandate that the Commission "assure
that the guidelines specify a sentence to a term of imprisonment
at or near the maximum term authorized" for defendants who are
convicted of felonies that are crimes of violence or certain drug
offenses and who have two prior convictions for such crimes.
28 U.S.C. 9 994(h). In particular, it makes no sense to apply the
time limitations otherwise applicable for criminal history purposes
to the ggrggr offender provision, which is designed to look at the
defendant's entire lifespan.

The gareea-oifenderoquideline-shouldalso - be - revised - to -

include a-lesser categorygf,careergffender, who.,,1 would receive a

lesser- sentence aF*defendants = in thecurrent,category. For
e ample, a single predicate offense could qualify for a sentence
between what now would result and what a career offender would
receive. ,This"chanqwouldaimprqge.proportionality and reduce the
"cliff" effect of the career offender guideline.
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August 2, 1991

Hon. William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman
Hon. Julie E. Carnes, Commissioner
United*states Sentencing Commission

- 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Judge Wilkins and Commissioner Carnes:

As you know. neither the Sentencing Guidelines nor the
commentary provides specific criteria for ascertaining the extent
of an upward departure in cases where "the guideline range for a
Category VI criminal history is not adequate to reflect the
seriousness of the defendant's criminal history." U.S.S.G.
5 4A1.3. This omission is causing some difficulty when courts of
appeals must pass on challenges to departure sentences.

In the tenth circuit we require district courts to justify
upward departures. United States v. White, 893 F.Zd 276 (10th
Cir. 1990); United States v. Jackson} 921 F.Zd 985 (10th Cir. >

1990) (en bane)? However, we have not yet stated exactly what
justification for the degree of departure will pass muster. In
United States v. St. Julian, 922 F.Zd 563, 568 (10th Cir. 1990),
we state that the -process of assaying the 'reasonableness' of a
particular degree of departure remains enigmatic."

An opinion now in circulation (Iam on the panel, but not
author) recognizes the reasonableness standard, but strongly
suggests that only a sentence based upon either extrapolation or
ana1ogyifrom the guidelines (increments between ranges,etc.) will
withstand review. This is generally consistent with our opinion
in Jackson. In this regard, the opinion also emphasizes the goals
of uniformityand proportionality.



Hon. William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman
Hon. Julie E. Carnes, Commissioner
August 2, 1991
Page TWO

Frankly, it would be much easier for appellate courts anddistrict courts alike if the Sentencing Commission would moredefinitely explain the manner by which sentencing judges, closelycircumscribed within the guidelines, remain circumscribed inmating out departure sentences under the circumstances describedabove. As it is, there is more guesswork than guidance inpractical application.

Of course, I speak only for myself in this matter, but theapproach used by the Seventh Circuit in United States v. Schmude,901 F.Zd 555 (Tth Cir. 1990), while perhaps overrigid, suggests apotential solution. You might want to consider an amendment tothe commentary to 5 4A1.3 to be included in the November, 1991Guidelines Manual, along the following or similar lines:
"Such a departure should be guided by the 10-15tproportional increase in guideline ranges found inCriminal History Categories I through VI. For example,if the grounds justifying a conclusion that Category VIis inadequate would normally have warranted a onecategory increase, the sentencing judge should considersentencing the defendant within a range 10- 15% higherthan the range corresponding to Criminal HistoryCategory VI. See United States v. Schmude, 901 F.Zd 555(vu -; cn- . 199oTF

Conversely, if the Commission prefers a more discretionaryapproach, considering the many variables from case to case, itwould clear the air to have a statement confirming that view.

ru ours

Stephen H. An arson

SHA:jjo
Enclosure
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There may be cases where the court concludes that a defendant'; criminal history
category significantly over-represents the seriousness of a defendant'= criminal history
or the likelihood that the defendant will commit further crimea, An example might
include the case of a defendant with two minor misdemeanor convictions close to ten
years prior to the instant offense and no other evidence of prior criminal behavior in
"the intervening period. The court may conclude that the det'endant's criminal history
was significantly less serious than that of most defendants in the same criminal history
category (Category II). and therefore consider downward departure from the
guidelines.

In considering a departure under this provision, the Commission intends that the court
use, as a reference, the guideline range for n defendant with a higher or lower
criminahhistory category, as applicable. For example, ifthe court concludes that the
defendant's criminal history category of III significantly under-represents the
seriousness of the defendant? criminal history, and that the seriousness of the
defendant'a criminal history most closely resembles that of most defendants With a
Category IV criminal history, the court should look to the guideline range specified
for a defendant with a Category IV criminal history to guide its departure. The
Commission conternplstes that there may, on occasion, be a case of an egregious,
serious criminal record in which even the guideline range for s Category VI criminal
history is not adequate to reflect the seriousness of the defendant? criminal history.
In such a ease, a decision above the guideline range for a defendant with Category
VI criminal history may be warranted/Q-iowever, this provision is not symmetrical.
'1'he lower limit of the range for a Categ lcriminal history is set for a first offender
with the lowest risk of recidivisnr. Ther~~

~
a departure below the lower limit of the

guideline range for a Category I criminal lstory on the basis of the adequacy of
criminal history cannot he appropriate.

It -on-'i' KOH .

Commute

This policy statement recognize= that rite criminal Isistoly score 11< urllikelyto take into
account all the variations in the seriousness of criminal history rho: may occun For example, G
defendant with on massive record ojseriouc-

crmnltive conduct who had received what might now
be considered ertremebllenisnt treatment In the pos! mightimw the some criminal history category as
B dejendenr who - had is record oilers serious conduct. Yes she ,first de/endnntir criminal history
clenrbimoy he more serious. 17lLr may he particularly true in therese oj' younger defendant= (£,3,,
defendant= sh their early twentiei or younger) who we more likely to how received repeated lenient
rrectmenc yet who may mentally pose ir greater mk ojredous recldlvlsm than older defendants.

l

7711.r
policy statement cuthorizes the consideration oj' ci depnrrurs [rom the guidelines in the limited
circumstance= where relinbie btfomsotlou Indicates that the .criminal history category does not
adequately rejiec! the re:-iourners oj' the defendant'= criminal history or likelihood ojrecldlvlms, end
provides guidance {or the considerntlon of such drpolrures.

: Effective November 1. 1987.

4.10 November 1. 1990
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FILED August 15, 1991
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ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF WYOMING
5, ~T) , 0

Aleksander D. Radich, Assistant United States Attomey (Richard A. Stacy,
United States Attomey; Gay Woodhouse, Assistant United States Attorney, with
him on the brief), Cheyenne, Wyoming, for Plaintiff-Appellee.
Ronald G. Pretty, Cheyenne, Wyoming, for Defendant-Appellant.

Before ANDERSON, TACHA, and BFIORBY, Circuit Judges

BRORBY, Circuit Judge.

*1 Joseph M. Kalady (Kalady, or Appellant) appeals his conviction and
sentence for failure to appear in violation of 18 U.S.C. 3146. Kalady claims
he was Illegally denied a speedy trial, improperly refused access to a
sentencing recommendation, and Illegally sentenced. Familiarity with the flow
of events which brought Kalady to this juncture is necessary to understand his
appeal.

Background
's case begins on December 2, 1988, when Kalady was indicted by a federal

- ,nd jury ln Cheyenne, Wyoming, for seven counts including mail fraud, wire
fraud, and conspiracy. Kalady was at that time on parole from a previous
federal fraud conviction In the Northem District of Illinois. Kalady was
arralgned on the new charges In the United States District Court for the
District of Wyoming (district court) In January 1989. Pursuant to a plea
agreement, Kalady was then released on a personal recognizance bond after he
agreed to appear for trial on May 3, 1989. Kalady did not appear on that
date. A bench warrant was promptly Issued for his arrest. Meanwhile,on May
17, 1989, United States Parole Commissioners ln Illinois issued an arrest
warrant based upon 'reliable Information' that Kalady had 'violated one or more
conditions of his release.'
The second chapter ln this saga opens with Kalady's arrest at a Wisconsin

monastery by United States Marshals on November 8, 1989. Kalady was arrested
on the parole violation wanant from llllnols. Kalady was then taken to a
federal facility ln Chicago, IllInoIs. As the pace of events temporarily
quickened, a federal grand jury In Cheyenne indicted Kalady on December 1,

1989, for his previous tallura to appear. The federal district court in
Wyoming Issued a warrant for Kalady's arrest on that charge five days later.
Ensnared In the maw ot the federal parole authorities, however, Kalady was

obliged to winter In Chicago. During that tlme period, the Govemment
attempted to negotiate a plea agreement with Appeiiant's counsel in Cheyenne.
Back ln Chicago. although a preliminary hearing was held within a month of his
arrest, Kalady's parole revocation hearing was delayed until late February

COPR. (C) WEST 1991 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS



AMENDMENTS TO SENTENCING GUIDELINES

The Decay Factor

Option 1:

No change in Guidelines.

Reason for No Amendment: The addition of'another 2.5% of

offenders' as career offenders is statistically insufficient to

offset the recognitionthat convictions obtained more than the

required number of years prior to the instant offense may not be

reliable enough to be used to justify an instant sentence at or

near the statutory maximum.

'If the decay factor were eliminated for career offenders, the
Commission estmates that 2.5% of offenders would qualify for career
status.
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UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
1331 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. NW

SUITE 1400

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004
(202) 626-8500

FAX (202) 662-7631

William W. Wilkins, jr. Chairman
,fulie E. Carries
Helen G. Corrothers == &e#*"
Michael 5. Celacak
George E. MacKinnon
A. David Mazzone

7 * *4.;) "!
llene H. Nagel
Benjamin F. Baer (ex oiicio)
Paul L. Maloney lex ofllcio)

August 8, 1991

To: Susan Katzenelson and Criminal History Working Group
* RFrom: Visiting USPO Catherine J. Becker

Re: Career Offender Issue

As you may know, I have been coding the career offender casesfor the past few weeks and I could not help coming up with a fewobservations which you may take with a grain of salt. To start outwith a really outrageous observation, Lthink 481.1 should probablybeseliminatad. Seriously, this guideline is capturing ar oo man"would- be"serious criminals who are reall ru a ic Ed/oalcoholic;. As I ave supervised these kinds of individuals for 14years in the Baltimore Metro area, I have found that it is oftenthe two - bit alcoholic and run- down drug addict that have aproclivity for getting into trouble. They often get caught insmall drug deals and inbar related incidents. They probablywillbe sufficiently punished by the guideline range without the careeroffender enhancement. I have pictures -of these guys waking up ina jail cell all nice and sober with 20 or so years to serve. Onewould have to look at the intent of this guideline and ask if itwas really being servedby putting this kind of individual away forsuch *long period of time. Perhaps another way of capturing thecareer offender could be by building the enhancements into thecrimes of violence. I am not sure that the controlled substanceoffenses would require this enhancements at all, since Congressand the Commission have developed strong punishments for the drugdealers.

Sincei don't think that 481.1 is going anywhere anytime soon,there has to be away to improve this guideline. Some of theproblems that I observed ( other than your migappliggtign rules)were as - o lows: l)the instant offen - e was either a small - timedeal or a feeble attempt at a robbery; 2) the predicate offensesltime ea '

the Dre'icate offenses
-
were given

ee le attem - ts at robbery, or



small sentences (of less than 6 months or probation for one year),yet they were able to meet the criteria under 4B1.2.In addition,probation officers seem far too eager to make the defendantacareeroffender, even if it could mean a misapplication of therules.

Finally, I have found this task particularly troublesomebecause the impact on the.offender is often so great. Althoughi
am not expecting anygreat insights to come from my memorandum, Idid feelicompelled to share these thoughts with the group. Thankyoufor your attention inreading this memo andgood - luck with yourtask.



PUBLIC OMMENT SUMMARY- CRIMINAL HISTORY AMENDMENTS'

The following is a summary of the public comments on Amendments 24-28, relating
to criminal history.

AMENDMENT 24- PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

Amendment 24 would revise 54A1.1 to narrow the related case doctrine.
Opposition to this amendment was virtually unanimous.

Department of Justice- The Justice Department did not comment on this amendment.

,L~g~- Judge Kazen (S.D. Tex.) opposes the amendment because,"The practical cost of
requiring probation officers to check old records in order todetermine how much time a
defendant actually served in prison greatly outweighs the value of that addition;"

Defense Attome - The Federal Defenders oppose the amendment because they feel that
there is no data to support the amendment, andthey have not seen any other showing of
the need for change.

Probation- John Babi (W. D. N.Y.) opposes the amendment, because different states
imposedifferent periods of incarcerationfor the same basic offense. He fears that the
amendment would lead to disparity in sentencing. Katherine Zimmerman (D. Or.) opposes
the amendment since she feelsthat the current guideline range is adequate. Barbara
Roembke (S. D. In;) recommendsadding one additional point for sentences of imprisonment
exceeding one year and one month in which the defendant actually served five or more years
of imprisonment.

1 This memorandum was preparedrby Noell Tin- Comments and suggestions are
welcome. .

1



AMENDMENT ZS~)= PUBLI COMMENT UMMARY

Amendment 25(A) sets forth two options for modifying subdivisions (f) and (j) of
£j4A1.2, the guideline that sets forth definitions and instmctions for computing criminal
history scores.

Option. l - Would revise subdivision (f) by deleting the - reference to juvenile court and
referring instead to offenses committed before the defendants eighteenth birthday. It would
also amend subdivision (j) to require the court to count a sentence that has been set aside
for reasons other than legal defect or innocence, unless the sentence was a juvenile
sentence.

Otion 2- Would revise subdivision (0 to provide that a diversionary disposition is either:
(1) counted if the instant offense was begun before the defendant had complied with all of
the conditions of the diversionary disposition, or (2), as an alternative, not counted at all.
Option 2 sets forth three altematives for amending the guideline to deal with an adult
sentence that has been set aside for reasons other than legal defect or innocence- ( 1) count
the sentence if it contains a term of imprisonment of 60 days or more, (2) count the
sentence if it contains a term of imprisonment of more than one year and one month, or (3)
count the sentence if the defendant began the instant offense before the prior sentence was
set aside. For juvenile sentences, Option 2 provides two altematives- set aside sentences
are not counted, or set aside sentences are not counted unless the instant offense was begun
before the prior sentence was set aside.

Those commenting reached no consensus on this amendment;

De artment of slice- The Justice Department did not comment on this amendment.

Judges- The Eighth Circuit opposes Option l, becausethey feel that it will further limit the
discretion of the district courts. They did not comment on the other options. Judge Kazen,
on the other hand, strongly prefers Option 1 over Option 2, because it would consume less
time for the probation officer to prepare the pre-sentence report.

- The Federal Defenders support Option 2 since they feel that it provides
a bright line rule that brings greater fairness to the guideline. They also feel that itprovides
maximum deference to state-law policies in that itwill enable the counting of serious

. offenses where the conviction has been set aside orpardoned for reasons other than
innocence or legal defect.

Probation- John Babi strongly supports this amendment. Katherine Zimmerman, however, 
opposes all of Amendment 25 because she feels that the current guideline range is sufficient.

2



AMENDMENT 25(B) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

1 Amendment 25(B) sets forth two options for arnending €4A1.2(e), which sets forth
niles for determining whether a prior conviction is stale, that is; falls outside the applicable
time period,

Option 1- Would retainthe present periods (15 years for adult sentences of 13 months or
more and 10 years for other offenses.), but extend them by excluding any period of time
when a defendant was continuously imprisoned (with options specifying what that periodof
time should be).

Option 2- Would call for the same extension and also revise the applicable time period to
12 years for all adult convictions.

offenders. See, Letter of October 3, 1991, from Deputy Assistant Attorney General Paul
L. Maloney.

Judges- Judge Kazen opposes the amendment because he believes that it is "more
problematic than useful."

Defense Attgmgys- The Federal Defenders oppose both.options,since they feel that there
is no evidence that these proposals respond to a real problem.

D men f ustice- The Justice Department did not comment on either option
specifically, but they support the elimination of the decay factor as applied to career

3



AMENDMENT 26(A) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

Amendment 26 proposes several revisions to the policy statement on criminal history
departures (54A1.3). That policy statement indicates that a departure may be appropriate
if the defendant's criminal history category "does not adequately reHect the seriousness of
the defendant's past criminal conduct or the likelihood that the defendant will commit other
crimes."

Amendment 26(A) sets forth two options for amending 54A1.3 to address criminal
history based departures for defendants in criminal history category VI.

Option l - Would amend the policy statement to recommend that the sentencing court
detem1ine the extent of a criminal history departure from category VI by extrapolation.

Qptign 2- Would amend the policy statement to recommend that the sentencing court
consider the nature of the prior offenses and, if adeparture is warranted, that the court
move down the sentencing table one level at a time to find the appropriate sentence.

Support for Option 2 was unanimous.

De rtment of ustice- The Justice Department did not comment on this amendment.

,lg-dg~; The Judicial Conference and Judge Kazen favor the departure approach taken in
Option 2. They also favor this approach over adding a new criminal History Category VII
to the Guideline table, as described in Amendment 28, part (B). Eighth circuit judges
Arnold, McMillian, Gibson, Lay, Bright, and Heaney support the amendment because it
gives the sentencing court more authority to consider the nature rather than the number of
prior offenses when considering whether to depart fromthe guidelines.

Defense Attgmeys- Defense attorneys supported Option 2. The American Bar Association
supports Option2 as useful guidance because the disparity in sentencing at this level can
be significant. The Federal Defenders do not strongly support either option, but they
support Option 2 if the Commission adopts either proposal. They oppose Option One
because they feel that, ''Ihe policy statement as amended by option l would call for
extrapolation but would not explain how the court is to extrapolate. The policy statement
would also directthe colm, with regard to cases involving"unusually serious criminal history,
or unusually high numbers of criminal history points," to extrapolate and then depart farther.
Such a direction makes no sense if the extrapolation technique is the way in which to
determine the appropriate extent of a departure." In short, the Federal Defenders find
Option 1 to be a "vague and confusing policy statement." They believe that Option 2 is
better drafted than Option l, and although they question the need for a revision in the first
place, they recommend Option2 if the Commission wants to go forward.

Probation- Probation Officers unanimously supported Option 2. Barbara Roembke (S. D.

4



In.) supports Option 2, (particularly parts B and C) because she thinks they address areas
which should be given consideration in determining the criminal history category. Nancy
Reims (C. D. Ca.) supports Option 2 as more practical and avoiding the necessity of
explaining the structure of the sentencing table to arrive at a Category VII. Dae Lynn
Hollis also supports Option 2, because she believes that the court should be able to depart
upward to the point to adequately reflect the seriousness of the offender's past criminal
conduct.

5



AMENDMENT 2618) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

Amendment 26(B) revises 54A1.3 concerning the likelihood that the defendant will
commit further crimes. The amendment clarifies that a departure under 54A1.3 may be
warranted when the criminal history category does not adequately address either the
likelihood of new offenses being committed by the defendant, "or the type of risk posed by
the defendant.

A majority of those'responding supported the amendment.

De artment of ustice- The Justice Department did not conunent on this amendment.

Judges- Judges unanimously supported the amendment. The Judicial Conference strongly
supports the amendment because it reflects their concem that the Guidelines do not give
enough flexibility to depart upwards based on offender dangerousness. The Eighth Circuit
and Judge Kazen also support the amendment.

Defense Attomeys- The Federal Defenders oppose the amendment, because they feel that
the policy statement needs the extensive changes that Amendment 26(B) would make, and
they do not believe that those changes will improve the policy statement. The American Bar
Association supports this amendment for the reasons stated in the 1990 recommendations
of the J udicial Conference.

Probation- Nancy Reims supports the amendment and also recommends that, "Judicial
Conference recommendation 6 would be a helpful clarification." Dae Lynn Hollis, however,
disagrees with departures due to the inadequacy of the Criminal History Category based on
the degree of risk or type of risk, because she feels that whether the degree of risk is
physical or financial, both provide for their own degree of harm to the community.

6



AMENDMENT 261C) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

Amendment 26(C) adds language to the policy statement stating that a criminal
 history departure is "not warranted" for the career offender and armed career criminal

guidelines. ,

The majority of comments disagreed with 26(C).
L

De artment of ustice- The J ustice Department strongly supports this amendment, because
they feel that several courts of appeals have undem1ined the career offender guideline by
ruling that a sentencing court may depart from the guideline range where the court
determines that Category VI overstates the defendant's criminal history.

,judges- Judge Kazen opposes the amendment because he has, "experienced cases where
the Career Criminal Category grossly overstated the person's real criminal history.

Defense Attomeys- The Federal Defenders oppose the amendment because they find the
language "misleading and inaccurate." They also believe that the proposed guideline exceeds
the Commission's statutory authority since they claim that the Commission cannot, as a
matter of law, preclude a departure if there is a factor in the case that the commission did
not adequately consider when formulating the Guidelines. They also believethat the
amendment will overturn existing case law. See, United States v, Brgvim, 903 F.Zd 540, 545
(Bth Cir. 1990). The American Bar Association agrees that this amendment exceeds the
Commission's statutory authority.

Probation- Nancy Reims (C. D. Ca.) opposes the amendment because she feels that "to
preclude any means of legitimately departing would only lead to manipulation of the
guidelines." Dae Lynn Hollis supports the amendment.

7



AMENDMENT 27(A) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

. Amendment 27(A) sets forth two options to amend the commentary to 5481.1 to
clarify the meaning of the term "offense statutory maximum.

Option 1 - Would amend application Note l to indicate that the term refers to the maximum
prison term before enhancement by a sentencing enhancement statute applied because the
defendant has a prior conviction.

Option 2£ Would amend that application note to indicate that the term refers to the
maximum prison term after enhancement by such a statute.

Defense attomeys supported Option l, while the Justice Department and probation
officers generally supported Option 2.

De artment of
Department supports Option 2. They strongly oppose Option One, because they feel that
the maximum term of imprisonment authorized must be the level authorized for the
defendant being sentenced, not another defendant with a different criminal background.

,lgdggg- The Eighth Circuit and Judge Kazen supported the amendment without comment.

ustice- "TO the extent there is a need for clarification," the Justice

encourage double counting by using the same prior convictions to enhance the statutory
maximum and to increase substantially both the offense level and the criminal history
category. The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers also supports Option l
because it,"keeps from having the enhancement of the statutory maximum used in
determining the offense level." They also fecommend that the Commission incorporate into
its commentaries, concerning career offender terms, definitions, and application notes,
factors dealing with the court's downward departure power when the career offender
enhancement penalties or the prior record overemphasizes the severity ofthe upgradedbase
offense level. See, United States v, Lawrence, 916 F.Zd 553 (gth Cir. 1990).

J erry Denzlinger (E. D. Va.), Carl Hays, and Barbara Roembke support Option
2. J ohn Babi (W.D.N.Y.) supported amendment 27 in its entirety. Katherine Zimmerman
(D. Or.) supported the purpose of the amendment, but did not understand Option l. She
opposed the rest ofAmendment 27 as unworkable. Nancy Reims opposes the amendment
because she feels that the current guideline is adequate.

8

Defense Attorn - Defense lawyers supported Option 1. The Federal Defenders support
Option 1 and oppose Option 2. They oppose Option 2 because they believe that it will



AMENDMENT 27(B) - PUBLIC CQMMENT SUMMARY

This amendment would revise the definition of the tenn "prior felony conviction" in
Application Note 3 to 5481.2. The amendment prevents the counting of relatively less
serious crimes of violence by requiring that the statutory maximum for the offense be
greater than two years.

De artment of ustice- The J ustice Department opposes the amendment, stating, "While we
do not have strong policy objections to this proposal, we are concerned that it would violate
the applicable statutory provision. A felony for purposes of Title 18, United States Code,
is an offense punishable by more than one year of imprisonment. See, 18 U.S.C;
53559(a)(5).

Judges- The Eighth Circuit and Judge Kazen supported the amendment without comment.

Defense Attomeys- The Federal Defenders support the amendment because they feel that
the current amendment includes nonserious offenses that should not be counted.

Probaion- Nancy Reims and Jerry Denzlinger supported the amendment without
comment. Michael Fisher (W. D. Tex.) also generally supports revising the definition of
"career offender", but he is concemed that sentencing of street-level dealers under the
career offender guideline is more severe than Congress intended. He acknowledges that
street dealers afc a menace to society, but he also believes that their careers in crime are
a result of dmg addiction and a poor socio-economic upbringing. He recommends that .

careeroffender guidelines would be more appropriate for the violent offender or the upper
echelon dmg distributor. Carl Hays (E.D. Ky) recommends that the definition of prior
felony conviction remain unchanged.

9



AMENDMENT 27(C) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

Amendment 27(C) would revise 5481.2(3), which provides that the date when the
judgment of conviction is entered is the date of conviction for purposes of the career
offender guideline.

De artment of ustice- The Justice Department did not comment on this amendment.

.ludgg No judges commented on this amendment.

Defense Attomeys- The Federal Defenders oppose the amendment because they feel that
it will unnecessarily contribute to prison overcrowding.

Probation- Nancy Reims and Jerry Denzlinger supported the amendment without
elaboration. Carl Hays feels that the date should be the date of sentence.

10



AMENDMENT 271D)- PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

This amendment asks for comments on whether "lesser crimes of violence" should
receive special treatment under the career offender guideline.

Department of Justice- The Justice Department opposes the amendment because they feel
that such offenses should not be excluded as predicate offenses. They also feel that
modifying the career offender provision to provide lower sentences for offenders convicted
of such crimes is problematic because many of the sentences now provided are "near" the
statutory maximum, rather than "at" it. In other words, lowering sentences would result in
sentences less than "near" the statutory maximum, particularly after the reduction for
acceptance of responsibility.

Judg~- No judges commented on the amendment.

Defense Attomgys- The Federal Defenders support special treatment for "lesser" crimes of
violence, recommending, "F or example, the Commission could amend 5481.2 to require that
the defendant receive a term of imprisonment of more than a year and a month for the
offense to qualify as a crime of violence. They would also recommenda similar
requirement in the definition of "controlled substance offense.

Probation- Only Nancy Reims expressed support. Carl Hays does not think it is necessary
to develop a category of "lesser" crimes. Barbara*Roembke opposes the amendment
because she believes that crimes of violence cannot be qualified. William Thome (E. D.
Ms.) and Jerry Denzlinger also oppose the amendment.

11



AMENDMENT 271E) - PUBLIC COMMENT SQMMABY

This amendment seeks comments on whether the career offender guideline should
be revised to provide that prior offenses that could have been consolidated for trial under
Rule 8 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure will be treated as one conviction.

Department of ,justice- The Justice Department opposes this amendment as an artificial
limitation on the career offender guideline.

Judges- No judges commented on this amendment.

Defense Attomeys- The Federal Defenders recommend adding the following new
subdivision to 5481.2:

(4) For purposes of this guideline, treat felony convictions not separated by an intervening
arrest that result in concurrent, consecutive, or overlapping sentences as one prior felony
conviction.

Probation- Carl Hays and William Thome think the guideline should remain unchanged.
Jerry Denzlinger and N ancy Reims recommend that separate indictments should be treated
as separate convictions unless there was no intervening arrest and they were a string of the
same type of criminal conduct.

12



AMENDMENT 271F ) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

This amendment requests comment on whether the career offender guideline should
be modified to require that all convictions occur sequentially, that is, that conduct resulting
in conviction for the second prior offense occur after the conviction for the first prior
offense.

De artment of ustice- The Justice Department opposes this amendment because they
believe that this amendment would provide a windfall to defendants who commit several
criminal acts before they are sentenced and is inconsistent with the career offender statutory
provision.

Judges- No judges commented on this amendment.

Defense Attorneys- The Federal Defenders believe that the career offender guideline should
require sequential convictions in the same way that sentence enhancement statutes do.

~ghation- Only Jerry Denzlinger supports the amendment. Carl Hays does not think the
guideline should be changed, and he does not think there should be any requirement for a
"strictly consecutive sequence." Nancy Reims is concemed that, "If guidelines require
sentencing on the predicate p1iors for career offender classification, there could be three
separate criminal acts with convictions, but one prior sentencing might purposefully be
delayed to avoid career offender status. In the example given of rape and robbery in the
same criminal activity, wouldn't they be treated as only one prior conviction anyway if they
occurred on the same occasion?"

13



AMENDMENT 281A)- PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

This amendment requests comment on whether to establish a new Category 0
criminal history for offenders for whom Category I criminal history may be an inaccurate
measure of the likelihood of recidivism.

Comments to 28(A) were mixed.

De artment of
History Category 0. They believe that it would potentially revise the guidelines in a

substantial way and alter the Comrnission's previous judgments about appropriate sentencing
levels for all crimes. In particular, they feel that it would undermine sentencing of white
collar defendants, who are unlikely to have a prior criminal history.

,~gg~- The Eighth Circuit opposes the amendment because they feel that a better
approach is permit district courts to depart downward when the danger of recidivism is low
and upward when the danger is high. Judge Kazen believes that the amendment would be
"far more trouble than it's worth." Judge Maxwell (N. D. W.Va.) supports the amendment
without comment.

Defense Attomeys- The Washington Legal Foundation supports the addition of a category
0, and the Federal Defenders support any amendment that will help to alleviate prison
overcrowding. The New York Council of Defense Lawyers favors the creation of a Criminal
History Category of 0, but opposes the amendment in its current form. They feel that the
amendment as proposed would have a disparate impact on racial minorities and should be
viewed with extreme caution. They write that empirical data demonstrate that inner-city
youth are more susceptible to arrest or charges later found to be without substance than are
white defendants. They recommend that to be denied the benefit of category 0, the
defendant should have a prior arrest that, at a minimum, resulted in some accountability,
even ifless than a crime (egg., a conviction of a violation, or an offense). The American Bar
Association does not support the amendment because of their concem that a Category 0
would unfairlybenefit white collar offenders. They also worry about the potential for abuse.
For example, "is a prior arrest of a peaceful demonstrator a basis to deny zero category
treatment?"

Probation- John Babi, Katherine Zimmerman and Barbara Roembke oppose
J

the
amendment because they feel the current guideline range is adequate. Christopher
Buckmanr(w. D. Ms.) suggests that the amendment define*category 0 as an offender that
does not have any convictions under the guidelines 54A1.1(a), (b), or (c) or €4A1.2(c)(1)
regardless of the applicable time period (except in the case of juvenile adjudications). He
believes that this will allow the current Sentencing Table to remain intact while giving
defendants who have no criminal history a reduction in their offense level and sentencing
range.

- 14
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AMENDMENT 28(B) - PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY

This amendment seeks comment on the appropriate method of sentencing defendants
with high numbers of criminal history points. It also provides three options for sentencing
such defendants.

Option l - Category VI with a 3 -point spread. Category VI would include defendants with
13-15 points, and a new category VII would include cases with 16 or more points.

Option 2- Category VI with a 7-point spread. Category VI would include defendants with
13-19 points, and a new category VII would include defendants with 16-18 points.

Option 3- Category VI and Category VII each with 3 point spreads. Category VI would
include defendants with 13-15 points, and a new Category VII would include defendants with
16- 18 points.

De artmen of ustice- The J ustice Department, "strongly believe(s) that this new criminal
history category is needed to provide adequate sentences for the most serious recidivists.
The Justice Department favors Option 3, because they feel that it is necessary for the

* ~c01-nmission explicitly to eliminate the factor of "lack of youthful guidance as a basis for
departure in order to maintain the integrity of the guidelines system and ensure unifomtity
in sentencing. They also believe that "history of family violence" and other similar factors
would have the same effect and should not be considered as a basis for downward
departure.

Judges- The Eighth Circuit opposes the amendment because they feel that allowing judges
to depart upward or downward depending on the danger of recidivism is a better approach.
Judge Kazen opposesthe amendment, because he feels that it should be handled as per
Option 2 under Amendment 26(A). He is also concemed about the temptation to keep
adding categories. Instead, he suggests leaving the categories where they are andhandling
the remaining cases by departure.

Defense Attomeys- The American Bar Association opposes the amendment because, "...this
proposal is not supported by the data collected by the working group and should be shelved
for that reason alone."

Probation- Barbara Roembke supports Option 3.

15
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Phyllis J. Newton, Staff Director
U. S. Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
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Washington, D.C. 20004

~~~~ 41/
Dear M ,ewton:

I am writing in response to your August 9, 1990, memorandum
soliciting comment on Guideline issues and amendments.

I . I have noticed on more than one occasion that there has
been a great deal of confusion in Guideline Application
resulting from the interplay of Sections 181.2 and 181.3.
Generally, our officers have been able to resolve the
problem of interpretation, and I believe thattheir ability
to do so is a result of the formalized training which they
have received from the Sentencing Commission. The problem
arises from the fact that the two cited sections must be
carefully read to begin Guideline application. On many
instances, attorney!s unfamiliar with the process do not
see the sequential nature of these sections, occasionally
bypass 181.2 and believe that Relevant Conduct allows for
the use'of any Guideline that appears to describe the
overall offense behavior. I am of the opinion that these
sections should be re- written in more specific language to
guide new users through a step - by - step application process.
Additional examples of commonly incorrect applications
might prove an even greater clarification.

II . The concept of double counting is of such great importance
that it should deserve a specifically numbered section
rather than being hidden in the commentary. While this may
be a minor point, erroneous application resulting from this
process is not uncommon, and to merely highlight it might
bring it to greater attention.
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III. Probation Officers are almost routinely requested to amendGuideline,Applications by Judges who have made decisionsother than those reflected in,the presentenoe report. Whilethis matter is often later resolved by explaining to theCourt the necessityof maintaining the integrity of theoriginal report, such an explanation should be clearly setforth in Chapter Six to provide officers with a readyreference at the time of sentencing.

IV . The entire issue of Role in the Offense should be reviewed.There exists an unanticipated sentencing disparity arisingfrom conflicts, both in the definition itself and betweenrole and the ability to take advantage of a 5K1.1departure. Role is based on managerial position primarily.
we have had difficulty in several cases, primarilynarcotics cases, where the managerial role could beestimated, however, the Indictment also included major drugsuppliers of the organization who had no other function orrelationship to the organization. Similarly, there havebeen several instances of very active, but low leveldefendants who were charged with the entire scope of theconspiracy under the reasonably foreseeable test.Nonetheless, these individuals received similar or greatersentences than more highly placed defendants. It would seemthat a truer test of culpability must be considered or adisparate process will only be continued.

V . Acceptance of Responsibility: This section has evolved intopretty much of a given. Many officers tend to merely givecredit for this section unless there is a definitecommitment fromthe government that they will oppose thecredit. I believe that it would be more honestly applied ifit were specifically given for - the plea alone with apossibly greater reduction for some concrete evidence oftrue acceptance such as those already delineated in thecommentary.

N

VI. T The concept of related cases should be further defined.Lengthy criminal conspiracies in this district ofteninvolve arrests on a local level for activities that arepart of the conspiracy. Occasionally, the behavior is

)

clearly part of the same pattern of behavior, but thelocal cases predate the scope of the conspiracy. Often indrug cases, these prior cases may well expose a defendant
!

to career criminal provisions. These are such importantissuesthat they should be clearly identified.
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VII. The language concerning invalid (i.e. uncounseled).convictions for misdemeanors is totally confusing toprobation staff. Specific language needs to be added tothis section.

VIII. The fine table is exceptionally obtuse. Most officers tendto immediately rely on the fine table without considerationof the other required alternatives. Subsection (c)(4) isnot clearly defined and is an ongoing problem. The reality
of the situation is that most defendants can ill afford to
pay the most minimal of fines and the statutory maximumsare unrealistic math problems that offer no guidance to the
sentencing court. I would suggest that a simple anddirectfine table such as currently exists, be used in all caseswith an exclusionary section for departures.

It is my opinion that the role of the presentence writer has becomeof even greater importance to the Court since the implementation of
the Sentencing Reform Act. My officers are routinely called tochambers to explain Guideline Application as well as'to provide asounding board' to individual jurists who are wrestling withsentencing decisions. Similarly, they appear frequently in open
Court to explain and defend their reports. With the bifurcation ofduties that exist in this office, there is now a core of officers
who have come to be the hallmark by which the office is judged as
a result of this greater daily exposure. It is my position that
these officers should receive indepth training in GuidelineApplication, and I have seen that these officers do take advantage
of all training opportunities. I would like to see a formalized
training program established for all of my newly appointed officers
to receive indepth training, of about a week's duration, solely on
Guideline Application. Similarly, my experienced officers wouldbenefit from regularly scheduled trainingin advanced Guidelinetechniques and recent decisions. I must say, hovever, that I amparticularly impressed with the Commission'scurrent commitment totraining and the accessibility and responsiveness of your entire
staff.

Sincerely,

/' 1

@6Albert . Christy
Chief U. S. Probation Officer

AJC/fr
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The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Judge Wilkins:

Underthe Sentencing Reform Act, the Criminal Division isrequired at least annually to submit to the United StatesSentencing Commission a report commenting on the operation of thesentencing guidelines, suggesting changes that. appear to bewarranted, > and otherwise assessing the Commission's work.28 U.S.C. 994(o). We believe that on the whole the guidelines areworking well and that the Commission has met its statutoryresponsibilities in an exemplary fashion. There are areas,however, inwhich the guidelines can be improved. We urge theCommission to consider the following recommendations, which webelieve will enhance the functioning of the guidelines and servethe purposes of sentencing set forth in the Sentencing Reform Actof 1984.

7

1. Crim nal Histor

We have several recommendations regarding criminal history.First, guideline $4A1.2, which contains definitions andinstructions forcomputing criminal history, should be amended sothat sentences for separate offenses are not artificially treatedas one. Guideline $4A1.2(a)(2) states that prior sentences imposedin "relaeee treated as one for purposes ofcriminal history. Applicationnote 3 provides that related casesare those that: (1) occurredon a single occasion; (2) were partof a single common scheme or plan; or (3) "were consolidated for.trial or sentencing." This last factor artificially countssentences for unrelated offenses as a single prior sentence andneedlessly encourages separate trialsgand - sentencing proceedings.Th3EE?5*TaEf- tFEF- 7sEE"w€?€
-
EoHsolidated fortrial or sentencingfor purposes of efficiency in the administration of justice shouldnot dictate criminal history results. We suggest that this thirdcategory of related cases be limited to those that wereconsolidated for trial or sentencing if the counts would have been
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treated as a single - roup of closely related counts underguideline $3D1.2. This limitation would at least require somerelationship between the offenses which are the object of thesentencing or a similarity in the type of offense. The Commissionhas recognized the problem by including it as a basis for departureunder guideline $4A1.3 on the adequacy of criminal history. geeapplication note 3 to guideline $4A1.2. We believe that theproblem needs to be corrected by a guideline, not a recommendationregarding the appropriateness of departure. The definition ofprior sentence also apglies wi pect - toecareer offenders,guideline $481.2(3), and produces results that areinEsHEistentwith the career offender statute, 28*UTSTCr- 99lThTT- -- * -- -

/
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Wealso believe that the criminal history guidelines shouldbe refined to distinguish more accurately serious past offensesfrom less serious ones. Under the current provisions all prior ~~2@~~sentences exceeding one year and a month are treated alike. geeguideline S4A1.1(a). A defendant with a past first degree murderconviction resulting in a 20 - year sentence would have the same ~~/) ~Wcriminal history score as a burglar who was sentenced to just overone year and a month of imprisonment. Not only the frequency butthe seriousness of past criminal conduct is relevant to thepurposes of sentencing set forth in the Sentencing Reform Act, 18U.S.C. 3553(a)(2). For example, protection of the public fromfurther crimes of the defendant should be reflectedin a sentencethat properly takes into account the seriousness of past conduct.We recommend either that additional criminal history points, basedon a sliding scale, be provided for past sentences of five yearsor more or that some other mechanism be added to distinguishespecially serious offenses, particularly crimes of violence, fromless serious ones.

Our next criminal history concern is that the'guidelinesshould include an additional griminal.history.category. We havebeen advised by prosecutors-
that they have dealt with defendants '~j

~7
whose criminal history scores were 20 or more and that equaltreatment of all defendants with scores of 13"or more, as now /7 -provided, fails to distinguish properly among defendants. Whilethe court may depart from the guidelines for such defendants, itis not bound to do so and may wish to avoid triggering an appeal.One additional category would at least provide some increase forthe most serious recidivists.

We have also noted that whether to count a sentence imposedin a case that is on dir forcriminal history purposesshould be clarified. n application note should be added that suchconvictions are to be used in computing the criminal history score.Commentary language to the effect that prior sentences nototherwise excluded count in the criminal history score is notsufficient to clear up questions in this regard. gee commentaryto guideline $4A1.2, effective November 1, 1990; currently inapplication note 6to guideline $4A1.2.
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2. are Of ender Guidelines

The career offender guidelines include an objectionable
application note to the definition section. Specifically,application note4 to guideline $481.2 provides that the;definitions from guideline $4A1.2 on criminal history apply in'1l/determining which past convictions are covered by the career*offender guideline, $481.1. These include, for example, the/

~ et~guideline on the applicable time period, foreign sentences, and"!Ei/-
expunged convictions. As a result, a sentence of more than oneyear and a month that was,neither imposed nor served during thefifteen years prior to the commencement of the instant offense isnot counted. Similarly, a sentence of less than one year and amonth does not count unless it was imposed within ten years of the
commencement of the instant offense. These limitations areinconsistent with the statutory mandate that the Commission "assurethat the guidelines specify a sentence to a term of imprisonment
at or near the maximum term authorized" for defendants who areconvicted of felonies that are crimes of violence or certain drug
offenses and who have two prior convictions for such crimes.-
28 U.S.C. 994(h). In particular, it makes no sense to apply the /time limitations otherwise applicable for criminal history purposes

~

to the career offender provision, which is designed to look at thedefendant's entire lifespan.

3. £raud ;nvolvingEinancial Institutions
Another area where we believe amendment of the guidelines isnecessaryconcerns fraud involving financial institutions. In theFinancial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of

1989 (FIRREA), Congress significantly raised the penalties forcertain offenses and issued a specific direction to the Sentencing
Commission; We believe the Commission should revise the guidelines
relevant to the statutes amended in order to respond to the
Congressional determination that bank fraud is an offense requiring
significantly greater punishment than in the past.

FIRREA,*section 961(a) through (k), increased the maximum term
of imprisonment from five or fewer years to 20 years and the
maximum fine from $250,000 to $1,000,000 (and from $500,000 to
$1,000,000 for an organization) fora violation of the following
provisions of title 18, United States Code:

section 215(a) receipt of commissions or gifts for
procuring loans;

section 656 theft, embezzlement, or misapplication by
bank officer or employee;

section 657 embezzlement involving lending, credit, and
insurance institutions;

7



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

memorandum
aEK = August 31, 1990

? Mp1433. 'lliam P Ross III, uspo.

£U =G = Comments on Sentencing Guidelines

va. G. Wray Ware, Chief USPO

For the majority of cases within the district, I would
conclude "that the application of the Sentencing
Guidelines has become a smooth and functional process.
The officers have an increased understanding of theguidelines and all of the reference material.
The areas creating some problems are in the applicationof Chapters Three and Four of the guidelines. Oneproblem identified is the acceptance of responsibility.This part of the guidelines is most difficult andgenerates many objections to the report. This problem iscompounded by the plea negotiations between thegovernment and the defendant. Often the agreementstipulates whether or not the reduction is applied priorto the defendant's guilty plea and any interviews withthe probation officer. Also, many historical casesinclude vague information about the extent of thedefendant's involvement, and no individual can accuratelyassess the defendant's acceptance of responsibility. Iunderstand the Sentencing Commission has approved a staffworking group to address acceptance of responsibility,and this should be a priority.

Several matters within Chapter Four have generatedcomments. Many officers have voiced concern for the needto add another criminal history category to adequatelyreflect an offender's behavior with more than 13 criminalhistorypoints. ' understand anamendment is beingconsidered to implement such a change, and its approvalwould besuitable. Additionally, most officers haveexpressed the need for the Commission to provide a moredefinitive guide for relatedcases, particularly casesconsolidated for court.

Otherwise, the memorandum dated August 9, 1990, from theU.S. Sentencing Commission mentioned that working groupswill begin working on several matters that address mostof the issues frequently discussed within this district.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
WPR/ajw
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MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 15, 1990

FROM: Leslyn Amthor Spfnell1, USPO

SUBJECT: Comment on Sentencing Guidelines

TO : Jack R. Verhagen, CUSPO

In response to Phyllis Newton's request for comments on the
Sentencing Guidelines, I would offer the following:

The career offender guidelines appear to be needlessly harsh, I
believe because the career offender offense levels are tied to
statutory maxima. In the case of Dave,Belanger, for example,
although the underlying offense level was only 16, his career
offender offense level was bumped all the way up to 34 because the
statutory maximum was 30 years. He was also placed into the career
offender status because of two prior drug felonies, each of which
yielded only one criminal history point. I would suggest that the

or -ff;nder provisions be modified and tied to the underlying
offense level. The statutory maximum in a drug case is often sky -
high but unrealistic. I would suggest, for example, someone with
career offender status could be subject to a sentence 50% higher,
or X number of levels higher, than that dictated by the underlying
guideline offense level. This would accomplish the purpose of
incapacitating career offenders for longer periods of time while
keeping the individual case in mind.

MM
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KEWH A.KOENNlNG
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER

668 EUCLID AVENUE. ROOM BOB -

CLEVELAND 44114

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO

PROBATION OFFICE

September 20, 1990

Communications Director
United States Sentencingcommission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 1400
Washington, D. C. 20004

RE = Request for Comment

In regard to your memorandum of August 9, 1990, I write to advise
that the U. S. Probation Officers involved in the preparation of
Guideline Presentence Reports for the Northern District of Ohio,
have some definite concerns in the areas of guideline application,
and the adequacy of current training programs.

Guideline A lications

1. The present guideline manual should include more detailed
explanation in the application of departures, especially downward
departures, giving the writer more flexibility in recommending
departures for reasonsother than those stated in the manual.

2. A clearer description,is needed in the areas of Uncounseled
Convictions, especially felony convictions ( Section 4A1.2,
Commentary #6), and in the area of career offender. For example,
what constitutes a "crime of violence.'

3.< It would appear some consideration should be given to revising
Commentary #3 to 4A1.2, Related Cases. Multiple concurrent
sentences are not adequately being taken into consideration due to

~
their consolidation, thus providing a criminal history category
which does not truly reflect the defendant's pattern of
criminality.

4 . Mitigating Role = Section 381 .2; the Commentary and Application
Notes are vague and need clarification.
5. Section 3C1.1 and Application Note l(c) need to be expanded,
in terms of the types of behavior uhich constitute Obstruction of
Justice.

6. The area of multiple count guideline application needs to be
expanded to clarify and explain.differences in guideline 3D1.2(a),
(b) and (c).



TRAINING NEEDS =

1. The compendium of 'Questions Most Frequently Asked' is
considered valuable. A semi - annual update would be most useful.

2. The Selected Guidelines lication
valuable tobetter understanding the U. S. Sentencing Guidelines.This information should continueto be providedito all who urite
guideline presentence reports

QUGGESTION =

Portions of the United,states Sentencing Commission Guidelines
Manual should be typed on to a floppy disc for transfer to a hard
drive. Then'make this program available to all presentence
Writers. Writers often use informationvvhich is directly quoted
from the guideline manual in preparing presentence reports. This
program would provide writers with the capability of easyaccess
to guideline statements which could be transferred through
Wordperfect and incorporated directly into the presentence report.

Very truly yours,

6-31//4.
Keith A. Koenning
Chief Probation Officer

Decis ion is considered



"PRELIMINARY*"
SUMMARY OF CASE FILES
DECAY FACT OR REVIEW

Number of Case File Involved:

Number of FY1990 Offenders:

Number of Drug Offenders, Over Age 27,
with some criminal history:

Number of Violent Offenders, Over Age 27,
with some criminal history:

Number of Cage Files Reviewed: *

Number of Drug Offender Files
Identified (Random Sample):

Number of Violent Offender Files
Identified (Random Sample):

TOTAL FILES PULLED, SUMMARIZED, QC'ED:

Case File; Screened Out:

Insufficient COV/CSO Priors:

(Includes cases with 0 or 1 qualifying prior
convictions for COV/CSO including prior
convictions that definitely are or might possibly
qualify (,eg, commercial burglary, involuntary
manslaughter, assault, etc.)

Defendant Sentenced as Careeroffender:

Instant Offense Is Not a COV/CSO:

(Includes cases with any number of qualifying
prior convictions for COV/CS0, but an instant
offense that is not a COV/CSO)

TOTAL SCREENED OUT:

29.011 cases

5,559 cases

1,148 cases

350 cases

250 cases

590 cases

425 cases ,(7 1%)

64 cases (11%)

11 cases (2%)

500 cases



Potential QgE~r Qffgndgr Without Changing Degay Factor:

Qualify as Career Offender, But Not Sentenced as Career Offender-=

* already has 2 or more qualifying, felony priors
* may have decayed priors, but none needed to make career offender
* no changes in COV/CSO definition required
* not actually sentenced as career offender
(includes 1 att. sexual battery, 1 DWI manslaughter)

Would Qualify as Career Offender If We Knew the
Assault/ Battery Was a F elony or If We Knew the
Burglary Was Residential:

* no decayed prior needed to make 2 or more priors
* need to research the felony nature of an A/B or threatening commu-

nications prior (14 cases) or residential nature of a burglary prior
(5 cases) to determine if they qualify under existing mles

Would Qualify as Career Offender If Commercial Burglary
and Felony Drug Possession Rules Were Changed:

* no decayed prior needed to make 2 or more priors
* need to change COV/CSO definition to include commercial burglary (7 cases)

and felony drug possession (11 cases)
* could only be acareer offender if this factor were changed

TOTAL CAREER OFFENDER REGARDLESS OF DECAY FACTOR CHANGE:

Potential Career Qlfgndgr lf lg! Fggggr Mggihed;

Would Qualify as Career Offender If No Decay:

* decayed prior needed to make 2 or more priors
*'no changes in COV/CSO definition required
(includes 3 non-aggravated assaults, 1 manslaughter)

Would Qualify as Career Offender If No Decay and If We Knew the
Assault/ Battery Was a Felony or If We Knew the Burglary Was Residential:

' decayed prior needed to make 2 or more priors
' need to research the felony nature of an A/B prior (8 cases) or

residential nature of a burglary prior (11 cases) to determine
if they qualify under existing mles

Would Qualifyas Career Offender If No Decay and If Commercial
Burglary and Felony Dmg Possession Rules Were Changed:

* decayed prior needed to make 2 or more priors
* need to change COV/CSO definition to include commercial burglary

(4 cases) and felony drug possession (3 cases)

TOTAL QUALIFYING WITH DECAY MODIFICATIONS:

12 cases (2%)

19 cases (3%)

18 cases (3%)

49 cases (8%)

15 cases (2%)

19 cases (3%)

7 cases (1%)

41 cases (7%)



"*PRELIMINARY***
SUMMARY OF CASE FILES

NARROWING FACTORS REVIEW

Number of Case File; Involved;

Number of FY1990 Career Offenders:
Files Identified (50% Sample):
Files Pulled and Summarized:

Case Files With "Abgrrant" Applications:

Ratcheting Used:

21:841(b)(1)(B) Drug Enhancement From
40-year Maximum to Life Maximum:

21:841(b)(1)(C) Drug Enhancement From
20-year Maximum to 30-year Mzudmum:

21:844 Drug Enhancement From
I -year Maximum to 3-year Maximum:

18:924(e)(1) Firearms Enhancement From
5- or 10-year Maximum to Life Maximum:

Total Ratcheting:

Related Cases Separated: Total:

Misapplication ol' Career Offender Rules:

Acceptance Not Given:
(Includes applications before new guideline used,
or other failure to apply the reduction)

Improper Priors Used:
(Includes use of misdemeanor priors, old priors, felony
possession of drug priors, non-residential burglary priors)

Total Misapplication:

Used "Actual Offense' Analysis:

Felon in Possession:
Miscellaneous Priors:

Total Actual Offense:

Career Offender Recommended But Not Applied:

Inadequate counsel/ unconstitutional prior conviction:
Improper Priors Used:

(Includes felon in possession (4 cases), drug possession
(5 cases), burglary (1 case))

Improper instant offense (Felon in possession):
Unknown:

Total Not Applied:

TOTAL 'ABERRANT' CASES:

653 cases
327 cases
322 cases

10 cases (3%)

11 cases (3%)

2 cases (1%)

6 cases (2%)

29 cases (9%)

7 cases (2%)'

21 cases (6%)

15 cases (4%)

36 cases (11%)

6 cases (2%)
9 cases (3%)

15 cases (4%)

2 cases (1%)
10 cases (3%)

1 case (0%)
7 cases (2%)

20 cases (6%)

107 cases (33%)



Cases With "Minor" Instant Offenses:

(Does not include cases where career offender was not applied by court)

Felon in Possession of Fireaml:

Simple Possession of Drugs:

Threatening the Life of the President:

Marijuana Distribution (Less than 50 Ks):

Total:

Cases With One "Minor" Prior Offenses:

(Does not include cases where career offender was not applied by court; the "minor
prior had to be a necessary prior for the career offender provision to be triggered)

Assault/Battery (Non-Aggravated):

Manslaughter:

Felony Possession of CSO:

Telephone Count:

Extortion /Threatening - Communications:

Criminal Recklessness:

Total:

Cases With Two "Minor" PrIgr Offenses:

14 cases (4%)

2 cases (1%)

1 case (0%)

Z cases (1%)

19 cases (5%)

8 cases (2%)

3 cases (1%)

10 cases (3%)

1 case (0%)

0 cases (0%)

1 case (0%)

23 cases (7%)

priors had to be the only necessary priors for the career offender provision to be triggered)
(Does not include cases where career offender was not applied by court; the two "minor"

Assault and Manslaughter=

Two Prior Assaults:

Two Prior Felony CSO Possessions:

Assault and Grand Larceny:

Total:

TOTAL CASES WITH "MINOR" OFFENSES:

2 cases (1%)

1 case (0%)

1 case (0%)

1 case (0%)

5 cases (2%)

47 cases (14%)

Note:

Total "minor offenses" excluding felon in ,possession: 33 cases (10%)

Total "minor offenses" excluding felon in possession and felony drug possession: 17 cases (5%)

' The related cases figure may be somewhat low in light of the difficulty of applyingthe related cases rule.



CAREER OFFENDER CASE FILE SUMMARY
NARROWING FACT ORS

Coder
QC
Case No.

Current Offense

101

102

103

104
105

106

107

USSC Identification Number
Statute(s) of Conviction
(Include Penalty Enhancement Statutes)
Statutory Maximum
Do Mandatory Minimums Apply?
Brief Summary of Offense

Yes years No

Age of Offender at Time of Offense years
Role of the Drug Offender (Circle one)
P Peripheral Role C Courier D - Deals Above Street Level/Manufacturer U Unknown
M Minor Role S Sells to User L - Leader/Highest Level Dealer N Not Drugs

Range and Sentence

200
201
202
203
204

Guideline(s) Applied for Substantive Offense
Guideline Total Level and Range level
Career Offender Total Level and Range  level
Sentence Imposed
Departure Entered

U Upward Departure
D Downward Departure
A Apparent Departure
N No Departure'
Basis for Departure

Instant CQV[CSO
Juris-

300 Offense diction
Date
Commenced

Date of
Sentence

months
months
months

Force in Force in
Conduct?" Generic?"

Prior Offenses

400 Total Number of Priors

4-01 COV/CSO Juris- Date of
(Describe) diction Sentence

Date of Date Out
Release Of System

Force in
Conduct?

Force in Related
Generic? Cases?

402 Most Recent
Felony Offense

Juris-

diction
Date of
Sentence

Date of
Release

Date Out
of System



403 Indicate using an " ' " priors counted by the court for career offender purposes.

"Force in Conduct" (Indicate only one)
W Offense Conduct Involved Dangerous Weapon
F Offense Conduct Involved Use of Force
T Offense Conduct Involved Threat of Use of Force
CSO- Offense Conduct Involved CSO With No Force
N Offense Conduct Did Not Involve Use or Threat
U Unknown

"Force in Generic" (Indicate only one)
W Generic Offense Involved Use of Dangerous Weapon

- F Generic Offense Involved Use of Force
T Generic Offense Involved Threatened Use of Force
CSO- Generic Offense Involved CSO With No Force
N Generic Offense Did Not Involve Use or Threat
U Unknown

"Related Cases"
SO Prior Occurred with Another on Single Occasion
SCS Prior Occurred with Another as Part of Single Common Scheme or Plan
C Prior Consolidated with Another for Sentencing
N Prior Not Related to Another
U Unknown

Criminal Histogy

500
501

Criminal History Points
Criminal History Category

Application of Career Offender (Circle any that apply)

600 Ratcheting (list other offense or provision)
601 Related Cases Counted Separately (list offenses)
602 Apparent Misapplication of Career Offender Rules (explain)
603 Used "Actual Offense" Analysis to Determine Nature of Instant or Prior Conviction

gpprt Qpmments (Circle any that apply)

700

701
702
703
704
705
706

Career Offender Range Considered Excessive 
Career Offender Range Considered Insufficient
Court Commented on Rules Used to Apply Career Offender
Court Recommended Altemative Rules
Court Comments Not Available
Court Comments Available, but None Made Regarding Career Offender
Quote Relevant Comments

Mlscellangpus

900 Career Offender Recommended but not Used in Sentencing
901 Comments



CAREER OFFENDER CASE FILE SUMMARY
MODIFYING DECAY FACTOR

100 USSC Identitication Number

Prior Offenses

200 Controlled Substance Offenses Juris - Date of

Coder
QC
Case No.

Date of 10-year 15-year Not
and Crimes of Violence diction Sentence Release Rule Rule Excluded

Excluded Excluded

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

Number of KNOWN COV and CSO Prior Convictions (Not Related)
(Drug Distribution/sale, Homicide,
Forcible Sex Crimes, Robbery, Residential Burglary)

Number of POSSIBLE COV and CSO Prior Convictions (Not Related)
(Felony Drug Possession, Commercial Burglary, Non-"simple Assault,' Battery,
Threatening Communications, Extortion, Involuntary Manslaughter)

Total Number of ALL Prior Convictions (Exclude only minor Misdemeanors)

SCREEN OUTS: (Circle the one that applies)

(1) -The SUM of lines 201 and 202 is zero or one SCREEN OUT

(2) - The defendant was sentenced as a Career Offender - SCREEN OUT

(3) - The Instant offense Is not a COV/CSO - SCREEN OUT

(4) - Other reason:

Total Number of COV/CSO Prior Convictions Excluded by 10-Year Rule

Total Number of COV/CSO Prior Convictions Excluded by 15-Year Rule

Total Number of COV/CSO Prior Convictions Excluded by these Two Rules



Instant Q£)VECSO

300 Offense
Juris-

diction
Statute Maximum/

Minimum
Date
Commenced

Date of
Sentence

301

302

303

Brief Summary of Offense

Role In the Drug Offense (Circle One)

P Peripheral C Courier
M Minor Role S Sells to User
U Unknown N Not Drugs

Age of Offender at time of Offense

D Deals Above Street Level/Manufacturer
L -4 Leader/Highest Level Dealer
0 Other

years

Range and Sentence

400

401

402

403

404

Guideline(s) Applied for Substantive Offense

Guideline Total Level and Range

Chapter 3 Reduction for Acceptance
A Applied N Not Applied

Sentence Imposed

Departure Entered

level

U Upward Departure
D Downward Departure
A Apparent Departure (Indicate Direction)
N No Departure

Basis for Departure

405 Potential Total Level and Range
If Career Offender Were to Apply level

Criminal Higgg;-1

500 Criminal History Points
501 Criminal History Category

Migggllgngggg Comments

600 Court Comments on Criminal History / Career Offender
601 Comments

months

months

months



CAREER OFFENDER WORKING GROUP
CASE SUMMARIES

Current Offense

100

101

102

103

104
105

106

Case Number
USSC Identification Number
Statutes of Conviction
Penalty Enhancement Statutes
Dropped Counts
Offense Statutory Maximum
Summary of Offense

Bgngg and Senten~

200
201
202
203
204

Guideline Applied for Substantive Offense
Guideline Level and Range
Career Offender Total Level and Range
Sentence Imposed
Departures Entered and Basis for Departure

jng~gt Crime

300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309

310
311
312

him
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

Controlled Substance Offense
Crime of Violence
Year of Conviction
State of Conviction
Federal Conviction
Time Between Instant Conviction and Release from Last Term of Imprisonment
UnderlyingFacts of PriorKActually Involved Use of Force
Underlying Facts of Prior -Actually Involved Threat of Use of Force
Underlying Facts of Prior Did Not Involve Use or Threat of Force
Generic Crime Involves Use of Force
Generic Crime Involves Threatened Use of Force
Generic Crime Does Not Involve Use or Threat of Force
Miscellaneous

( ' Indicates prior that was counted by cow7)

Total Number of Priors
Total Number of Qualifying Priors (Excluding Related Priors)
Number of Controlled Substance Offense Priors
Number of Crime of Violence Priors
List of Controlled Substance Offenses
List of Crimes of Violence
Year of Conviction
State of Conviction
Federal Conviction
Length of Sentence Imposed



410
411

412
413
414
415

416
417
418 .

419
420
421
422

Length of Sentence Served
 Time Between Instant Conviction and Release from Prison
Underlying Facts of Prior Actually Involved Use of Force
Underlying Facts of Prior Actually Involved Threat of Use of Force
Underlying Facts of Prior Did Not Involve Use or Threat of Force
Generic Crime Involves Use of Force
Generic Crime Involves Threatened Use of Force
Generic Crime Does Not Involve Use or Threat of Force
Priors Single Occasion
Priors Single Common Scheme or Plan
Priors Consolidated for Sentencing
Period of Time During Which Qualifying Priors Committed
Miscellaneous

Criminal Higggi-!

500 Points
501 Category

A lication f I" [fen

600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610

Guideline Version Used
Applicable Statutory Maximum
Ratcheting (list other offense)
Related Cases Counted
Generic Offense Used
Actual Offense Used
Acceptance or Other Reductions/Enhancements Applied
Downward Departure Applied and Basis for Departure
Upward Departure Applied and Basis for Departure
Apparent Misapplication of Career Offender Rules
Miscellaneous

Rgleg in ~gnnlnlng Qa~r £~gnggr Sign;

700 PSI Reference
701

'

Plea Agreement Reference
702 Prosecutor Sought
703 Court Reference
704 Defense Challenge
705 Miscellaneous

Qggrt Qgmmgn~

800 Court Felt Career Offender Range Was Excessive
801 Court Felt Career Offender Range Was Insufficient
802 Court Commented on Rules Used to Apply Career Offender
803 Court Commented on Prosecutor Discretion
804 Court Recommended Altemative Rules
805 Miscellaneous



. How Many Additional - career Criminals
, if the decayfactor were eliminated?

The purpose' of this note isto estimate howmany additional career criminals would be in found

in the MONFY90 database if the, entire, database were examined for cases which would qualify if there

were no decay.'

The basis for the estimate is a population of 29,011'cases from which a subpopulation of 6707

cases wasidentified. These cases were all .the drug and violent - of-fenders over age 27 with some

criminal history. They constitute the only groupiwhere additional career offenders could be found. ln

= that -group, a random "sample of bo0.cases was selected.
- Within the sample a total of 15 cases (2.5%)

were unambiguously identified as individuals who would qualify as career offenders if the decay factor

were abolished.

The best pointestimate (single value) for the additional number of careeroffendersis is 2.5% of

affected population, thus 6707 * .025 = 168 additional cases. This represents - 0.58%,of the total

- database of 29,011 cases. Considering that there are currently 652 identified career offenders in the

database, this would increase the total bya factor of 168/6,52 = .26 i.e. a 26 per cent Increase over the

' current number of career offenders.

 The estimate of 168 cases is subject to sampling error. This is usually addressed with an

intenlal estimate for. a range istead of a point estimate. .Using the normal approximation for the confi-

dence interval requires the equation below: ln that equation

p 1
~

W~T pq
+ - L

~n - l 2n

use p = .025 (the sample estimate), q = 1 - p, n = 600 (the size of the sample), f = 600/6707 (the

sampling fraction) and t = 1.96 (the percentage point of the normal distribution to produce a 95 per cent

confidence interval). See Cochran (1977, page 57). The bracketed temt evaluates to .012 so that the

interval estimate for p is .025 1 .012 = (1.3% to 3.7%). Multiplying both ends of the interval by 6707 (the

pool of possible career offenders) produces a range of (88, 248). Thus we can state with 95 per cent

confidence that there are between 88 and 248 additional Individuals in the file who would be considered

career offenders should the decay factors be modified.

Using the same approach as before, this would amount to an increase of between 88/652 =

13% to 248/652 = 38% with 95% confidence.

Reference

W. G. Cochran (1977), Sampling Techniques. John Wiley and Sons, NY.
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PERCENT OF DEFENDANTS IN CRIMINAL HISTORY CATEGORY I
BY OFFENSE LEVEL

Defendants in Criminal History Category I With:
Offense
Level

No Criminal History 0 Points 1 Point

1 - 6

7 - 10

11 - 12

13 18

19 - 24

25 - 30

31 - 36

37 - 43

22.3

20.2

7.3

14.6

14.2

12.0

7.5

1.8

17.2

17.9

7.7

14.9

15.3

13.6

10.5

2.9

20.2

17.7

6.6

15.5

16.0

12.1

8.8

3.1

100.0
(9,769)

100.0
(4,352)

100.0
(2,561)

SOURCE: MONFY90 , N=29 , 011
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TO: Chairman Wilkins
Commissioners
Senior Staff

FROM: Phyllis J. Newton
Staff Director

SUBJECT: Career OffenderReport and Miscellaneous Criminal History
Amendments

DATE: 6 December 1990

Attached for your review are the Career Offender report
from the Criminal History Norking Group and miscellaneous
amendments related to Chapter Four of the guidelines. Theseproposed amendments and report are submitted for your consideration
at the December 14th Commission meeting.

Attachment
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DATE: December 7 , 1990

TO : Phyl lis Newton

FROM : Jay MeyerqtWorkGroup Coordinator
SUBJECT: Career Offender Report and Miscellaneous Amendments forChapter Four

Attached are two documents from the criminal history work group.
The first is the group's approach to studying the Career Offenderguideline as explained by Commissioner Carnes in her memorandum.The second document contains the miscellaneous amendmentspertaining to Chapter Four. Both topics will be presented at the
Commission meeting on December 14, 1990.

The work group received the drafted miscellaneous amendmentsuggestions frompeter Hoffman and then made some changes on its
own. The only amendment suggestion that has two options is theproposed language that handles sentences on appeal where theexecution of the sentence is stayed pending appeal ($4A1.2(1).
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DATE:

TO:

FROM:

RE:

December 6, 1990

Commissioners
CyJulie E. Carnes, Commissioner W

endment of Career Offender Provision 48

I. Introduction
The Commission has requested that the Criminal History Working

Group study the advisability of two possible amendments to $481.1
(Career Offender) one of which would widen its scope, the other of
which would narrow it. Specifically, some have questioned the
appropriateness of a guideline that precludes, for purposes of
determining career offender status,the counting of qualifying
prior convictions occurring more than a specified number of years
before the instant offense. That is, according to this argument,
Congress did not imposea "decay factor" on prior qualifying
convictions in its original direction to the Commission to draft a
career offender provision. Further, theseindividuals argue, the
existence of a time restriction on the counting of prior
convictions is at odds with the common sense notion of a career
offender as one who has likely been committing crimes most of his

1



or her life and who therefore might be expected to have older

qualifying convictions.

Second, some individuals also question whether the guidelines'

definition of a "crime of violence' sveeps too broadly, with the

result that it includes as career offenders people whose prior

crimes do not actually suggest that these individuals threaten the

kind of danger to security that the career offender provision was

intended to address. Specifically, a particular statute can meet

the elements of threatened or actual use of force laid out by

5481.1'5 definition of a crime of violence, but conduct sufficient

to satisfy that statute can be non- serious in nature; e.g., a

barroom brawl subject to conviction under a felony assault statute;

a heated verbal dispute with acquaintances (sort of "fighting vords

plus") that in some states Hill constitute a violation of a

terroristic threatstatute.
Accordingly, these observers point out, the Commission should

attempt to narrow its definition of a crime of violence.

II. esearch ecessar 0 etermine A TO riatenes £ articula
Lgendmentg

With regard to the time period limitationsnow present in,the

career .offender provision, it would be easy enough to draft

language that would delete that provision. With regard to an

amendment that would prevent the counting of relatively non- serious

crimes that nevertheless fit the definition of crime of

violence,' the narroving of the present definition presents a more

difficult drafting problem.

2



of course, the initial questions are whether there is a need

for either amendment and, if so, the ramifications of these

changes. Extensive review of existing monitoring data is necessary

before the Working Group can arrive atian intelligent analysis of

these initial questions. The Group feels that this review should

proceed generally along the followinglines.'

A. ime e ui eme t ountin Of rior Offenses

In examining the impact of an amendment.that would delete the

time period restriction on the counting of prior crimes, the Group

obviously needs to determine approximately the number of total

offenders that would be affected by this change; that is, how many

defendants with old convictions that were not counted would be

considered toibe career offenders with a rule that permitted

the counting of these convictions? There is no quick or easy way

to accomplish this goal.

Obviously, the starting pool consists of those offenders whose

instant offense is a crime of violence or drug trafficking offense,

as defined in $481.2. To determine which of these offenders would

have been career offenders, but forthe time period restriction, we

would have to individually read each file, since "old"convictions

that were not countable were obviously not coded byMonitoring.

Yet, since this pool constitutes over 50% of the total pool of

offenders, an effort to revieweach file vould be beyond the

resources of the Working Group.

! Attached to this memorandum is a proposed research
strategy drafted by Susan Katzenelson.

3



Accordingly, the Group proposes that we take a sample of 570

cases, as described in the attached research proposal, to determine
the impact of an amendment deleting the time period requirement.

B. An Amendment ar V the ef n O
ualif

P IOT
ln Offens

To examine the need foran amendment narroving the present

definition for prior offenses that are countable for purposes of
determining career offender status, the Commission vill likely want
to examine the cases already sentenced pursuant to $481.1 to
identify instances in which it appears that the applicable

definition brings in offenses that comply literally with the
standard, but that appear not to represent the kind of serious
conviction envisioned by Congress in the Sentencing Reform Act.

One suggestion as a possible limitation on prior qualifying

offenses would be a requirement that the prior offenses, or at

least prior crimes of violence, vould have to have received a

sentence of over a year and a month or over 60 days, as required by

$4A1.1 (a) and (b), in order to count for career offender status.

The Group will have to thoroughly examine the cases already

sentenced under $481.1 to ensure that this definition would not

exclude too many prior offenses involving serious crimes of

violence.

Another approach would be to attempt to identify which prior

offenses appear to represent non- serious crimes. If the latter is
small in number, these offenses light be described in the
guidelines as a ground for a dounvard departure or a offenses that

would not be counted in determining career offender status.

4



The initial problem in adopting either approach is the Group's
present inability to identify those defendants who have been

sentenced as career offenders. Monitoring does not code this
classification, so the Group must attempt to identify these
individuals by other means, as described in the Research Proposal.

summary

Given the level of interest from the fieldin the career
offender category and the serious sentencing ramifications that

result from a defendant's classification as such an offender, the

Working Group believes that this provision isan appropriate area

for further study. In addition, the Group has solicited an opinion

from the Commission's General Counsel, John Steer, who"indicates
that, in his opinion, changes along the line tentatively suggested

are vithin the Commission's statutory authority. See Attached

Memorandum from Johnesteer.

Without the level of review previously described, hovever, the

Working Group is unable to make an intelligent recommendation as to

the pwisdom or consequences of amendments in this area.

Accordingly, if the Commission vishes further study, the Group

would propose that it be given permission to conduct research as

generally described in the Research Strategy Proposal.

5



Proposed Research Strategy to Study
"Career Offender" Issues

A. "Decay Factor" for past convictions.

In order to assess the impact of the possible abolition of any

"decay factor", (i.e. counting predicate offenses any time they had

occurred beyond a defendant's eighteenth birthday, independent of
their recency), the following research strategy is proposed:

1. gampligg

a. Tvo - step cluster sampling, by
selecting all cases With defendants 28 years old and
older*, and within that group,
selecting cases in the two qualifying instant felony

offense categories of crimes of violence and controlled
substance offenses.

b. Random sampling of five percent of the cases from the
crimes of violence and the controlled substance offenses

- clusters.

c. Estimates from existing monitoring data from MON690

indicate that approximately 66 percent of the cases,
(around 24,000), have defendants 28 or older, with
approximately 42 percent of thosecases involving drug

possession and distribution, and another 6 percent
involving crimes of violence.
A random 5percent sample would yield approximately 70

cases of crimes of violence and 500 cases of controlled
substance offenses, for a total sample of 570 cases.

2. Analysis

Review and analysis of a11 the sample cases for criminal
history - specifically, for countable predicate offenses
Uithin thedefendant's entire adult history.

*Note: A defendant population aged 28 and older was chosen in
order to aocomodate the 'Applioablc Time Period" specifi -



cations set out in 4A1.2(e) for counting prior sentences.

3. £indings

The estimated number of additional cases in which the

defendant would qualify to become "Career Offender" with
the abolition of any decay factor, (i.e. "widening the

net").

B. "Threshold Level" of predicate offense severity.

In order to assess the impact of a possible increase in the

threshold for offense severity as measured by the actual sentences

for predicate offenses, (i.e. counting only predicate offenses with
an actual sentence of oneyear and one month or more imprisonment),

the following research strategy is proposed:

1. gampling

a. Two - step processby

- Selecting all the cases in Criminal History Category

VI, and within that category
- Selecting all the cases with a qualifying instant

offense, (i.e. crimes of violence or controlled
substance offenses).

b. Estimates from existing monitoring data from MON690

indicate 2155 cases in Criminal History Category VI,

with approximately 50 percent of them involving instant
convictions for violent and drug offenses. The estimate
would involve a.sample of about 1,100 cases.

2. Analysis

Review and analysis of all sampled cases, to:

- Identify defendants who were sentenced under 481.1 as

"Career Offenders";
- Revieu their criminal histories for predicate offense

convictions and sentences; and
- Assess whether their "Career Criminal' status under 481.1

would have been affected by an increased threshold level
of severity.

3. £i11.<1mBs

The estimated number of cases in which the defendant vould
not qualify to bea "Career Offender" under a new and more

strict definition of the severity of predicate offenses.
(i.e. "narrowing the net").



C. Resources.

A satisfactory analysis of existing information uould require theallocation of appropriate resources by the Staff Director.
Requested resources would include:

Programming, to generate the two samples/file lists
by USSCID;
Filing help, to pull/refile the sample cases identified,
(for an estimated 1,670 cases in the two samples);
Review and analysis of relevant cases for a variety of
criminal history items;
Coding, tabulation and statistical analysis of findings;
Report preparation/presentation of the findings for
consideration by the Commission.



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

CAREER OFFENDER WORKING GROUP

ISSUES FOR REVIEW DURING 1992 AMENDMENT CYCLE

Definitions of Crime of Violence and Controlled Substance Offense

Narrowing Definitions to Preclude Counting Non-serious Offenses (Certain Assaults,

Terroristic Threats)

! Impact of State Variations in Definitions

C Impact of P.O. Inability or Failure to Determine Nature of State Offense

Revisiting Decay Factor

7 Statutory Authority for Eliminating or Retaining Decay Factor

Policy Justilications Underlying Decay Factor

Counting Multiple"prior Offenses Occurring During Same Course of Conduct

Statutory Authority

7 Policy Justilications

Limiting "Ratcheting' of Sentences (Using Career Offender in Tandem with Mandatory Minimums,
particularly Armed Career Criminal)

Impact of Plea Bargaining and Prosecutorial Discretion

7 Initiating the Decision to Impose Career Offender Sanctions

1 Charging Decisions that Impact Availability of Career Offender

Flea Bargains that Impact Availability of Career Offender

Sources for Miscellaneous Issues

O Case Law

'  Field Comments (Box 11, Letters, Fed. Register Announcement)



Career Offenders

1. Population hypothetically, there are two populations of
interest:

Defendants sentenced as Career Offenders;
Defendants not sentenced as Career Offenders, who could
qualify by eliminating the "decay" factor for,criminal
histories.

2. Data - as of June 11, 1991, there were 1,421 cases identified in
Monitoring in which the defendant was sentenced as a ,Career
Offender: 652 of them in FY1990. Of defendants not sentenced as
Career Offenders, a potential population could be delineated by
instant offense (approximately 50%of all Monitoring cases have a
qualifying instant offense of conviction for drugs or violence),
the existence of any criminal history, and defendant age.

3. Sampling - comparable samples of the two target populations:

Career Offenders: a random sample of all cases, (i.ez
a 25% or 50% sample of 1,421); or a sample year, (with
FY1990 being the most complete);
Non- career Offenders: a random sample of qualifying
cases (as defined by instant offense, age, priors,
etc.), with offense/offender characteristics matching
Career Offenders as closely as possible.

In determining the samples and sample size, consideration should
also be given to the number of cases the Working Group can
realistically plan to review and analyze.

4. ,ssues - an initial list of issues would include:

Widening the "net", (eliminating the decay factor);
Narrowing the "net", (excluding some priors);
Evenhandedness in application (cases that could, but
do not, get sentenced under 481.1);
Prison impact.

5. Variables - variables collectedshould correspond to the list of
issues and questions raised by the"application of 481.1:

Instant offense: statute(s) of conviction, mandatory
minimums, enhancements, role, weapons, injury, etc.;

- Conviction: plea/trial, plea agreement, 5K1.1;
Priors: type, number, seriousness, recency, points;

- Guideline factors, range before/after, (prison impact).



Criminal History Working Group

Following are some base figures from the Monitoring data set to beconsidered in selecting samplesxfor the Working Group's CareerOffender project.

1. Decay factor: based on 481.1, 481.2, and 4A1.2(e), thepopulation of interest would be defendants
with an instant offense involving drugs or violence; and- with any known criminal history, (independent of cjmua

criminal history points); and
age 28 and over, [for the 10-year decay factor, as per

4A1.2(e) ] .

The data base used for selection is the 29,011 cases inMonitoring FY1990, with a total of 5787 cases identified as
relevant for studying the decay factor.

Distribution of Violentand Controlled Substance Offenses
for Defendants aged 28 or Higher Having

Any Known Criminal History

Cumulative CumulativeOffense Type Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Homicide 34 0 . 6 34 0 . 6Kidnapping 20 0 . 3 54 0 . 9
Robbery 666 11 . 5 720 12 . 4Assault 104 1 . 8 824 14 . 2Burglary 36 0 . 6 * 860 14 . 9
Drug Distribution 4851 83 . 8 5711 98 . 7
Sex Offenses 76 1 . 3 5787 100 . 0

2. "Narrowing the net", by eliminating some priors: based on 481.1
and 4B1.2.The population of interest would be defendants
presently qualifying as Career Offenders. Of the 28,661 cases
coded for FY1990, 652 (or 2.3%) have been identified as
Career Offender cases.
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N Obs Variable

1 USSCIDN
CASENO
ENTDATE
E TIME
STATMAX
STATMIN
GLTOT
RANGEMIN
COGLTOT
COGLRMIN
PRIORS
PRIOR1
PRIORZ
PRIOR3
PRIOR4
PRIORS
RECENT

' RATCHET
RELATED
APPLY
ACTUAL
EXCESS
INSUFF
RULES
ALTERNAT
MISSING
NONE
COMMENT1
NOTUSED
COMMENTZ
AGE

N

301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301

Minimum

21975.00
0

11584 . 00
0
0
0
0
0
0

24. 0000000
2 . 0000000
1. 0000000
1. 0000000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21.0000000

Maximum

58901.00
0

11588 . 00
0

996.00
996 . 00

47.0000000
996 . 00

47. 0000000
996 . 00

55.0000000
80.0000000
77.0000000
77.0000000
77 . 0000000
77.0000000
77.0000000
1.0000000
1. 0000000
1 . 0000000
1 . 0000000
1. 0000000
1 .0000000
1 .0000000

0
1.0000000
1.0000000
1. 0000000
1. 0000000
1. 0000000

89.0000000
RACE
SEX
MANDMINM
DISTRICT
NOCOUNTS
DISPOSIT
TOTPRISN
NEWCODE
DEPARTMN
AGGROLE
MITROLE
W'EAPZD11
WEAPZB31
VICINJUR
EDUC
MARRIED
ONGOING
INVOLVE
KIDCONV
ADULTCON
INCAR HI
INCAR MD
INCAR LO
PRIORSMN

301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301
301

1. 00000
0
0
0

1. 0000000
1. 0000000

0
0
0
0

- 2 .0000000
0
0
0

1.0000000
1. 0000000
1. 0000000
1. 0000000

0
0
0
0
0
0

9L 0000000
910000000

91.
99.
9.

9
99.0

000000
000000

00000
99*. 00
00000

9 . 00 0000
9 9 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 9 . 0 0 0 0 00
99 . 000 000
99 . 0000 OO

9 . 0000 00
99 . 00000 0

9.:00000 0
9100000d0
~.0000G0

99.000000
98.0000000
$9.0000000*
P9.0000000;99.0000000
*99.0000000

Mean

39356 .26
0

11585 . 55
0

273.9003322
37.9169435
23.1794020

135.0398671
31.7475083

244.9036545
6.5681063

11.4152824
13.3820598
9.5614618
5.5548173
2.6378738

17.6544850
0.1063123
0.0299003
0.1561462
0.0631229
0.0531561
0.0033223
0.0664452

0
0 . 1893688
0 .3654485
0 .2159468
0 . 0664452
0 .2358804

37.3122924
2 .2159468
0 . 5249169
4 .9767442

45.4352159
2 .5049834
1. 8272425

282.9036545
7.8870432
6 .8970100
0 . 6511628
0 .2890365

44.3488372
65 .7475083
1.2691030

16 . 6146179
3 .3754153
2 . 7408638
2 .9501661

13 .0531561
17.2059801
13 .5116279
14.0963455
13 .5215947
14 . 0431894

Std Dev

9511. 95
0

1 . 6292590
0

424.8256545
178.1231309

8.0895637
158.0038979

5.5954775
170.8457024

5.0245576
17.8623524
20.6353308
19.3690572
15.6171215
11.7554992
25.4760061

0.3087502
0.1705960
0.3635984
0.2435889
0 .2247184
0 . 0576390
0 .2494734

0
0 .3924537
0 .4823576
0 .4121628
0 .2494734
0 .4252548
9 .2845112
1 . 9226401
2 . 0809158
1 . 0997533

24.7402497
6 . 1365687
1.1790061

601.7680733
7 .0328182
3 .6931501
5 .7556848
5 .7154334

48 .7978269
45 . 8161111

3 . 0414923
31.8859058

2 . 5590220
2 . 5124937
2 .5795688

32.7520559
31.2382900
32 .5819587
32 .3683079
32 .5801120
32 .3832487
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BJS implements the AttomeyGeneral's program to improve
criminal history record infomtation and stopthe sale
of firearms to convicted felons

27 States now participate In the Criminal History Record Improvement (CHRI) program
These 27 panicipating States represent: A total of $9,217.545 has beenawarded to these States
0 69% of all oftender records for CHRI as of June 1, 1991. An estimated total
0 62% of the U.S. population. of 40 States will receive funds within 3 months.
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Criminal History Record Improvement
program established

The Attorney General established a 3-year
$27 million Criminal History Record Improve-

ment (CHRI) program administered by BJS
and funded by the Bureau ofJustice Assist-
ance to enhance State computerized and
manual records and identify convicted felons.

Criminal history records contain data collected
by criminal justice agencies on persons
arrested for a felony or serious misdemeanor.
The record consists of arrestdata, court
information and dispositions, and, ifapplicable,
sentencing details- Criminal history records
are the most widely used records in the
criminal justice process - for both criminal-
justice and noncrlminal-justice purposes.

BJS has been assigned responsibilityfor
implementing the CHRI program and other
related activities.

Voluntary reporting standards and
overview of CHRI published

BJS and the FbI published voluntary reporting
standards for the interstate exchange ofcrlmi-
nal history information. BJS published an
overview of the Attomey General's program
for improving criminal history records.

BJS reviews criminal history
record systems

In March 1991 BJS con-pleted a comprehen-
sive review of the Nation's criminal history
record systems. This review was designed
to sewe as a baseline against which future
advances can be measured.

FBI criminal history records enhanced

The AttomeyGeneral initiated a major new
program to further automate F 8l criminal his-

tory records and to reduce existing backlogs.

Sources: BJS program application kin liscal
year 1991. April 1991, NCJ-128413 (CHRI Pro-
gram). (See order form on last page.)

"8JSlFBI recommended voluntary
standards for Improving the quality of criminal
history record information, *Federd regisren
vol. 56, no. 30, February 13, 1991.

nj.

for identifying felons who atrernpttg

BJSNaNonal Update 1
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BJS funds State Statistical Analysis Centers (SAC'S)

SAC'S collect, analyze, and publish data
on crime and the operation of the criminal
lustlce system at the State level.

U SAC'S produced data on 38 Issues of policy
concern during 1990.

- Fifty States and three Territories have been
funded under the SAC program since 1972.
ln 1991 Tennessee and West Virginia became
the 49th and 50th State SAC'S funded by BJS.

Crime statistics reporting, research,
and policy analysis are the most
common SAC functions

€ 90% of SAC'S repon crime statistics. 86%
,conduct research, and 80% analyze policy.

SAC organizational locations

The SAC'S are. and always have been.
essentially executive branch agencies:
€ 33% are in the office of the Attomey General
Q 31% are in the office of the Govemor.

The authority by which each State established
its SAC dictates its mission andfuture. Estab-

lishing the SAC by legislation or Executive
order shows commitmentbythe State.
- 57% of SAC'S were established by legislation
and 24% by Executive order.
. BJS guidelines require SAC'S to operate
under legislation by their fourth year.
G A majority of the SAC'S are managing. or
assisting with, the development of the National
Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS)
within their State.

Source: Statistlcaunalysls Centers: The
evolution of State criminal justice information
resources, CriminalJustice Statistics Associ-
ation. April 1990.

See BJSPr ram ap llcatlon kit, fiscal year
1991. NCJ -$88413, iced! 1991. (See order
form on last page.)

2 BJS National Update

The top 20 Issues of policy concern
to Statistical Analysis Centers
In 42 States ln 1990

Nurrher
Issue ofslBtes

Police 32
Senbnelng 24
Controlled dangerous subenncee (drugs) 23
Courts 20
Juvenile delinquency 18
Personnel management issues 18
Overcrowding *17

Jail 16
Victirm 16
Pmaewion 16

15
Projections-population 15
Probation 12
Corrections 12
Parole 11

Alhmatlvee to incarceraion 11

Projections-crirne 11

Horricide 10
Drunk driving 10
Pieuial release 9

Source: Criminal Justicestatlsics Association
Corrpubrized hoax ia Data Souces (CIDS)

StatelBJS relationship

0 SAC'S are also involved In Investigating
special problems In criminal justice that have
national implications and in developing
methods and techniques for analyzing such
Issues.

. l'he SAC'S help meet the BJS mandate to
supportthe development of information and
statistical systems at the State and local levels.
to utilize organizations within State govem-
ments, and to give emphasis to the problems
olstate and local criminal justice systems.

€ The SAC'S serve as the agent for the States
to provide Offender-Based Transaction
Statistics (OBTS) data annually.

O
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Personal and household crimes fell by 1 million
victimizations between 1989 and 1990

Personal and household vlctlmlzatlons declined from about 35.8 million ln 1989
to about 34.8 million ln 1990

The overall -

decline resulted largely
from an 8% fall in the 1989 rate
of personal thefts without direct contact
between victim and offender.

Numberof
vrctimizations

40 million

20 million
Household crimes

Personal theft

Violent crimes
0

1973 1978 1955 1990
.

'Preliminary data

Vlctlmlzatlon rate for rapes, robberies,
and personal thetts declined

The number of these crimes per 1,000 per-
sons age 12 and older declined from 98 in
1989 to 93 in 1990.

About 95% of all personal thefts and about
66% of all crimes againstpersons involved
such offenses as stealing personal belongings
from publicplaoes or from an unattended
automobile parked away from home.

Motor vehicle theft up

There was a 19% increase in motor vehicle
theft - the only crime to rise significantly in
1990. ln all there were 1.4 million completed
thefls and 770,000 attempted thefts-the
highest number since the National Crime
Survey began in 1973.

Many crlmee reported to the NCS
were not reported to police

The Nationalcrime Sunleygathers data
on rape. robbery. assauft, personal larceny, 
household burglary and larceny, and motor
vehide theft. whether reported to the police
or not. About 62% of all National Crime
Survey offenses were not reported to the
police. About 13.3 million personal andhouse-
hold crimes were reported to the police in
1990 - not a statistically significant change
from 1989.

Final National Crime Survey estimates
will be available later In 1991

In 1990, Bureau of the Census lntewiewers
talked to about97,000 persons in about
48,000 homes about crimes they had expert-
enced during the previous 6 months.

Source: National Crime Survey preliminary
1990 press release, March 24, 1991. (See
order form on last page.)
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The National Crime Survey is improving the way
it surveys victims of rape and sexual assault

How changes were developed

To evaluate the current NCS questionnaire.
the Director of BJS requested the American
Statistical Association to form a committee
that includes statisticians, victim specialists.
and government representatives. The Com-

mittee recommended more explicit questions
about rape, attempted rape. sexual assault,
and other coerced sexual acts. Immediate
action was taken to make these changes.
Additional methods for surveying rape and
sex crimes are being studied.

How changes are being made

New questionswill be on the NCS question -

naire beginning July 1, 1991. These ques-

tions will be phased into the sample, along
with the remainder of the redesign program
questions.

Questions will be asked of 10% of the sample
beginning In July, of 50% of the sample in
January 1992. and of 100% of the sample
in 1993. These questions are expected to
improve the reporting of rapes and sexual
assaults recorded by interviewers through
the NCS program.

Close to 1.2 million violent crimes against teenagers
were not reported to the police

Violent crime rates

Each year from 1985 to 1988 youths age 12
to 19 were victims of 1.9 million rapes, rob-

beries, and assaults. On average every 1,000
teenagers experienced 67 violent crimes each
year, compared to 26 violent crimes for every
1.000 persons age 20 or older.

The risks of experiencing specific
types of violent crime were higher
for teenagers than for adults

Teenagers were twice as likely as adults
to be a victim of robbery.

Number of robberies
per 1,000 persons

MS ~ 9 2in e rou

12to 15 9.2

16to 19 10.0

20 or older 4.9

Source: Teenage victims, A BJS National
Crime Survey report, April 1991, NCJ-128129.
(See order form on last page.)

4 BJS National Update

Much crime against teens
occurs ln and around schools
and on the street

About halt of all violent crimes against youths
age 12 to 19 occurred in sdfool buildings,
on schoolpropeny, or on the street. Of the
violent crime on the street, 37% involved an
offender with a weapon. while in 12% of crimes
in school buildings, a weapon was present

Most crimes against teens
are not reported

Of the violent crimes against teenagers. about
37% of those that oowrred on the street were
reported to the police. compared with 22%
of those on school grounds and 9% that took
place in school buildings.

ln about37% of the violent crimes in school
buildings and 32% of these on schoolproperty,
law enforcement authorities were not notified
because the crime was reported to someone
else.

O

O
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Two-thirds of the persons rearrested for a felony whlle
on pretrlal release were rel sed again into the community
Felony defendants may be released
In a number of different ways Ball for most felony defendants

was et at less than $5,000
Defendants may be released before trial
on thelr promise to appear ln court. on a

Mf 0fllll % of felony defndntcitation issued by a law enforcement officer.
on an unsecured bond which would be for- mdor $2500

felled lf they did not appear ln court. or by $2500-4999

posting a set amount of bail. Nearly two-thirds sam-Bess

of the felonydefendans in asarnple drawn 11m00-19999

from the Natlon's 75 most populous counties 520000 or more

were released pending disposition of their Violent offmau
47.000 cases filed ln February 1986. mtr 8500

such
Almost half of all pretrlal releases took place

How-anon the day of arrest or the nextday.
noam-m

Among felonydefendants released before Will or nom

trial. 66% were convicted. Of those convicted. Progeny efbna
50% were sentenced to lncarceratlon.

Seoul :1.ltslzpreglMost felony defendants who
are not released have bell set mom-m 1~

mum By an ~Among these felony defendants not released.
8 of 9 had a ball amount set, but they dld not Drug offenses

post the money required to secure release. mala
and the remainder were held without ball. mu- -

shaun
Defendants accused of murderwere less mom-m ~
llkelythan other defendants to be released HUI nr e
before trlal: Publle-ordr offenses

Percent of mullen
 Offense defendants Been ~EYE! released saul ~
Milder 39% Will
Rape 55 ~ e

Dmg sales 69 HE an ua
Drlvlng-related felonles 88

Among ~onydegendans degahed um" Mm About 18% of the released dgfgrldbrtb Were
79% were convicted. Of those convicted.

'
arrested for a felonywhie on release. and two-

83% were sentenced to incarceration. thirds of those rearrested were released agaln.

Fugltlve warrants were Issued Among released defendants. those
for about 25% of the released rearrested for another felony were younger
felonydefendants andmorelkelytohaveflveormoreprlor

convictions than those not rearrested.
Ofthe fugitlvedefendants. about -

half remmed within 3 months Source: Prem! release offelony
defendants. 1988, BIS Bulletln, Februaryo a thlrd were still fugltlves after 1 year.
1991.NCJ-127202. (Seeolderform on last
plea -)
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State courts convicted about 112,000 persons
offeionydrug trafficking in 1988 -

about 50% more than in 1986

About 667,000 persons were convicted
of felonles by State courts In 1988

Number
convicted

Murder
Rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Larceny
Felony dmg trafficking
Burglary
Other felonies

9,340
15.562
37,432
37.566
95,258

111 ,950
101,050
259,208

11-re proportion of convicted State felony
dmg offenders sentenced to State prison
Is Increasing

Of the persons convicted for felony drug
traficking, 37% were sentenced to State
prison in 1986, while 41% were sentenced
to State prison in 1988. The number of adults
arrested for serious drug trafficking offenses
was about 185,000 in 1986 and 290.000
ln 1988.

Most felony convictions result
from guilty pleas

Among felons convicted by State courts
in 1988, 91% pleaded guilty, 5% were found
guilty by a jury, and4% were found guilty
by a judge.

Most convicted felons are sentenced
to Incarceration

Of the convicted felons. the State courts
sentenced-
0 44% to prison
0 25% to local jails
0 30% to straight probation
0 1% to other sentences.

8 BJS National Update

Over e third oi all felony convictions
In State court were for drug trafficking
or possession ln 1988

Percent of all
1988 State court

Offense !felon convictions

Drug possession' 17%
Drug trafficking 17
Burglary 15
Larceny 14
Aggravated assault 6
Robbery 6
Forgery or fraud' 5
Otherfelonles' 5
Drunk driving and other
traffic 1elonles' 4

Weapon possession' 3
Receiving stolen propeny' 3
Rape 2
Murder 1

Sex offenses other than rape' 1

Escape' 1

'Based on a subsample of cases.

Most criminal cases are handled
In urban courb

In 1988, the Nation's 75 most populous
counties had 37% of the U.S. population
but accounted for-
0 more than 50% of the crimes reported
to the police
0 about50% ofstate felony convictions.

Source: Febny sentences In Stare courts.
1968, BJB Bulletin, December 1990, NCJ-

126923. (See order form on last page.)
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State and Federal prison populations grew 8% in 1990

4

3

i)

Since 1980 the Nation's prison population has Increased by almost 134%

At yearend 1990 a record number oI 771,243 inmates
Number of State andwere in State or Federal prison. Federal prisoners

In comparison 750.000
there were 329,821 inmates.

500.000

250.000

0
1980 1 985 1990

In 1990 the number oi Inmates per capita reached a new record

For every 100,000 U.S. residents ln 1990 Number of prisoners
per 100,000 U.S. residents

there were 293 prisoners with sentences
greater than 1 year. .300

' 200

100

0
1980 1985 1990

For the firsttime In a decade, during 1990
the number of men In prison Increased
faster than the number oi women

The numberof male prisoners rose 8.3%
during the year; the nun-ber of female
prisoners 7.9%.

Double-dlglt Increases In 13 States

Thirteen States and the Federal system
recorded increases of at least 10% in the
number of prisoners in 1990. Three States
had increases of more than 15%:
Vermont (15.9%)
Washington (15.4%)
New Hampshire (15.1%).

Calilomia's increase oi more than 10,000
prisoners (11.5%) was the largest of any State.

Since 1985, two States-callfomla and New
Hampshire - have annually experienced
double-digitgrmvth in the nurrber ofprisoners
with sentences greater than 1 year.

l11e Imprisonment rate was highest in South
Carolina with 451 per 100.000 residents.
followed by Nevada with 444 and Louisiana
with 427.

Source: Prisoners in 1 990, BJS Bulletin, May
1991, NCJ-129198. (Seeorderform on last
page.)
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More than 40% of the 1983-to-1989 rise in the jail population
resulted from increases in the number of jail Inmates
accused or convicted ofdrug offenses

Dmg offenses rose sharply The makeup of the jall population has
changed between 1983 and 1989

Such offenses accounted for 23% of the
charges against nearly 400,000 men and From 1983 to 1989. there were increases
women held in local jails during 1989 -up in tile proportion of inmates who were -
from 9% in 1983. = female

0 black
Manyjall Inmates used llllclt drugs o Hispanic

U age25-34years
Of all convicted jail inmates in 1989 - - unconvicted- more than 4 in 10 said they had been using Q in jail for a drug offense
an illegal drug the month before committing
the offense for which they were jailed Percent oi all
- about 1 in 4 said they had used a major drug, jail Inmates ln
such as heroin, cocaine, crack, LSD, or PCP, 1993 1989

 in that month.
Sex

Women were more llkelythan men and Male 93% 90%

Hispanics were more likely than non-Hispanics
Female 7 10

to be jailed on drug charges. About a third Race/Hlspanic orlgln
of female and Hispanic inmates were in jail Non-Hispanic
fordrugs. White 46% 39%

, Black 38 42
Nbnyjall inmates were recldlvlsts Hispanic 14 17

Other 2 2
Of alljail inmates ln 1989 -
- 46% were on probation. parole, bail or in Age

some other criminal justice status at the time 17 or younger 1% 2%

of their arrest 18-24 40 33
Q more than 75% had a prior sentence 2544 39 43

35-44 12 17to probation or incarceration
45-54 5 5- at least a third were in jail for a violent 55 or older 2 2

offense or had previouslybeen sentenced
for a violent offense. Detention status

Convicted 60% 57%
Female jail population rose sharply Unconvlcted 40 43

Thlspopulation rose from 7.1% ln 1983 to Offense

9.5% in 1989. Nearly 1 in 4 female inmates Violent 31% 22%

in 1989 were in jail for larceny or fraud. PYGMY 39 30
Dw 9 23
Public-order 21 23

i
Other 1 2Source: Profile oljaillnmates, 1989, April

1991, NCJ-129097. (Seeorder form on last
Pa99-) Note: Detail may nottotal 100%because

oi rounding.

8' BJS National Update
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il
Atyearend 1989, an estlmated4.1 million adults -
about 1 in every 46 - were underthe care or custody
of a con-ectlons agency

All correctional populations are Increasing

From yearend 1980 to yearend 1989,
the number of adults in the U.S. -
0 on probation grew by 126%
O on parole grew by 107%
O In jails and prisons grew by 114%. Number of

sentenced
offenders

2.000.000

1.000,000

Prison

'! ===' =========================ZZZZZZZZZZIIIZIZIIZIZZZZ
Jail

0
1982 1983 1954 1985 1986 1987 1985 1959

Most offenders are supervised
ln the community

About 75% of all convicted offenders
are being supenllsed in the community -
not in prisons or jails.

11te number of adults on probation
and parole has reached a new high

Atyearend 1989 -
o 2,520.479 adults in the United States

were on probation
= 456,797 were on parole.

During 1989-
- the number ol aduls on probation

grew by nearly 6%
- the number on parole grew by 12%.

Source: Proba:ion andparole 1989,
BJS Bulletin. November 1990, NCJ -125833.
(See order form on last page.)

Probation and parole populations
grew ln every region during 1989

The number ofprlson parolees
supenrised in the community rose -
17% in Southern States
14% in Westem States
10% ln Mldwestem States
6% in Northeastem States
5% ln the Federal system.

the probation population increased in every
region. The highest increase was in the West
(9.4%), tile lowest in the Northeast (1.2%).

ln 1989, the greatest numbers of adult proba-
tioners were ln -
Texas with 291 .156
Califomia with 285,018
Florida with 192.495
New York with 128.707
Georgia with 125,441.

BJS National Update 9



Nearly halfof the women ln State prisons
for a violent crime ln 1986 were under
sentence for a homicide

The female Inmate population grew by more than 200% from 1980 to 1989

0 The number of women under the jurisdiction
oi State and Federal prison authorities Number cf female inmates in
at yearend 1989 was a record 40,556. State and Federal prisons

-
40.000

0 Although female inmates are a relatively small part
of the total prison population -5.7% in 1989 -
their share has been growing.

30,000

I 20.000

10.000

0
1980 1953 1986 1989

Nhny women inmates had been victims
ofabuse

Almost halfthe women in State prisons for
a violent offense in 1986 said they had been
sexually or physically abused at some time
In their lives.

. Ofwomen incarcerated for a violent offense.
32% who had been physically or sexually
abused were serving a sentence for killing
a relative or intimate. 

Most women Inmates were convicted
of a nonviolent offense

Of female prisoners, an estimated 41% were
in prison for aviolent offense ln 1986 versus
49% in 1979.

Of the women in prison in 1986, 59% were
sentenced for a nonviolent crime-
o 17% for fraud
- 15% for larceny or theft
- 12% fordrug offenses
0 5% for public-order offenses.

10 BJS National Update

An estimated 89% of the women in State
prisons in 1986 had a current conviction
for a violent crime or an earlier sentence
to probation or incarceration for any crime. .

Women Inmates report drug use

Of all female Inmates-
- 34% said they were under the Influence
of a drug at the time of their offense
- 89% said they were using drugs daily 1

ln the month before their offense
£24% reported daily use of a majordrug
(cocaine, heroin, methadone. LSD, or
PCP) In that month.

Source: Women In prison, BJS Special
Report, April 1991, NCJ-f2799t. (See order
form on last page.)
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Reader Response Form

'9

")

")

BJS has developed this reportto supportyour
crime and justice data needs. We are interested
in your comments and suggestions about the
content of the Bureau of Justice Smtistlcs
National Updab. so please complete this form
and return it to us to help us serve your needs
better.

1. How useful did you find this publication'7

Not useful
Somewhatuseful
Very useful

2. Which sections did you find most usefult
Please rank the following from 1 for most useful
to 10 for least useful:

Criminal history Pretriat release
records Drug trafficking

State Statistical convictions
Analysis Centers' Prison inmates
Decline in crime Jail inmates
Improved measure ~ Probationlparole
of rape and assault ~ Female prisoners
Teenage victims

3. Was the information in this reportpresented
in a clear and understandable wayt

Notclear
Somewhatclear
Very dear

4. How could it have been presented bettef?

5. Do you have any suggestions for additional
infomtation to be included? Please list below.

Thankyou for your comments. BJS appreclates
your valuable feedback and looks forward to serv-
ing your criminal lustioe data needs. Please tear
out thisform. fold, seal with tape. stamp, and mail.

Put
stamp'
here

Director
Bureau ofJustice Statistics
638 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington. DC 20531



Order form

Make correqions to label here after crossing out
wrong information on label:

Name:

Title:

Agency:

Street/box:

City, State. Zip:

Daytime phone:

Organization & title or interest in criminal justice
ifyou used home address above:

Please send me 1 copy of -

01. Survey of criminal history lnfonnetlon
systems, 3/91, NC.L125620 (see p. 1).

02. BJS program application kit, fiscal year
1991, 4/91. NCM28413 (see pp. 1 -2).

03. Crlmlml victimlzstlon 1990, BJS Bulletin
(forthcoming. fall 1991). NCJ-130234 (see p. 3).

04. Teenage victims. 5/91,NCJ-128129
(see p. 4).

05. Pmtrlal releaseof lelonydefendents,
1988, BJS Bulletin, 2/91, NCJ-127202 (see p. 5).

06. Felonysentences In State courts, 1988,
BJS Bulletin. 12/90. NCJ-126923 (see p. 6).

07. Prisoners In 1990, BJS Bulletin, 5/91,
NCJ-129198 (see p. 7).

08. Profile ol jalllnmafes 1989, BJS Bulletin,
4/91. NCJ-129097 (see p. 8).

09. Probation and parole 1989, BJS Bulletin,
11/90. NCJ-125833 (see p. 9).

10. Women ln prison, BJS Special Report,
4/91, NCJ-127991 (see p. 10).

Other: See listinside backcover.

Please put me on the BJS mailing list for -

BJS National Update -A quarterly summary
of new BJS data. programs, and information
services and products.

Law enforcement reports - National data
on State and local police and sheriffs' departments:
operations, equipment, personnel, salaries, spend-

Ing, policies, and programs.

Federal statistics - Federal case processing.
from investigation through prosecution, adjudica-
lion, and corrections.

Drugs and crime data -Sentencing and Nme
served bydrug offenders, drug use at time of crime
by jail inmates and State prisoners, and other
qualitydata on drugs, crime, and criminal justice
collected by BJS.

Justice expenditure and employment data -
Spending and staffing by Federavstatellocal gov-

emmenls and byfunction (police, courts, etc.).

White-collar crime -Processing of Federal
white-collar crime cases.

Privacy and security of criminal history Infer-
marion and Information policy -New legislation;
maintenance and release of intelligence and inves
tlgative records; data quality issues.

BJS Bulletins and Special Reports -Timely
reports of the most current justice data.

Pr0secutl0nladludlcatlon In State courts -
Case processing from prosecution through court
disposition; State felony laws. felony sentencing,
criminal defense.

Adult corrections - Results of sample sunreys
and censuses of jails, prisons, parole. probation,
and othercorrectlons data.

National Crime Surveydata -The only
regular national survey of crime victims.

O
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U pt Justice Statistics

July 1991}

call toll- free 800-732-3277 (local 301

251 - 55001 to order BJS reports. to be

added to one of the BJS mailing lists

0, to speak to 8 fBfEfBl'lCB Specialist tn

tatistlcs at the Justice Statistics
~teanngnouse, National Criminal
Justice Fleierence Service, box 6000,

Rockville. MU 20850

3.15 maintains the following mailing
lists.
0 Law enforcement reports [ NSW)

B Drugs and crime data {new)
a flustice Spending & employment
in white-collar crime
o National Crime Survey (annual)
il Corrections (annual)
= Courts (annual}
a Privacy and security of criminal

history information and
information polio!

a Federal statistics (annual)
ri BJS bulletins and special reports

(approximately twice a month}. sourcebook of Criminal Justice
Statistics {annual)

Single copies of reports are free; use
NCJ number to order. Postage and
handling are charged for bulk orders
of single reports. For single copies of
multiple titles, up to 10 titles are free;
11 -40 titles $10; more than 40. $20;
libraries call for special rates

Public -use tapes of BJS data sets
and other criminal justice data are
available from the National Archive of

iminal Justice Data (formerly
), P.0. Box 1248. Ann Arbor, Ml
{toll-free 1 -5W-999-0900).

..,.tonal Crime Survey
The Nation'= two crime measures: Uniform

Crlma Reports nd the National Crime
Survey. NCJ - 122705. 4M

Criminal vlotlmlztlon in the U.5.:
1073-88 trends. NCJ - 129892. 7191

198 (final}. NCJ- 129391, 6191

was irina!). NCJ - 122024, torso
telt {final recon), NCJ415524. bBS

BJS special reports
Handgun crlm victims. NCJ - 123559. 7190

Blcft victims. NC.! - 122562. 4IgO

Hispanic victims. NCJ- 120507. 180
The redesigned National Crime Survey:

Selected now data. NCJ- 114746. USS

Motor Which theft. NCJ - 109978. 388
Elderly victims. NCJ - 107876, 1U87
Violent crime trends. NCJ- 1072t?, 11r87
Robbery victims NCJ- 104638. 4t87
Violent crlrrt by stranger! and non -

auanoorc. NCJ -10<3702. rtst
Preventing domestic violence aglnot

women. NCJ - 102037. 8I86
Crime prevention rnocuna, NCJ -1M4M,

3r86
The ue of weapon! ln committing crimea.

NCJ-99648. tree
Reporting crimea to th police. NCJ -99432.

12185

Ttuooonomtcooatotcnmtovlctirna.
NCJ-98150. -W8-4

BJS bulletins
Crime and the Nation'; households. 1900.

NCJ - 130302. 7191

Criminal vlctfrnlzatlon 1980. NCJ - 125615.
1080

The crime of rape. NCJ-96777. 3rBS

Houaahold burglary, NCJ-96021. 1rBS

orlme, NCJ - 75710. 2181

hnical reports
emma loc mo MCS. NC.J -ris6n,

oefl0ot'lmae:lloponoftildtoat,
NC.J- 104615, N87

-

TMMW victim; €1 cum, NCJ.lZB129. sm
Female vlotlma of violent crime.

NCJ - 127187, 1191

Redesign ot the National Crime Survey,
NCJ - 111457. 389

The aoaonllty of crime vlctlmizatlon.
NCJ - 11103.3, 5,133

Crime nd older Americans intomnbn
DUMB. Nor - 1onse9. sro. sist

Vlctlrnlzatton and fear ol crime: Wong
P0€!pootivaa. HCJ -93872, UEL5. $9.15

The Natlonai Crime Surveys Working 9.9..-;,
vol '

Current and historical perspectives
NCJ - 75.374, 5;*32

vol Methodology studies. NCJ -90307

Corrections
BJS bulletins and special reports

Prisoners in 1990. NCJ - 129198. 5l'91
Woman in prison. NCJ - 127991. 4=91

Cloltl twniahnnm rees. NoJ -124sas. 1orgo
Violent State prison inmates and their

victims, NCJ - 124133, 7190
Prtaonora in 1909, NCJ422716. 580
Prison nile vloiatora. NCJ - 120344. 12189

Capital punishment 1988. NCJ - 118.313. TlBS
Ftaciaivlam ot prisoner! released tn 1903,

NCJ- 116261. 4:89
Drug uae nd crime: State prison Inmate

survey. 1006. NCJ- 111940. 7188

Tlm carved In prlaon and on parole 1904.
NCJ- 1085M. 1287

Profile ot State odeon inmates. 196.
NCJ.109926, U88

Imprisonment ln lola' countries.
NCJ - 100967. 2187

Population density ln State prisons.
NCJ - 10.3204. 12/86

State nd Fauna pi-benm, 19e5-as,
NCJ- 102494. 11186

Prison odmlaalona and tlaaae. 1933.
NCJ- 100582. 386

11'la prevalence ot inanornont.
NCJ -90657, 785

Raoaofpnaonrsdmlt1adtogttoand
Federal institutions. till. NCJ - 126618, 6>91

National oonotlon reporting program.
1965. NCJ- 123522, 12:90

Prlaonor at mldyaar 1900 (press release).
1080

Correctional populations ln the U.8.
till. NCJ -1242N. 38t
197, NCJ -MOTH, 12.89

' tale, NGJ.111611. me
Historical sttistlc - on prisoners In State and

Federal Institutions. yorand 192546,
NCJ - 111098. GIBB

tgd4coruaolstatiodultoorroctlonal
facilitlea. NC.J- 105585. 7r87

Census or rails and survey of rail inmates
BJS bulletins and special reports

Dmg uaa and jail inmates. NCJ - 130389.
Tlgt

Jail inmates till. NCJ- 129756. 8I91

Profile of tall Inmates 1909. NCJ- 129097.
481

Jail inrnota. 1~ NCJ- 123261. @96
Population dnolty ln local jails. till.

NCJ - 122299. WO
Canute of local tell=. till (BJS bulletin),

NCJ- 121101. 280
Jail lnmah. tie7. NCJ - 114:319. 12:88

Drunk diving. NCJ -109945. 2188

Jail inn-ram, lsu, NCJ - 107123, 10I87

CmuaoflocllaatB.lol.l.sutnnlory.
NCJ-127902. 481

Ganaua of local llla. tied: Data for
lndildual hill. vols. i-lv. Northeast.
Midwest. South. West. NCJ- 1127959:
vol. V. Selected findings, methodologY,
summary tables. NCJ - 112796. 111*88

Parole and probation
BJS bulletins

Probation and purple:
190, NCJ- 126833, 11:90
ill. NC.)-11070, HBO

BJS special reports
Raddlvlam ot young plolaa. NC -J- 104916,

SIGT

Children In custody
Conaua of public nd private luvanllo

dctntlon. correctional. and aholtr
taolltfo. 19'NH5. NCJ -11 -4W6. NB?

Survayofyot.lthlnot.atody,1lt
(special report). NCJ - 113$5. 9*88

Lw enforcement management
BJS bulletins and special moons

Police departments in large oltfea. fl7.
NCJ - n922O, me

Profile ol state arid local lw nforenum
aoancnoa. NCJH3949. 389

£'*Pondltum and employment
BJS bulletins

Justice expenditure nd employment;
190. NCJ - 123132, Fm

ANN"-'? abuse formula grants: Juana
'"UNO Don - thrown dm. 19ea rees
Technical Ftebortl. NC,.J.120070 390

Juatico expenditure and onoloymont
19O {run reborn NCJ - mee19 mt
1965 [full reporti, N(;J.19£,356 €,99
Extracts. teal. tees. 19m. NC.; - 124139 not

Courts
bUS bullctrns

Pntrlat release of felony dfndanta. 1068,
NCJ - 127202. 2r91

Felony oontono ln Slate courts. lil.
NCJ - 120923. 12*90

Criminal defense tor the poor. tees,
NCJ - 112919. grBB

State felony couta and talony lana.
NCJ - 106273. 8187

The growth ot apela: 19T3-IS honda.
NCJ-96381. 25

Can flllnga in State comte 1963.
NCJ -95111. 10lBn

BJS special reports
Felony casa prooalng ln State courts.

198, NCJ - 121753. 280
Felony case-proceslng timo. NCJ - 101965.

886
Felony aontnctng ln 18 local jurtdlctlona.

NCJ -97681. GIGS

Flona aontanoad to probation ln State
ootlt. IE. NCJ - 124044. 11190

Felony defendants ln lange urban oountlao.
1908. NCJ -12235, 480

Profile of totem convicted ln State oourta.
1008. NCJ.120021. 1:90

Santenclna outcoma ln 28 felony courts.
NCJ -10674.3. BIST

The proaocutlon ot felony anna:
1907. NCJ- 124140. 980

Folonylawaoftt'io50sttandthDlatrlct
ol Columbia. lil. NCJ- 106006. ZIB8. $14.60

State court model atatltfcal dictionary.
Supplement. NCJ-HM'!, grBS

tat edition. NCJ62320. grBO

Privacy nd security
Compendium ot State privacy nd security

ledlatlon:
1900 Ovinilau. NCJ-121151 580
tedt ovorvloinr. NCJ - 111097. 9I88
lili tull report (1. 500 paooe.

microfiche $2. hard copy $1 -OS] ,

NCJ - 121158,980

Criminal iutloe Information policy =

Fonnlc DNA mlyla: taauoo. NCJ -128567
891

Statuto roqulrtrg uae ot criminal history
mood Intonation. NCJ-12896. @91

Sunny of cflmlrl history Information
ayahm. NCJ-125820, 381

Original records of entry. NCJ- 125626.
12190

BJSISEARCH ou-Dionne proodlnna:
CtlllllrlHuaitloelntho1 ~'a:1'l'lft.rtur

of tntonntlon management.
' NCJ - 121697, 580
Juvenile and adult ricardo: Ono system.

ono record7. NCJ- 114947, 180
Open v. confidential records.

NCJ - 113560. tree
Stratagtaa for improving data quality.

NCJ - 1153.39. £#89
Public ooa to criminal hltory record

Intonation. NCJ- 111456, 11188

Juvenile roord nd moor -dkaoplng
systems. NCJ- 112815, 111G8

Automated tlngorprlnr identification
yotama: Technology and policy laaua.
NCJ- 104342. N87

Cnrnlnl luatlco "hot" tlle, NCJ -101850.
1218G

Drugs & crime data:

WHO me elm rocca mo. Ncnzaea2. mi
State dug rourcr: al national dnctory.

NCJ - 122682. Sf!)
Federal Give can tor national policy, NCJ

122715. MI)
Owl? and cr'tms lac-ta. 1~ H(;.).i21n22

180

Computer crime
9-15 SDOCW reports

Electronic lund transfer fraud. NCJ *5666
3-~

Electronic lund tranatar and emu. Nc.;
92650. ZrBd

Electrode fund trnolr aytama fraud. NCJ
1CD-161, 4:86

ilifl u -linen manual. NCJ :'792;- Wat
$11 50

Federal justice sutlstlcs
Fodorai cnminl gp 9.1;.,;,,9, 19;;,,;-

Addondum for iii and preliminary 1~
NCJ - 125616. 111*93

Compendium oi Funeral louie. mimics
1988. NCJ - 125612', tm
1986. NCJ - 123660. at'90
teal. NCJ - nZsie. gag

The Federal civil justice ayatom tBJS
bulletin). NCJ - 10069. arst

Federal olfonaoa and offenders
BJS special reports

lmmlamion mama. Nc.i.r2-tsae. also
Federal crlntinl cases. 190 -07,

NC.: - 118.311,7r8S
Drug Iw vlolatora. 100 -08. NCJ 111763,

888
Primal release and cbtentlon:

The Ball Reform An of till.
NC.}- t09929. 2188

Whlta-collar crime NGJ - 106876. 9187

General
BJS builrlns and special reports

BJS telephone oontacta, '91. NCJ- 130133.
7191

Tracking offender= lil!. NCJ - 129861, 6I91
Tracking offenders, ti7. HCJ - 125315

1080
Criminal caa in th state!. MOS-U.

NCJ-1187H. 9I89
tntmtlonal or'lill ratu. NCJ- 110778. SM

BJS program application ltlt. fiscal 1991.
NCJ - 128413. 381

Violent crime ln the United States.
NCJ - 127855. 381

Attorney Gonorfa program for lrnprovlng the
Marlon'; criminal hlatory noorda and
identifying llona Who attempt to purchase
tlranm. NCJ - tZSt31. £#91

BJS data report. 190. NCJ- 121614. 1191

Sourcebook ot criminal luaruoa statistics.
MU. NCJ- 124224, 980

Publications ot NS. rIBS-N:
lllorolloha library, PRO30O14. 990. $190
Bibliography. TB00300t3. =17.50
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At its February 28 meeting the Commission' asked for
information on several issues related to the proposed fraud
guidelines. The issues were whether the nature of fraud offenses
had changed over timein terms ofthe amount of loss involved, the
complexity of offenses (e.g., use of offshore accounts), or the
incidence of or risk of bodily injury. The Research Staff was
asked to review data from various sources that might bear on these
issues, including the FPSSTS data on past practices, fraud cases
sentenced under the guidelines, *and information from various
regulatory and enforcement agencies and United States Attorneys.

Several points emerge from this information. First, there is
limited data bearing on the issue of increased complexity in fraud
offenses, increases in the average amount of loss associated with
fraud offenses, or the incidence or risk of bodily injury. The
information indicating changes in the complexity offraud offenses
in general comes for the most part from personal assessments of
United States Attorneys (see attached). There is evidence that
,bank fraud casesin particular have both increased in number in the
past few years and become more complex. There are also indications
that the average loss involved in such cases may have declined.

We could find no information.indicating that the incidence or
risk of bodily injury in fraud offenses had increased. Even in
procurement fraud, where actual injury or risk of injurywould
appear to be most likely, there is no systematic effort to account
for injury factors in fraud offenses.
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Finally, our analysis of past practice data indicates that
fraud offenses involving more than $5 million are relatively rare,
accounting for about 3 percent of all fraud cases. Many of the
larger volume .cases in past practice are essentially money
laundering cases. The fraud cases received to date as part of the
Commission's monitoring effort involve no more than $1 million in
loss; probably due in part to the length of time it takes to
prosecute fraud offenses. Thus, themonitoring data shed no light
on the issue of whether the average loss in fraud offenses has
increased.

You will be receiving two volumes of materials that are the
results of our contacts with investigative and regulatory agencies.
Compiling these materials was largely the work of Alain Sheer, with
assistance from Jeff Standen and Tim Daniels. We apologize in
advance for the bulk of these materials, given the short time
period remaining inwhich to review them. At the same time, many
of the materials were received only in the last few days and it was
not immediately obvious which materials might or might not be
relevant for considering the questions at hand.

This first volume contains materials dealing with procurement
fraud, including information describing the types of procurement
fraud, significant recent cases, and disposition and sentence
information on procurement cases from 1983 to early 1989. These
data are drawn largely from the Department of Justice's Fraudand
Corruption Tracking (FACT) system, and information about the system
is also included.

The second volume contains materials on banking and savings
and loan fraud as well as securities fraud. It includes
information on the nature of bank fraud cases and descriptive
statisticsion pending cases. The data are presented separately for
cases notinvolving money laundering since they involve large sums
of money and may or may not be relevant for consideration of the
fraud guideline. The materials from the Securities and Exchange
Commission include a listing of recently prosecuted cases and their
dispositions. It is not clear what if any conclusions can be drawn
from these data about changes in the nature of securities fraud
offenses.

Information on the projected prison impact of the proposed
guideline changes related to fraud is forthcoming.

Attachments

-2-
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Charles Betsey DATE: March 27, 1989
Alain Sheer

FROM: Jeffrey A. Standen ins
RE: Fraud Cases: Northern District of California

On Thursday, March 23, 1989, I spoke with Ploy Dawson, head

of the Criminal Division in the U.S. Attorney's office for the

Northern District of California (San Francisco). Mr. Dawson has

been a prosecutor specializing in fraud cases for twenty years.

He reports that he believes fraud cases are "one hundred times

more complex" currently than in earlier years. He thinks that

this added complexity commenced around 1985. The current

offendersare smarter, and take greaterstepsto conceal their

crimes.

Mr. Dawson believes that the size of the frauds, in terms of

losses caused,has also increased substantially over the same

period of time. He reports that losses often exceed five million

X



dollars. The typical cases giving rise to these large amounts

are savings and loan casesand defense procurement fraud.

Mr. Dawson does not believe that frauds are occurring with

greater frequency in recent years than in past years. He has no

knowledge as to whether recent frauds involve a greater risk of

bodily injury, He has no recent cases involving offshore banking

facilities. He has no opinion as to whether or not the frequency

of adjudications by plea have increased or diminished.
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March 23, 1989

TO: Charles Betsey
Alain Sheer

FROM = Jeffrey A . Standen JH'5

RE: Fraud Cases Northern District of Illinois

On Wednesday, March 22, 1989, I spoke with Joseph Duffey,

First Assistant to the United States Attorney, Northern District

of Illinois. Mr. Duffey stated that he has perceived in recent

years a greater incidence, magnitude and complexity of frauds.

Mr. Duffey stated that his office had under his supervision a

"Defense Procurement Fraud Unit," which recently prosecuted a

case to a settlement agreement at $200 million, at which amount

Mr. Duffey approximated the loss caused. Moreover, Mr. Duffey

stated that, if the recent reports of federal investigationof

the commoditiestrading markets in Chicago are accurate, then the

commodities trading fraud losses could be enormous. Mr. Duffey

believes that the five million dollars guidelines limit is

unrealistic.

Mr. Duffey believes that he has seen more sophisticated

fraud offenders in recent years, with a corresponding increase in

theuse off - shore banking facilities and money wire transfers.
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Charles Betsey & Alain Sheer
Fraud Cases N.D. Ill. Memorandum
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Mr. Duffey had no opinion on whether there was an increase in

frauds involving tothe risk of bodily injury.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM =

RE:

(202)662 > B800

March 23 , 1989

Charles Betsey
Alain Sheer

Jeffrey A. Standen J-iis

Fraud Cases Central District of California

On Wednesday, March 22, 1989, I spoke with Terry Bowers,

Chief of the Major Frauds Section of the United States Attorney's

Office, Central District of California (Los Angeles). Mr. Bowers

stated that he has perceived an increase in the frequency,

severity, complexity and magnitude of frauds in recent years. He

believes that the fraud guidelines are inadequate in stopping at

five million dollars inloss.

Mr. Bowers perceives a tremendous increase in the complexity

of the fraudulent schemes, as the typical defendant is a more

sophisticated, more clever criminal, one able to utilize shell

corporations, off - shore banking facilities and other

sophisticated means to conceal crimes and thwart criminal

detection and investigation. Mr. Bowers also perceived an

increase in the risk of bodily injury arising from these frauds,

stating that the typical white - collar fraud was "getting



Charles Betsey & Alain Sheer
Fraud Cases C;D. Cal. Memorandum
Page 2

rougher." Mr. Bowers cited typical examples in the te1emarketing

area, where apparently the owners of telemarketing schemes hire

body guards whose function it is, in part, to injure those

complaining to law enforcement authorities.

Mr. Bowers had no opinion on the incidence of pleas.

9'
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March 23, 1989

TO: Charles Betsey
Alain Sheer

FROM = Jeffrey A. Standen f fI 5

RE = gFraud Cases - Eastern District of Michi an

/

On Thursday, March 23, 1989, I spoke with Alan Gershel, Head

of the Public Corruption Unit of the United States Attorney's

Office, Eastern District of Michigan. Mr. Gershel's unit handles

the office's defense procurement fraud cases. Mr.Gershel stated

that he believes that the procurement frauds have, in recent

years, generally become more frequent, of greater complexity and

greater magnitude. He stated that the greater complexity was

attributable in part to the practice of bribery, which both aids

the commission of the crime and hinders detection.

Mr. Gershel stated that he has never seen a case exceed five

million dollars in loss. He stated that,when such as case does

arise, then it is typically referred to theDepartment of

Justice, which apparently has a special unit assigned to deal

with such cases. He stated that he had not seen such a case come

through his office.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Charles Betsey

FROM:

RE =

Alain Sheer

Jeffrey A. Standen =9$

Fraud Cases - District of New Jersey

On Wednesday, March 22, 1989, I spoke with Robert Warren,

Chief of the Fraud Division of the Office of the U.S. Attorney,

District of New Jersey. Mr. Warren stated that, in his opinion,

the failure of the sentencing guidelines to exceed five million

dollars in relation to fraud loss amounts is a serious problem.

He stated that his office with far greater frequency than in past

years has witnessed frauds greatly in excess of five million

dollars, including a recentbank fraud, the loss from which was

approximately $52 million. Mr. Warren believes that both the

frequency and magnitude of frauds have increased within the last

five years such that typical"garden - variety frauds now routinely

register as much as two to three million dollars in losses.

Mr. Warren opined that frauds were in general becoming more,

sophisticated and more complex, and that off - shore banking
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Fraud Cases D. N.J. Memorandum
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facilities, particularly those available at the Cayman Islands,

has caused his office considerable detection and enforcement

difficulties.

Mr. Warren also opined that he hadwitnessed no change in

the degree to which frauds had created risks of bodily or

personalinjury. He did state that he believed that the

incidence of adjudications by plea had increased in recent years,

due primarily to the applicability of the sentencing guidelines.

Mr. Warren believes that the sentencing guidelines help to

generate pleas. As an example, Mr. Warren stated, in the typical

case, the defendant's sole*avenue of diminished sentencing arises

via his "acceptance of responsibility," to which the prosecutor

may stipulate as a condition of the plea agreement.

In regard to the immediate future, Mr. Warren stated,that he

believes that the off - shore banking problem will continue to

frustrate his enforcement problems. Mr. Warren also foresees

that the size of the frauds in terms of losses caused will

continue to increase. Finally, Mr. Warren also believes that the

incidence of bank fraud will increase as real estate values

within his district begin to decline,as it is Mr. Warren's

theory that real estateprices form a major index of the

profitability of banks, and as bankprofits begin to decline,

bank officers will turn to other avenues for profits;
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On another matter, Mr. Warren expressed his strong opinion

that the guidelines regarding penalties for securities fraud were

far too low interms of sentencing levels. The particular

problem Mr. Warren sees is in the area of "penny" stocks, which

typically are not subject to Exchange rules and are not soldby

major investment houses. Mr.*warren believes these "penny"

stocks are heavily manipulated, and are largely controlled by

organized crime. He believes, if possible, that the Commission

should do what it can to focus particular enhanced penalties upon

the manipulation of "penny" stock prices.
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RE!
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March 23, 1989

Charles Betsey
Alain Sheer

Jeffrey A. Standen :fAS

Fraud Cases - Eastern District of New York

On Wednesday, March 22, 1989, I spoke with Lawrence

Urgenson, Chief Assistant U.S. Attorney, EasternDistrict of New

York. Mr; Urgenson believes that fraud cases in his office in

recent years have increased in size, complexity and magnitude.

Regarding complexity, Mr. Urgenson explained that his office has

prosecuted more multi - defendant cases involving activities in

several federal districts. Mr. Urgenson also believes that the

five million dollar cessation of the fraud sentencing guidelines

is inadequate; his office's prosecution of bank, savings and loan

and credit union frauds routinely exceed $5 million, and often

approach $30 million.

Mr. Urgenson believes that recent years have seen an

increase in the incidence of frauds committed within the

corporate context, or by corporations. Mr. Urgenson states that

this phenomenon has led to an increased difficulty in the
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successful prosecution of fraud cases. Specifically, the

corporate context gives rise to unusually difficult problems of

determining which individuals and parties are responsible, had

knowledge, and had the requisite "intent" to commit the fraud.

Moreover, such cases typically involve thousands of documents.

Mr.urgenson stated that he had no experience with any

difficulties arising from off - shore banking facilities. Mr.

Urgenson had not witnessed any increase in frauds that might lead

to bodily - injury. Furthermore, Mr. Urgenson did not believe

there was any increase or decrease in the number ofadjudications

settled byplea. Because typical investigations of major frauds

occur over several years, the sentencing guidelines have yet to

have a significant effect upon the amount of plea bargaining.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Charles Betsey

FROM:

RE :

Alain Sheer

Jeffrey A. Standen *$

Fraud Cases - Eastern District of Michigan

On Wednesday, March 22, 1989, I spoke with Blondell Morey,

Chief of the White - collar Crime Unit, U.S. Attorney's Office,

Eastern District of Michigan. Mr. Morey stated that, in his
experience, the size of frauds in recent years had increased, but

that typically the size of the frauds in his office were well

within guideline ranges. The typical amount of loss caused by

frauds ranged from $30,000 to $300,000. Mr. Morey believes there

has been a recent increase in the frequency of bank frauds.

These frauds are not done by insiders, buy typically involvelbad
check schemes or credit card frauds. In his district, there has

been as yet few savings and loan or bank failures. Mr. Morey did

notperceive any increase in the amount of frauds creating a risk

of bodily injury. He perceived a slight increase in the

sophistication of frauds.
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Mr. Morey did believe that his office has recently

prosecuted about two or three securities frauds which might have

exceeded the guidelines in terms of the amountof loss caused.

These cases were not guidelines cases, however. Regarding the

future, Mr. Morey believes he will continue to'see a great deal

of credit card frauds, which are typically small in size.

On another matter, Mr. Moray believes that the guideline

fraud table establishes guideline ranges that are too low

respecting first - time white - collar offenders.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Commissioners
Sid Moore

FROM : Charles Betsey ~
SUBJECT: Statistical Analysis Of Data On Fraud Cases

DATE: March 29, 1989

Guidelines Fraud Cases

The Commission asked that we undertake an investigation of the
nature of fraud cases sentenced under the guidelines. The
Monitoring Unit provided us with about 230 cases. Cases were
further screened to assure that we had only those cases that had
been sentenced under the guidelines. Caseswere coded using a
form developed by Alain Sheer and myself. Several staff members
aided us in the coding exercise including Pam Barron, Paul Pierrot,
Bruce Kobayashi, Jeff Carpenter, David Anderson, and Mary McDowell.

Preliminary results for 178 guideline fraud cases are reported
in the following tables. Because of the time constraints with
which we were dealing we decided to code by type of fraud to assure
that we had accounted for those types involving large dollar
losses. Thus, all cases of mail, wire, and credit card fraud are
included in the initial analysis along with a sample of
immigration, government program, and other fraud cases. Coding of
the other cases is still underway and an analysis incorporating all
of the cases will be provided at a later date. - Since the omitted
cases tend to entail little or no reported losses, any bias in the
preliminary analysis may be to overstate the seriousness of fraud
offenses sentenced under the guidelines to date.

The average duration of guidelines fraud cases was 8.7 months,
but nearly one - halfhad durations of one month or less. The
averageloss involved in guidelines fraud cases was $61,900, with
the loss ranging from $20 up to $1 million (about - 51 percent of
fraud cases either involvedno reported loss or losses of $2,000
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or less). Guidelines fraud cases were disposed of by guilty pleas
93 percent of the time. In less than one - fifth of the cases was
it clear that a lower statutory maximum.resulted from the plea,
while in nearly two - thirds of the cases the plea had not reduced
the statutory maximum.

Despite the sampling mentioned earlier,immigration fraud
accounted for the largest group of cases in the guidelines sample
(36 percent) with credit card fraud accounting for the next largest
group (25 percent). Finally, three - fourths of defendants sentenced
for fraud in our guidelines sample were in criminal history
category I, and half of defendants had a total offense level of8
or less. Departures with respect to the imprisonment range
occurred in 14percent of the guidelines fraud cases (25 cases);
60 percent were downward departures and 40 percent were upward
departures.

Augmented FPSSIS and FPSSIS Guidelines Cases

Comparisons based on old law fraud cases and guidelines -
eligible cases suggest that the two groups are substantially
different. For example, the greatest loss amount for a guidelines
fraud case is $1 million, while the old law sample includes several
cases with losses in excess of $10 million (see attached
memorandum). Similarly, nearly one- half of guidelines - eligible
fraud cases involvedsingle acts compared to less than one- fourth
of old law cases. Finally, old law fraud cases were four times as
likely to involve breach of trust as guidelines - eligible cases (26
percent compared with 6 percent). Rather than.indicating that
fraud offenses have become lessserious since 1986, the differences
are probably due to the relatively short time since the November
1987 effective date of the guidelines compared to the time to
prosecute and sentence more serious fraud offenses.

Our evidence on this - point is largely impressionistic and
anecdotal. Assistant United States Attorneys in the offices
handling the most fraud offenses indicate their perception that
indeed fraud offenses have become more complex and involve larger
amounts of loss than in the past. Data related to procurement
fraud from the Inspector General's office at the Department of
Defense appears to indicate that the time period for moving ahead
with a case in 1988 was considerably greater than had been true in
1985 (Volume I). One possible explanation for this finding is an
increase in the complexity of the cases.

Fraud Cases Involving Losses Over $5 Million

At the meeting of February 28 we were asked to investigate the
nature of the fraud cases in the augmented FPSSIS data that
involved losses in excess of $5 million. There are 27 such cases
identified in the FPSSIS data, accounting for about 3 percent of
all fraud cases. We were able to locate and review the Presentence

2
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offenses. One of.the cases we found was erroneously identified as
involving a loss of $37 million, when in fact the loss was $3.7
million. Several of the cases involving the largest losses
essentially involved money laundering offenses that could be
sentenced under guideline 2F1.1 (18 U.S.C. 5 2314),even though
the most analogous guideline might appear to be 251.3;

Case Summaries

Case
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

Loss (Intended or Actual)
$5.8 million

$6 million

$6 million

$6 million

$6.3 million

$7 million

$8 million

$9 million

$10 million+

$10.5 million

$45 million

- 3-.

Offense
Interstate Transportation
of Money Obtained by Fraud;
bogus corporate credit
scheme.

Mail and Wire Fraud; bogus
coal leases.

Mail Fraud; fraudulent
automobile repair claims.

False Statements on
Application for BankLoans

Mail Fraud; evasion of
customs duties on orange
juice.

False Statements;converting
cash to cashier's checks
(money laundering).

Mail Fraud; mail order
business.

Interstate Transportation
of Money Obtained by Fraud;
factoring accounts payable
for businesses.

False Statements and
Conspiracy: money
laundering.

False ,Statement in
Application for Bank Loan;

Mail Fraud; mail order
business.
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$50 million

$56 million

Conspiracy to use
counterfeit credit cards;
manufacture, sale, and
distribution of counterfeit
cards.

Wire Fraud and Conspiracy;
boileroom operation
involving oil and gas
leases.

Attachments
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Loss Distribution for
Guidelines Fraud Cases

Attempted/intended Loss Number Percent

$2,000 or Less

$2,001 - $5,000

$5,001 - $10,000

$10,001 - $20,000

$20,001 - $50,000

$50,001 - $100,000

$100,001 - $200,000

$200,001 - $500,000

$500,001 - $1,000,000

$1,000,001 or more

Total

90

17

8

11

16

25

4

5

2

178

50.5

9.6

4.5

6.2

9.0

14.0

2.2

2.8

1.1

100.0

Average Loss = $61,880

Standard Deviation = $129,880

Range = $20 - $1 million
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Duration of Offense
for Guidelines Fraud Cases

Duration
(In Months) Number Percent

One month or less

2 -6

7-12

13 -18

19 - 2 4

2 5-3 6

3 7 -60

6 1-12 0

121 - 240

241 or more

TOTAL

53

28

19

6

1

3

1

1

1

113

46.9

24.8

16.8

5.3

0.9

2.7

0.9

0.9

0.9

100.0
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DISPOSITION OF GUIDELINES CASES

Method of Disposition Number Percent

Plea

Trial

Total

165

13

178

92.7

7.3

100.0
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PLEA REDUCED STATUTORY
MAXIMUM

Number Percent

Yes

No

Don ' t Know/Missing

Total

30

105

28

165

18.2

63.6

18.2

100.0
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 DISTRIBUTION OF
GUIDELINE CASES

BY TYPE OF FRAUD

Type Number Percent

Lending and Credit

Bank

Procurement

Credit Card

Mail , Wire

Government Program

Immigration

Other

Total

3

30

45

20

7

64

9

178

1.7

16.9

25.3

11.2

3.9

36.0

5.1

100.0
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Distribution of Offense Level
by Criminal History Category for

Guideline Fraud Cases

Offense Level I

Criminal History'category

II III IV V VI

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Total

30

3

35

2

22

5

5

8

6

6

6

5

2

135

1

2

2

3

3

1

2

1

15

1

1

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

13

1

4

1

6

?

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

6
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Fraud Offenses by Nature of Behaviorl

Nature of Behavior Guidelines - Eli ible

On-Going Behavior

Multiple Acts

Single Act

Organized Crime

Total

(Percent Distribution)

Old Law

34 . 2

35 . 7

24 . 1

5 . 9

100. 0

16.0

34.8

49.2

100.0

1 Source: Augmented FPSSIS records for fiscal year 1985 and
FPSSIS records for post - November 1, 1987 cases. Old law sample
includes 526 cases; guidelines - eligible sample inc1udes474 cases.
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Fraud Offenses by Type of Offensel

Type of Offense

Lending and Credit,
Bank, Bankruptcy

Credit Card

Mail , Wire

Government Program

Immigration;

Other
(Including computer,
conspiracy, other
tax, etc.)

Total

(Percent Distribution)

Old Law

8 . 8

1. 6

32 . 8

4 . 4

36. 0

17 . 5

100 . 0

Guidelines - Eli ible

15.0

16.0

7.6

6.1

47.2

8.1

100.0

1 Source: Augmented FPSSIS records for fiscal year 1985 and
FPSSIS records for post - November 1, 1987 cases. Oldlaw sample
includes 526 cases; guidelines - eligible sample includes 474cases.
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X.

Fraud Offenses by Nature of Behavior

Nature of Behavior

On-Going Behavior

Multiple Acts

Single Act

Organized Crime

Total

(Percent Distribution)

Old Law

34 . 2

35 . 7

24 . 1

5 . 9

100

Guidelines -Eligible

16. 0

34 . 8

49 . 2

100

1

1 Source: Augmented FPSSIS records forfiscal year 1985 and
FPSSIS records for post - November 1, 1987 cases. Old law sample
includes 526 cases; guidelines - eligible sample includes 474 cases.
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L

Distribution of Loss for Fraud Offensesl
(Percent Distribution)

Loss Category

$2,000 or less

$2,001 - $5,000

$5,001 - $10,000

$10,001 - $20,000

$20,001 - $50,000

$50,001 - $100,000

$100,001 - $200,000

$200,001 - $500,000

$500,001 - $1,000,000

$1,000,001 - $2,000,000

$2,000,001 - $5,000,000

$5,000,001 - $6,000,000

$6,000,001 - $8,000,000

$8.000.001 - $10,000,000

$10,000,001 - $15,000,000

$15,000,001 - $20,000,000

More than $20 million

Total

Old Law

27.8

7.4

6.7

7.0

11.4

7.4

9.1

10.5

3.2

3.8

1.5

1.3

0.4

0.6

0.4

1.5

100.0

Guidelines - Eli ible

53.9

9.0

5.5

5.7

8.6

8.8

2.6

4.5

0.7

0.5

0.2

100.0

1 Source: Augmented FPSSIS records for fiscal year 1985 and
FPSSIS records for post - November 1, 1987 cases. Old law sample
includes 526 cases; guidelines - eligible sample includes 474 cases.
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March 29, 1989

Memorandum

TO : Charles Betsey /
/ .

FROM : Ronnie Scvotkin ~//L ~
SUBJECT: Comparison of Fraud Guidelines

Per you request, attached is a copy of a comparison of U.S.
Sentencing Commission Guidelines (October 1, 1988) to*the U.S.
Parole Commission Guidelines.
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l*
Fraud Offenses - Comparison of October 1, 1988 Sentencing Guidelines,

To The Equivalent Parole Guidelines Offense Levels

Dollar Amount

$2,000 or less

$2,001 -5, 000

$5, 001 - 10,000

$10,001-20, 000

$20, 00 1-50, 000

$50, 001-100,000

$100, 001-200, 000

$200,001-500, 000

$500,001-
1,000,000

$ 1,000,001-
2,*000,000

$2, 000, 00 1-

5,000,000

over $5,000,000

Guideline Level
without Minimal
Planning

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

117

Guideline Level
with Minimal
Planning

10

10

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

U.S. Parole
Commission
pre 12/21/87

6

6-9

6-9

6-9

14

14

18-20

18-20

23

23

23

23

U.S. Parole
Commission
post- 12/21/87

6

6-9

6-9

6-9

6- 14

14

14

18-20

18-20

23

23

23

*The above correspondences are based upon
effect of good time under the new law.

the parole guidelines adjusted to take into account the


